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ThE TraveIUnCj BircJer: Montana

Montana is a state of many contrasts, from

the mountains of Glacier National Park to the

mesas and rolling prairie of east-central

Montana. The cities vary as much as the

landscape; Bigfork and Missoula represent

new Montana, with new construction and an

influx of new residents from California; Great

Falls to the east is old Montana, with the ap

pearance of an old frontier town. Current

conservation issues include logging, water

and wilderness preservation.

I was fortunate to spend a week there in July

1994, on a tour with the Audubon Naturalist

Society of the Central Atlantic States. This

was not exclusively a birding tour, but a

general one that touched on conservation

issues along with all aspects of northern

Montana natural history. However, one of the

leaders was Mark Garland, a fine birder

whom many of us heard talk on "The Natural

Northwest" at SUNY two years ago.

The trip started in Missoula, about 140 miles

south of Glacier. We birded the Lee Metcalf

National Wildlife Refuge, then toured the

National Bison Range, where we saw bison,

pronghorn, elk and some good birds, includ

ing a close view of a Sora with five young.

This area was set aside to preserve the

American Bison, which now seems to be

doing quite well. It did seem interesting that

the burger stand just outside the Range

featured buffalo burger (which several of us

tried).

We next moved up to Apgar, at the west end

of Glacier National Park (GNP). With an early

start Monday we drove the Going to the Sun

Road, described as the most scenic fifty miles

in the U.S. Although the road was narrow and

went along a steep cliff, the mountain scenery

was truly spectacular. Reaching the

Continental Divide at Logan Pass, we set out

on a windy 1.5 mile hike to the Hidden Lake

overlook (the remainder of the trail was

closed due to Grizzly Bear activity). Along the

way, we saw Gray-crowned Rosy Finch,

American Pipit and four White-tailed Ptarmi

gan!! The latter were just off the trail, and

easily photographed. At the top of the trail, we

encountered a mountain goat at the edge of

the cliff, not 15 feet from us. It didn't seem ei-
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ther threatening or afraid of us, and was prob

ably used to the visitors with their busy cam

eras!

The rest of the day was spend exploring other

sites east of the Divide, where some of us

saw Townsend's Solitaire and American Dip

per.

The next day included exploration of a once-

burned forest and a walk through a grove of

giant cedars, where we heard our first Varied

Thrush. Some of the group discovered sev

eral active nests of American Dipper along a

stream!

That night we again went to Logan Pass; In

the parking lot was a goat licking the over

flowed antifreeze. There is concern over po

tential toxic effects of this, but its actual im

pact on the goat population is unknown. We

split up, with some of us heading back up the

Hidden Lake overlook trail. As we climbed, we

kept getting reports of sheep! This would be a

life mammal for me, and my most important

goal of the whole trip. Somehow this made the

climb at 6800 feet a little easier! I was re

warded with a look at a ram Bighorn, not as

close as the goat, but a good binocular view in

evening light. The couple of pictures that I

took were for documentation, and not for

submission to a magazine!

Another member of the tour had taken a dif

ferent trail and had a different kind of en

counter. Rounding a bend on a narrow cliff-

side trail about 8" wide, he was suddenly 6'

away from a mountain goat, with no room to

pass! He looked at the goat, the goat looked

at him, then they both went back their sepa

rate ways.

The next day we moved to the east side of the

Park, staying at Many Glacier. Again we split

up, with 7 of us taking a longer, 9-mile hike to

Iceberg Lake, a spectacular spot at 6000 feet

that has icebergs all summer. This was well

worth the 1200 foot climb through Grizzly

country.

The Park Service is doing a good job of

warning people about bears, putting signs at

trailheads and posting guidelines for hikers. It

is important to remember that we are in the

bears' home, and that even if we follow all in

structions, a Grizzly may attack, without

warning and for no apparent reason. People

have been injured and killed by bears, but

fortunately none yet this year. Where the risk

is higher, Rangers add highly visible orange

signs with a picture of a bear, and such was

some of the area we traversed enroute to Ice

berg Lake. We stayed in a group and made

lots of noise, and never saw a bear. Bear

bells are popular but not very effective; clap

ping and yelling are the recommended meth

ods.
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The following day we sadly had to move on

(after a boat trip that yielded a coyote and a

lecture on glaciation), and we moved out of

the Park toward the lower elevations of cen

tral Montana. The Rocky Mountains exert a

pronounced rain shadow effect, with moist,

prolific forests on the west side and dry prairie

on the east. We stopped briefly at Freezout

Lake, then headed into Great Falls.

Great Fails is a big city of 55,000 by Montana

standards; the largest, Billings, is still smaller

than Albany. It's in the middle of the prairie,

with rodeo, car racing and youths

congregating on the streets in the back of

their pickups. It is the old west, old Montana,

and has old buildings. It is also close to

Benton Lake National Wildlife Refuge, where

we spent that evening and the entire next

morning. Pectoral Sandpiper, Black-necked

Stilt, American Avocet, Long-billed Dowitcher

(in good plumage), both Yellowlegs, White-

faced Ibis, Yellow-headed Blackbird and a

huge variety of grebes and waterfowl were

among its avian inhabitants.

Northern Montana is actually farther north

than New England, and the long summer

evenings reflect this. Not only does the sun

set later, but the dusk is long, as the sun

retreats at a shallower angle the farther north

one goes. (It sets straight down in the tropics).

This means the possibility for drawn-out

spectacular sunsets and good late evening

birding. It also makes for short winter days,

but I'd rather talk about summer!

The population of Montana is expected to

grow from its current level of less than one

million to roughly three times that over the

not-too-distant future; they have an

opportunity to address the way in which they

should grow so that both wilderness and other

human needs are accommodated; I only hope

that they will do so.

Conserving Open Space in NYS

I? S<vtS Putnam

The organization "Five Rivers Limited" made

us aware of a plan that is a joint effort

between the NYS Department of

Environmental Conservation and the Office

of Parks, Recreation and Historic

Preservation. One of the purposes of this

plan is to target projects for funding from the

Environmental Protection Fund.

Since the plan was undergoing a public

review process, our club sent a letter urging

the list of Five Rivers Environmental

Education Center as a priority project in the

newly drafted Conserving Open Space in

New York State plan. Because of its wide

variety of habitats, Five Rivers is an

excellent place to bird. The Center is used

heavily by the public as well. We mentioned

the need for a buffer area between the

center and housing developments. This

letter was sent to Mr. Beil of the Department

of Environmental Conservation.
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HMBC AnnuaI MEETiNq to Feature Dinner an<I

SpEAkER on ThE C/iUp/iqos

Mark your calendars for Wednesday. April

12, for the Club's 1995 Annual Meeting. As

last year, it will be preceded by a dinner and

be held at Oceans Eleven on Western

Avenue in Guilderland. The featured speaker

will be Dr. Michael Anker, on "The Galapagos

Islands." The site of the pioneering

evolutionary research of Charles Darwin, and

of recent work on "The Beak of the Finch," the

Galapagos are a must-see for many

naturalists. Hosting not only finches, but

Waved Albatross, Galapagos Penguin,

Masked, Red-footed and incredible Blue-

footed Boobies, and the giant tortoises, these

islands near the equator offer the visitor an

unmatched experience. Dr. Anker will show

his outstanding slides of these islands, along

with a look at the sights and people of

mainland Ecuador, the starting-off point for

most Galapagos adventures.

The evening will be structured as follows:

Dinner: 6:00

Business Meeting: 7:30

Featured Speaker: 8:30

You can come to one, two or all events of the

evening. The cost of the dinner will be $15.15,

the same as last year, and we expect enough

people to have a buffet.

As required by the Club's By-Laws, a notice of

the Annual Meeting will be sent to you

between 40 and 10 days prior to the meeting;

look for it in early March. That notice will

contain the form and instructions for paying in

advance to reserve your place at the dinner.

Nominations Committee Appointed for Spring Elections

A Nominations Committee, consisting of George Hanson (Chair)(885-5467), Bill Lee (374-3426),

and Al Mapes (439-4086) has been appointed. They are seeking candidates for the following

positions: President, Vice- President, Treasurer, Secretary, and Director (2 positions open). The

incumbent Vice-President, Treasurer, Secretary are all eligible to run for another one-year term.

One director (Recer) is eligible to run for a second two-year term. The other Director (Lee) has

served his limit of two consecutive two-year terms, as provided in the By-Laws. The President

has served his limit of two consecutive one-year terms. Note that the other three Directors,

Hanson, Johnson and Sommers, each have one year left in their first two-year term.

If you are interested in any of the above positions, please contact a member of the Committee by

March 1.
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HMBC BOARd DEbATES

CiviNq

A small percentage of our annual budget

has traditionally gone toward funding

charitable activities, such as sending

children to environmental education camp,

support for the American Museum of

Natural History's work on Great Gull Island,

and the printing of new checklists for Five

Rivers Center. This subject has recently

come up for debate, with several worthy

activities all vying for our (your) dollars.

We are aware of the argument that people

pay their dues to the Club to support Club

activities, and if they wanted their money

given away to other organizations, they

could do it themselves. However, we

believe that limited, carefully targeted

support of bird-related activities is

appropriate, as long as it does not impair

the financial health of the Club.

Criteria are being developed for such

charitable giving, and will be debated by

the Board. Requests for further

contributions have been tabled pending a

better projection of this fiscal year's

finances, but potential recipients include

The Nature Conservancy and Camp

Pinnacle. Please, feel free to let us know

what you think (call any Board member).

HMBC Nominates LocaL Sites For

NYS WATChAblE WiLdlifE PROqRAM

In December, the Club nominated five local

sites for inclusion in the NYS Watchable

Wildlife Program. This program, similar to

others across the country, provides the

interested public with a guidebook and

highway signs (binocular logo) to the 100

top wildlife-viewing sites in New York.

These are not necessarily the best 100 for

regional avian specialties, as they are

intended for easy public viewing. Thus, a

site such as Black Creek Marsh, one of the

region's best, was not nominated because

of limited legal access points. However, we

did select five sites that provide a

combination of excellent access/facilities

with some great birding, and hope that they

will all make the state's top 100. The sites

are Five Rivers, Vischer Ferry NHP,

Thacher Park, Saratoga Battlefield, and a

combination of Cohoes Falls and Peebles

Island SP. Club members familiar with the

sites filled out the detailed nomination

forms for Vischer Ferry (Scott Stoner),

Thacher (Ken Able) and Cohoes/Peebles

(Frank Murphy). We nominated Five Rivers

and the Battlefield in a letter, but didn't

attempt to duplicate the effort of staff of

those locations who were also preparing

nomination forms.

We'll keep you posted about the status of

our sites, and on the availability of the

statewide viewing guide. Note also that all

of our nominated locations will be featured

in the Club's upcoming book.
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UpcowiNq Field TRips

Massachusetts to Maine

Feb 18-20 (Sat-Mon), Coord: Bill Lee 374-3426.

A weekend trip for winter coastal specialties

(postponed from January). Reservations: Feb 10

Snowshoes and Birds at Five Rivers

Feb or Mar, Coord: Ray Perry 475-0291 (work), 399-

3962 (home).

Since this depends on snowfall, listen to Birdline for

the announcement of the specific date.

North Country Owling

Feb weekend??, Coord: Bill Lee 374-3426

This two day trip will focus on owls in northern NY. As

of last report, not much is being reported, if conditions

change, then the trip may be scheduled. Contact Bill if

you anticipate any interest.

Ft. Edward, Washington County

Feb 5 (Sun), Coord: Dick Beeler 399-8557

Meet at 11 am focusing on Ft. Edward's wintering

raptors.

Waterbirds of the Lower Mohawk Valley

Feb 25 (Sat), Coord: Carl George 388-6330 (office)

Scan the Mohawk for gulls, cormorants and

mergansers, emphasizing gull identification.

Waterfowl of the Hudson River

(Greene Co.)

Mar 12 (Sun), Coord: Bill Cook 851-2678

Search the Hudson river from Coxsackie to Catskill for

migrating waterfowl.

Waterfowl of the Hudson River

(north of Troy)

Mar 26 (Sun), Coord: Paul Grattan 237-0661 (office),

237-8355

Lower Hudson River

including Mill Creek Marsh

Apr 1 (Sat), Coord: Walt Sabin 439-7344

Early migrants, hawks, gulls and waterfowl should

highlight this trip along Route 9J between Rensselaer

and Stockport. A stop at Mill Creek Marsh will be

included.

Instructional Waterfowl Trip

at Vischer Ferry

Apr 2 (Sun), Coord: Scott Stoner 464-0492

A leisurely morning walk will focus on spring waterfowl

and marsh birds returning to Vischer Ferry.

Reservations. March 27

Waterfowl and Marsh Birds

of Vischer Ferry

Apr 8 (Sat), Coord: Scott Stoner 464-0492

A repeat of the previous week as the spring waterfowl

migration reaches its peak. Reservations: April 4

Delmarva Peninsula

May 12-14 (Fri-Sun), Coord: Bill Lee 374-3426

A club favorite, this trip provides excellent

opportunities to see southern breeding specialties

including Summer Tanager and Brown-headed

Nuthatch and southern warblers. Reservations: April 5

Spend the day searching the Hudson for migrating

waterfowl between Troy and Hudson Falls.
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FIELD TRIP REPORTS

Five Rivers Instructional Trip

January 7, 1995. Only three participants at

tended this morning trip, attendance perhaps

diminished by the ice storm of the night be

fore. However, bird activity was considerable

at the feeders. After a first look at that, Scott

showed slides of common wintering birds of

the area. Then it was back to the feeders,

then out on the grounds for an hour and a half

walk. We tallied 15 species; the high point

probably the good view of a Northern Har

rier in the field north of the barn.

TlfE Ni FRONTiER

A group of 10 HMBC members met at Niagara

Falls, Ontario on Dec 10 for a weekend of

birding around the Niagara River and Falls.

Saturday morning started quietly at the edge

of Lake Erie with Common Goldeneye, Mal

lards and Black Ducks. Working our way

down the river we stopped occasionally

studying the abundant flocks of Bonaparte's

Gulls for an unusual gull species.

Occasional spots of woodland species

included Downy Woodpecker, American

Tree Sparrow, Northern Cardinal and

Black-capped Chickadees.

Just above the falls, a diligent search of

perched gulls uncovered a Lesser Black-

backed Gull amongst the other common

species of Ring-billed, Herring and great

Black-backed Gulls. As we worked

through the falls, a few more ducks were

identified including Northern Pintail and

Gadwall.

hoped to find some white-winged gulls. Unfor

tunately, we were not so lucky. As dusk and

snow started to fall we hunied along to the

few remaining spots, turning up some hurried

glances at Oldsquaw. For one member, we

found a few on the water and used a scope

through the snow squall so she could count

her new lifebird. The first day ended happily in

that regard, but disappointingly with respect to

our gull species.

The next morning we decided to work our way

from our last stop of the previous day back to

the Falls. Our early stops provided more satis-

lying looks at Oldsquaw and Double-

crested CORMORANTS. At Queenston we

found another group of birders who had found

a Little Gull downriver among the flying

Bonaparte's. A few of our group glimpsed

the bird through scopes, but the view was not

particularly satisfying.

At the dam overlook on Sunday, we were fi

nally rewarded with some white-winged gulls.

One person identified an Iceland Gull, but

unfortunately the rest could not locate it.

However, a Glaucous Gull was found and

remained in the same area for quite a while.

Most of the group was able to find the bird

and have excellent views.

We checked out of our hotel and scouted

around the falls for a little while longer, found

another Iceland Gull. However, as the

weather turned much chillier with a biting

wind, the parties decided to head for home

satisfied with our exploration of the Niagara

Frontier.

We proceeded to the dam overlook where we
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Saratoga LaI<e Field TRip (NovEMbER 15,

1994)

Our trip to look for waterfowl on Sunday,

November 13, 1994 was very successful.

Seventeen birders scoured Saratoga Lake

from 9:45 until about 2:00. We did not cover

the previously advertised Hudson River be

cause there had been nothing to see there all

week. We made ten stops at various points

along the shoreline.

Our bird-of-the-day was a male BARROWS

Goldeneye. It was first spotted by Monty

Calvert and confirmed by Alison Van Keuren

on the east side of the lake. Unfortunately,

none of the other members of the group were

able to get a decent look before it flew away.

About an hour later, the bird was again spot

ted off of Silver Beach. All participants had

good views of this unusual duck. This was a

life bird for many members of the trip.

There were Common Loons, Canada

Goose, Black Duck, Mallard, and Ring-

billed Gulls at many stops. Several stops

produced Common Goldeneye, Buffle-

head, Herring Gull, and American Coot.

A few sites yielded Gadwall, Hooded Mer

ganser, and Common Mergansers. At least

one place had Pied-billed Grebe, Red

necked Grebe, Double-crested cor

morant, Great Blue Heron, Snow Goose,

american wlgeon, rlng-necked duck,

Greater Scaup, Surf Scoter, Red-

breasted Merganser, and Ruddy duck.

At the end of the day, seven of us travelled

over to Cambridge to look for the Rufous

Hummingbird. Although it had been seen ear

lier in the day, we did not get a glimpse of it.

All in all it was a very productive day.

- Stmi Putnam

Dues Reminder

Thanks to all who have sent their dues renewals in.

Dues renewals are due on the 1st of the year, so please i

(/ send yours in today if you haven't yet.
r

THANKS I

Treasurer
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Nature JournaL: LittLe WancJerer

Editor's Note: This article was previously

published December 1994 in Greenwich,

Connecticut and was submitted to us by a

club member for printing in Feathers. Robert

Winkler, a writer, lives in Weston, CT and

frequently writes about nature.

Usually I don't chase after staked-put birds,

but I had business in Greenwich and would be

driving past Byram Park, where a black-

throated gray warbler had been found by

another birder a few days earlier. On I-95 I

passed a car with binding decals on the

windows and knew where its occupant, coffee

cup in hand, was headed.

After correcting a wrong turn I arrived to find

this birder scanning the reddish rock

outcropping near the park exit. We walked

along the rock face, checking every bird. It

was a lively spot, with white-throated

sparrows darting among the shrubs, rustling

the leaves and occasionally breaking into

song. A Carolina wren chimed in and its small

cousin, a winter wren, momentarily emerged

from a bush.

I raised my binoculars to every bird that

revealed itself, but most often found myself

looking at house sparrows or house finches.

Yet there was a ruby-crowned kinglet,

chickadees and titmice filtered in and out of

the treetops, cardinals chipped and a

mockingbird chacked, blue jays and crows

scoffed at the morning chill with raucous

voices. My heart quickened when I found a

warbler - a Nashville - ordinarily a satisfying

bird, but not the prize I wanted.

An hour after we started searching, the other

birder and I stood at one end of the rock, and

I was ready to leave. At the rock's opposite

end, a recently arrived pair of birders was

focused on some weeds. When we heard a
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voice say "here it is"1 we ran to their spot.

There, the black-throated gray warbler

foraged in the grass, oblivious to our gawking.

Whether it had been here all along and

escaped my notice, or whether it had just

flown in, was a question instantly eclipsed by

the pleasure of viewing this striking rarity.

People driving through the park, passing our

group of transfixed binocular-holders, would

never suspect that we were communing with

this feathered soul from the West, a bird that

normally doesn't venture east of Colorado.

According to the state's official bird checklist,

black-throated gray warblers have been seen

in Connecticut fewer that five times in this

century. Ornithologists call such a rarity an

"accidental vagrant," a dispassionate

description that hardly reflects the heroic

odyssey of this little wanderer.

This five-inch bird, weighing no more than a

few coins, in all likelihood scaled our mightiest

mountain range and voyaged across treeless

plains inhospitable to perching birds,

traversing perhaps 3,000 miles of unfamiliar

terrain. It must have endured storms, evaded

hawks and human obstacles, known true

isolation in darkest night.

Here it settled, on the shore of Long Island

Sound, creating a stir among birders - more

lost than I can imagine, but this is a human's

view. The warbler hasn't read the field guides

that say it should be there and not here. All

nature is its home. It sees the same moon and

stars here as in California, finds similar insect

food, rides the same wind.

It may not feel lost or notice the absence of

others of its kind. Still, its migratory compass

may be out of alignment. Will it perish when

winter turns harsh or will instinct guide it to

milder climes?

We watched the warbler fly to the other end of

the rock, but soon it returned, flitting along the

ground, rising to the top of the ledge, moving

between weeds, shrubs, and trees. The

temperature seemed barely above freezing,

but the rock, facing southeast, received the

sun and radiated its warmth enough to stir

insects, and we saw the warbler take a fly.

This bird had a black cap and ear patch, a

conspicuous white stripe over the eye, flanks

streaked with black, and a yellow spot

between the eye and bill. A few fine black

brush strokes painted its gray back, the

constantly flitting tail showed flashes of white,

and a narrow black wedge crossed the top of

its white breast.

Though the bird was boldly patterned, its

throat was white instead of black, a plumage

not shown in my field guides. Adult male

black-throated grays, of course, have a black

throat; females have a white throat but usually

are much duller overall that this bird, leading

me to believe it was an immature male. Its call

was like a myrtle warbler's - rough-edged

note, but shorter and softer.

The rock's vegetation teemed with birds and

its flat surface amplified their sounds, but the

black-throated gray did not join the others,

and its faint chip was sometimes lost amid

their calls. This seemed perfectly fine for the

warbler, whose sprightly actions even

emanated a sense of joy. As I write this, on

the first day of winter, I only hope the bird has

turned south or found its way back to the

other side of the Rocky Mountains.
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Monday, March 6. Amazonia, with HMBC

member Lila Ferrez. Ms. Ferrez is a founder

of a bird club in Rio de Janeiro and will talk on

the birds and natural life of the Amazon Basin

illustrating the incredible biodiversity of that

region.

Note new date:

Wednesday, April 12 (Annual Meeting) The

Galapagos, with Dr. Michael Anker. Following

the club annual dinner and business meeting,

Dr. Anker will discuss the Galapagos and

mainland Ecuador with photographs of birds

and other wildlife of the area.

Don't forget to mark your calendars for the

following:

Monday, May 1 Birds of East Africa, with

Gerry Lemmo

Monday, June 5. A Naturalist in Argentina,

News From HudsoNiA

Appeal for information:

"American Goldfinch. We are completing a

study of goldfinch nesting in purple loosestrife.

Please call if you found an active or

abandoned goldfinch nest in this plant."

Here is some guidance to identifying the nest

of an American Goldfinch, [Spinus tristis].

"Nest: Generally placed in 4 [more or less]

upright branches or in fork of horizontal limb

of tree, 1-33 ft. [0.3-10.1m] above ground, av.

4-14 ft. [1.2-4.3m]. Durable neat cup of fine

vegetable fibers woven and lined with thistle

and cattail down. ... Some nests tend to be

deeper than wide. Av. of 79 nests: outside

diam. 2 7/8 in. [7.3 cm], height 2 13/16 in. [7.1

cm]; inside diam. 2 in. [5.1 cm], depth 1 5/8 in.

[4.1 cm]."

Harrison, Hal H. [1975]. A Field Guide to

Bird's Nests. Houghton Mifflin Company,

Boston, p 232.

Purple Loosestrife [Lythrum salicaria] is an

intrusive, alien plant invading wetlands. Here

are some tips on recognizing it in winter.

In winter, Loosestrife's slender branches

reach out and bend up beside the thin main

stem. They are punctuated at even intervals

by surrounding sets of flowerheads. The plant

is a strange mixture of geometry and

numbers. The main stem tends to be

hexagonal, the side branches square. The

branches usually grow in whorls of three on

the single main stem.

Stokes, Donald W. [1976]. A guide to Nature

in Winter. Little, Brown and Company -

Boston - Toronto - pp34-35.

Send info to:

News from Hudsonia

Bard College Field Station

Annandale, NY 12504

[914]758-1881
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PnoqRAM Reports

Members who attended the Club's Christmas

Party on December 5 were treated to some

delicious sweets and a photographic tour of

the American West. Scott Stoner had sorted

through some 3000 slides and put together

his 200 favorites, covering 13 years of travels

to 13 western states. The tour started in

South Dakota and visited badlands,

mountains, rocky and sandy beaches and all

five deserts (Great Basin, Painted,

Chihuahuan, Sonoran and Mojave). His slides

illustrated the diverse habitats not only of the

West, but within states as well. An example of

this is California, which includes coastal,

mountain and both Mojave and Great Basin

desert environments. A large expanse of

Mojave desert was recently preserved with

the passage of the California Desert

Protection Act. Arizona is such a great birding

locale not just for its desert specialties and

proximity to Mexican species but also for the

"Sky Islands," mountain ranges that rise from

the desert floor, offering a sequence of

habitats and corresponding avifauna as one

climbs to 9 or 10,000 feet. The program
highlighted a number of well-known locations

such as Yellowstone, Yosemite and the Grand

Canyon, but also illustrated some of the

lesser-known natural treasures of the West,

such as Nevada's Cathedral Gorge State

Park, and Utah's Natural Bridges and Cedar

Breaks National Monuments, the latter home

to the ancient Bristlecone Pine. The show

concluded with scenes from Monument

Valley, on Navajo land near the Four Corners

of AZ, UT, CO and NM, which the speaker

considers the most scenic spot in the U.S.

On January 4, about 35 folks braved the icy

weather to see Bill Gorman's fine motion

pictures of southern Arizona. He showed us

some of the scenery, but mainly his footage of

some of Arizona's many avian specialties. He

showed Gambel's, Scaled and Montezuma

Quail, the ubiquitous Roadrunner, and the

Northern Mockingbird as a comparison to the

similar Bendire's Thrasher. His footage of

Lazuli Bunting, nearly filling the frame, was

obtained after nearly a full day's worth of

effort. Hummingbirds were a highlight of his

program, as they are of any Arizona birding

trip, and Bill illustrated as only motion film can

how the throat color can change as the bird

goes in and out of the sunlight. Other

highlights were Swainson's Hawk and

Western Screech, Elf and Spotted Owl. Bill

also gave considerable advice on when to bird

the area, pointing out that May to late summer

is the best overall time, but that within this

frame, June is the hottest, followed by a

cooler summer as the rains finally come. For

hummingbirds, he recommended visitors

arrive in late July or early August. About two-

thirds of the audience had been to Arizona,

and I'm sure his show brought back fond

memories for all. It sure did for me!
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ShERWOOd IslANd BlRd ChECkllST AVAlUblE

Note from Ellen Houle (HMBC member):

Enclosed is a press release and a checklist

created by a friend of mine who is a birder in

Southeaster Connecticut He has created the

checklist for Sherwood Island State Park

located on Long Island Sound in Fairfield

County. The checklist is unique in that it

indicates the relative likelihood of seeing each

bird in each season. Sherwood Island is

approximately two and one-half hours by car

from Albany. Some of the club's birders who

enjoy travelling to other areas to bird may be

interested.

A Sampling of Notable Sherwood Island Birds

Rarest: American White Pelican.

Nine-foot wingspan, massive bill, unique

pouch. Seen last June.

Commonest: Herring Gull.

A thousand or more gulls can gather at the

park on a winter day.

Fastest: peregrine Falcon.

Can approach 200 MPH in a dive. Most likely

in fall, but rare.

Smallest: Ruby-throated Hummingbird.

Fairly common the second week of

September in patches of jewelweed.

Oddest: Monk Parakeet.

Native to Argentina. Park birds probably

descend from pets that escaped captivity.

Noisiest: KlLLDEER

Latin name: Charadrius vociferus.

NEWS RELEASE - August 8, 1994 (for more

info call Bob Winkler 203-227-7139)

Three birders from Weston and Norwalk have

compiled a comprehensive seasonal checklist

of Sherwood Island birds. The checklist

comprises 272 species of birds found at the

state park in Westport, including 45 nesting

species. Bullets of different sizes show the

likelihood of finding a bird in each of the four

seasons. At a glance, a park visitor can team

which birds have occurred at Sherwood Island

and what time of year to expect them.

The checklist is based on more than 15 years

of field records from three active Sherwood

Island birders: Robert Winkler of Weston and

Richard Soffer and Frank Mantlik of Norwalk.

Ornithological publications and other

experienced birders provided additional

checklist data. To receive the checklist, send

a self-addressed stamped #10 business

envelope to Checklist, c/o Robert Winkler, 7

Woodland Way, Weston, CT 06883

Checklist Contributors

Robert Winkler is a nationally published writer

with credits on nature and wildlife.

Richard Soffer, M.D., is a biochemist and an

authority on rare ornithological books. He is

writing "Sherwood Island Diary".

Frank Mantlik is a nationally published wildlife

photographer and a director of the

Connecticut Ornithological Association.
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ShERWOod IsUNd BiRdERS RECORd More Than 100 SpECiES

PRESS RELEASE - May 16, 1994

At Sherwood Island State Park in Westport

this month, two birders recorded 104 species

of birds, the largest number of bird species

ever seen in one day at the park. The bird

count - by Robert Winkler of Weston and

Richard Soffer of Norwalk - took place on May

15 at the peak of the annual spring migration

of birds.

Among the recorded birds were 18 species of

warblers, merlin, yellow-crowned night heron,

snow goose, hooded merganser, purple

martin, and a pair of bluebirds. The total of

more than 100 bird species is notable

because the area covered by the count is

small, limited to Sherwood Island State Park

and the Sherwood Mill Pond - about 300

acres.

Every spring, birders across the country try to

spot birds migrating to northern breeding

areas from winter homes as distant as South

America. The goal of a bird count is to

observe as many species as possible, usually

within a 24-hour period. Winkler and Soffer

comb the trees of Sherwood Island for

songbirds, trudge along its marshes and

mudflats for shorebirds, and scan Sherwood

Mill Pond and Long Island Sound for ducks,

geese, swans, gulls, and terns.

In May, favorable weather can bring in many

different species on a single day. This year's

mid-May migratory flight was the biggest ever

for Winkler and Soffer, helping them surpass

their previous high count of 92 Sherwood

Island species, set in 1989.

The birders attribute their record of 104

species to good timing, ideal weather

conditions, and bird finding skill honed by

years of practice - not to an increase in the

number of birds. Habitat destruction is thought

to be reducing the bird population.

To be included in the count, a bird must be

observed in the park, in the air, or on an

adjacent body of water. Birds do not always

have to be seen to be recorded - experienced

birders can definitively identify birds by songs

alone. Bird songs are vocal fingerprints,

unique to each species of bird.

The birders scouted their route the day before

the count, tallying 90 species. With light

southwest wind and fair skies predicted for

the next day, they knew a record was within

reach.

"The next morning, we began ticking off bird

species right away," said Winkler. "After 15

minutes, with the birds singing all around us,

we turned to each other and said, 'We're

going to hit a hundred!'"

Winkler and Soffer team up at Sherwood

Island twice a year - for the spring count and,

in winter, for the National Audubon society's

Christmas Bird Count. Winkler is a writer

whose credits include essays on nature and

wildlife. Soffer, a biochemist, is writing

"Sherwood Island Diary," a book of his bird

observations over the course of a year. Both

men have been birding at Sherwood Island for

15 years. Their list of all birds ever seen at the

park stands at 265 species.
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highway signs to the top IOO sites across the State.
(Sites were Fischer ferry TJJiV. five fivers,

Thacher Tark, Saratoga Battlefield and Cohoes
falls/ Teebles Island). Our forthcoming book
(September. 1996) should serve the same function.

1 would like to see the Club take a larger role in

conservation issues, to the extent we can without

Jeopardizing our notfor- profit status. 1 don't

advocate us becoming an overall environmental

advocacy group that's anti-all progress but would
like us to take a stand on selected local regional

and national issues that are clearly related to bird

and bird-habitat protection. This subject is up for

debate by the Board: if you have an opinion,

please let a Board member know it!

District Audlibon

PnoquAivts

Location: William K. Sanford Library, 629

Albany-Shaker Road, Loudonville, NY

Thu. Feb. 9 Graham Cox, Creating a

Joint US/Russian International

Heritage Park on the Bering Strait.
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TXZS1VZNTS COXNZX: Conservation: What Xole for

"Do we who so enjoy watching birds have a greater obligation than most to

respond to the threats to their existence? I'm sure most of us would answer with a

resounding YES/ ~What role has the Club played, and what role should it play?

Threats to avian population have come in many forms, such as pesticides,
overhunting. and the loss of suitable habitat. 'While the Club has remained
largely silent on national issues, it has contributed in two distinct ways: 1. The

collection of data: and Z. Input into local land-use issues. Specifically, we have
sponsored (and many of you have carried out) events such as Christmas Counts,

breeding bird surveys and the TVorth American Migration Count. In terms of

land-use issues, we have written to the Town of Clifton Tark in opposition to development at 17ischer

Terry, provided input on access to local sites, and both commented to DEC and promoted fund-raising
for the expansion of five Xivers. (Thank you to all who contributed: their goal has been exceeded).

Our efforts to increase public awareness of birding sites helps indirectly, by promoting interest in birding

and birding areas, we increase the perceived need for the preservation of such places. Xecently. we
nominated five local sites for the 7VVS ~Watchable 'Wildlife Trogram. which provides a guidebook and

< < Dill) It 1 1)11 |1 |« I*...

Reminder: Annual Meeting and Dinner - Wednesday, April 12 - 6:30 - Ocean's Eleven

FFAUIFRS
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KiRTlANd's WARblER

(Originally reported by Dave Richey, The

Detroit News)

The 1994 survey of Kirtland's Warbler in

Michigan produced 633 singing males - the

highest number counted since the inception

of the survey in 1961. The 1994 total was a

30% increase over the previous year and was

roughly four times the 1987 total of 167,

which was the lowest annual total.

Kirtland's Warblers nest in a small area of

northern Lower Michigan and are dependent

on young stands of Jack Pines as nesting

habitat. The birds are ground nesters and

prefer stands of trees 5 - 20 feet tall with

branches that extend to the ground for

nesting cover. This habitat was naturally

maintained in the past by periodic fires, but

fire suppression efforts of forest managers

have resulted in loss of much of the birds1

habitat.

Under the Kirtland's recovery program,

thousands of acres of state and federal forest

land in Michigan are being managed through

a combination of clear-cutting, burning and

replanting to increase the available habitat for

the warblers. About half of the birds found in

the 1994 survey were in newly-planted

habitat, suggesting that the management

program is successfully restoring favorable

nesting areas. Along with the recent down

grading of the Bald Eagle from endangered to

threatened in the lower 48, and the

continuing recovery of the eastern Peregrine

Falcon, the Kirtland's recovery may be

another good example of the success of the

federal Endangered Species program.

As a federally-listed Endangered Species,

access to Kirtland's Warbler nesting areas on

Federal and State land is strictly controlled.

The US Forest Service and the US Fish and

Wildlife Service conduct guided tours to the

nesting areas each summer. For details

contact the USFS: Mio Ranger District, 401

Court St., Mio, Mi., 48647, (517) 826-3252 or

the USFWS: Grayling Field Office, PO Box #

507, Grayling, ML, 49738, (517) 348-6371.

li si U II is Iss i<...

HMBCEverglades trip

VolunteerActivities

Spring Field Trips
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The (My Good H*wk is a DEAd HAwk (?)

H64* Solo-

Predator control as a key tool of wildlife

management seems to lie in ancient history.

It would be nice to believe most people have

accepted predators as beneficial and

necessary. Unfortunately, this is not the case.

Recently, some vocal and visible hunters

have advocated a return to shooting hawks,

owls and eagles in order to enhance game

populations. A recent article, "Are Predators

Overly Protected" by Bill Hollister in the

December, 1994 issue of

New York Sportsman

magazine is typical of what is

being written.

This article suggests that

since more raptors are being

seen, there are more raptors

of all species. It also

suggests raptors are the

reason the state Department

of Environmental

Conservation has

documented smaller total

game kills in recent years.

Factors such as fewer

hunters and habitat changes

are ignored or dismissed.

The author asserts that since wildlife

management is funded by hunters,

management agencies should serve their

interests and determine the degree to which

raptors are to blame. This might then lead to

the removal of protection for birds of prey.

After protection is removed, hunters would kill

raptors as a service.

The advocates of hawk shooting have

focused criticism on accipiters, Great-homed

Owls and Red-tailed Hawks. Most of their

concern is over game birds, especially

pheasants and grouse, though rabbits and

squirrels are mentioned.

It is easy to dispute the author's personal

observations and speculations. However, the

concern isn't the possibility of legal protection

being removed. What is feared, and may

have already come to pass, is the effect the

rhetoric has on easily-influenced, ignorant

hunters - hunters with no respect for the law.

This is not an anti-hunting

issue. Responsible hunters

are among those opposed to

a return to nineteenth-century

game management. A

Binghampton sportswriter

even wrote a column very

critical of the claims made by

the author of the New York

Sportsman piece. It would be

helpful if others also spoke

out. Birders, naturalists, and

especially hunters need to tell

the atavists and extremists

who claim to speak for the

majority of hunters that their

views are offensive and

unwelcome.

Send comments to: New York Sportsman,

Box A, Prospect, NY 13435.

For further information contact Tom Salo,

President, Delaware-Otsego Audubon

Society, Star Route 1, Box 2, West

Burlington, NY 13482; (607)965-8232.
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BindiNq EvERqUdES National PARk

Scott Stone*

The HMBC embarked on a tour of Florida's

Everglades National Park in mid-February.

Aided by the expertise of trip participants, we

found roughly 90 species of birds and much

more as we explored the major habitats of the

Park. The combination of warm sunny

weather, lots of boating, wading birds and a

small, congenial group made for a great

"birding vacation."

Having flown to Ft. Lauderdale the evening

before, Paul Gratten, Kathy O'Brien, Laura

Sommers and I drove down to the Park

Thursday morning, February 16. Our first stop

was the fabled Anhinga Trail, where we met

up with the rest of the group, consisting of

Ray Perry and his sister and a friend, both of

whom live in Florida. They had arrived and set

up camp late the night before.

Anhinga had few birds this year; probably due

to the very high water levels. Waders were, in

fact dispersed over a wide area of the Park;

an interesting and unusual sight for this time

of year. We did get a great look at a Purple

Gallinule, though, at Anhinga, along with a

Yellow-throated Warbler. We walked

the nearby Gumbo Limbo Trail where we saw

the first of many White- eyed Vireos. The

Gumbo Limbo tree is also known as the

"tourist tree" because its red and peeling bark

resembles the skin of many visitors, including

this author! After a brief stop at the Visitor

Center, we headed down to Flamingo.

On the 40-mile drive from the entrance to

Flamingo, one passes through all of the

Park's major habitats. Near the entrance the

elevation is an ear-popping 7 feet, and one is

in pine rockland. The ground is above water

most of the year, and fire suppresses other

vegetation (hardwoods) that would take over.

The area has not burned for eight years, and

the Park Service is hoping to do a controlled

burn this spring. It had been scheduled to be

done previously, but they delayed it due to the

stress levied by Hurricane Andrew.

Speaking of Andrew, signs were still evident.

Anhinga Trail has been rebuilt, but the canopy

forest of the Gumbo-Limbo Trail, near

Anhinga, is now open woods, and broken-

over pines still abound. While cognizant of the

tremendous life and property damage this

storm caused, it should also be noted that

hurricanes are part of the natural environment

of south Florida.

Farther into- the park, at a slightly lower

elevation, is the river of grass, the true

everglades. The dominant plant is sawgrass,

which is a sedge rather than a true grass. In

the dry season (most winters), it is a prairie.

Tree islands occur in areas of slightly different

elevation; a low spot will contain cypress;

tropical hardwoods will cover a high area.

continued on 213....
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HMBC

Wednesday, April 12, Annual meeting and

dinner. Ocean's Eleven, Western Ave.

Guilderland.

Dinner - 6:30 p.m. Reservations required -

contact Ann B'Rells.

Business meeting - 7:30 p.m.

Program -Galapagos 8 p.m.

Speaker Change: John Zambrano will talk

about the Galapagos Islands. Explored by

Charles Darwin in 1835, the Galapagos

Islands are a living laboratory for the study of

natural selection. These Islands remain a

destination highly sought by naturalists and

photographers alike, with opportunities for

unparalleled close observation of the unique

wildlife. John visited the Galapagos in

January, 1995 and brings us his outstanding

photographs including Blue-footed and

Masked Boobies, Galapagos Hawk, tortoises,

turtles and land and marine iguanas. Join us

for a tour of "Las Islas Encantadas".

Monday, May 1. 7:30 p.m., Five Rivers "Birds

of East Africa" with Gerry Lemmo.

Monday, June 5. 7:30 p.m., Five Rivers "A

Naturalist in Argentina" with Carl George.

Wednesday, September 4. 7:30 p.m., Five

Rivers. "Birding the Bayous" with Gregg

Recer.

Five Rivers PnoqiMMS

All events begin at the Interpretive Building

(Visitor Center).

Weekly Thursday morning bird walks-every

Thursday, beginning April 6, continuing

through June 15. Coffee and bagels at 7:00

a.m.; bird walk at 7:30.

Friday and Saturday, April 28 and 29. Two-

Part Introductory Bird Course. Instructed by

Alan Mapes, assisted by Scott Stoner; Friday,

April 28, 7-9 p.m.; and Saturday April 29, 9:30

a.m. - noon. Cost: $23.00 includes book,

$5.00 without. Registration required; call 475-

0291.

Tuesday, May 2, 7 p.m. Woodcock Program.

SUNY/DEC Natural HisTORy Lecture

Seri'es

Talks begin at 8 p.m. in Lecture Center 7 at

the University at Albany, 1400 Washington

Ave.

Tuesday, April 4. Climate Change: Past,

Present and Future. Professor John Delano of

the Dept of Geology at SUNYA.

Tuesday, April 11. Appalachian Scenes. Bob

Shedd, a local Amateur Photographer.

Tuesday, April 18. The Shawangunk

Mountains-One of America's Last Great

Places. Paul C. Huth, Director of Research at

the Mohonk's Preserve's Daniel Smiley

Research Center.

Tuesday, April 25. Turtle Tracks. Alvin

Breisch, Amphibian and Reptile Specialist for

NYS DEC.
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Program Reports

On Monday, February 6, about 35 people

made it to Five Rivers after digging out from

the season's [late] first major snowstorm.

They were richly rewarded, by the

Samuelsons1 slides and stories from their

birding tour to northern India. Avian highlights

[of the 321 species they recorded!] included

Hoopoe, Sams Crane, Painted-, Black-

necked- and the fascinating Open- billed

Stork, Ruddy Crake and the Changeable

Hawk-Eagle. Key areas visited included

Delhi, the Taj Mahal, Nainital, and the

Corbett Tiger and Bharatpur Sanctuaries.

One interesting slide was of a giant structure,

which they described as being for climbing on

to elephants! And from the Corbett, they

described traveling on elephant back,

accompanied by an armed guard, and of an

incredible elephant vs tiger confrontation.

This was noted by their guide as the best

look at tigers by any of his groups-no

wonder nobody got any pictures!

The Samuelsons have also traveled in South

Africa, and have agreed to come back and

show us pictures of its mammal and avian

spectacle in October.

On Monday, March 6, Lila Ferrez, author

and founder of a bird club in Rio de Janeiro,

treated 35 people to a talk on the Amazon

Basin. Her slides featured some fine close-

ups, and her talk focused on the fragile

ecology of the rainforest - and how it's being

lost at an alarming rate. Many thanks to Lila

for the unique perspective of someone who

knows this area so well.

FIVE RIVERS ANNOUNCES MONTHLY

BIG DAY COMPETITION

In an effort to promote birding at this already

popular site, Five Rivers Environmental

Education Center has inaugurated a friendly,

monthly "big day" competition.

The goal is to identify [by sight or sound] as

many species as possible in a single

calendar day. There are no set times or days

for this; bird on your own or as a group, and

report your total on the chart on the Birder's

Board" in the Interpretive Building.

Rules of the Game:

-Birds must be seen or heard on or from the

Center grounds.

-Groups must stay together and should

agree on the identity of the species.

However, it is not necessary for every

member of the group to see or hear every

species.

-Record date, times, number of species and

participants names on the Birder's Board.

-Turn in a copy of your checklist to the Five

Rivers staff for the Center's records.

Winners every month will be rewarded by the

notoriety of their accomplishment! Of course,

whatever your total, everyone benefits from

the social aspects of birding and the

contribution to the Center's data base on

arrival, occurrence and departure dates for

bird species.

Results through March 11 are:

1/12/95 23 species R. Perry

2/4/95 18 species R. Perry

2/24/95 25 species D. Steele

3/4/95 25 species A. Baumann, G. Hanson,
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UpcoMiNQ FiELd Tmps

Lower Hudson River

including Mill Creek Marsh

April 1 (Sat), Coord: Walt Sabin, 439-7344

Search for waterfowl, hawks, gulls and other early

migrants between Rensselaer and Stockport including

a visit to TNC's Mill Creek Marsh.

Instructional Waterfowl Trip

to Vischer Ferry

April 2 (Sun), Coord: Scott Stoner, 464-0492

Reservations: March 27

Focus on early spring waterfowl and marsh birds on

this leisurely morning walk.

Waterfowl and Marsh Birds

of Vischer Ferry

April 8 (Sat), Coord: Scott Stoner, 464-0492

Reservations: April 4

Spring waterfowl migration should be near its peak.

Also we will look for marsh birds, such as herons, rails,

Rusty Blackbird and Osprey

Derby Hill for Hawks

April 22 (Sat), Coord: Walt Sabin, 439-7344

Reservations: April 17

Enjoy one of NYS prime spring hawk sites. Weather

conditions can affect this trip, so last minute changes

are possible - listen to Birdline for any last minute

changes or cancellations.

Woodcock at Five Rivers

April 25 (Tue), Coord: Al Mapes, 475-0291 (work),

439-4086 (home).

With good luck, this popular evening trip should allow

participants to see and hear the woodcocks' courting

"sky dance".

Black Creek Marsh

Wildlife Management Area

April 29 (Sat), Coord: Walt Sabin, 439-7344

Reservations: April 26

Guided by a DEC biologist familiar with DEC access

points to this area, we will look for marsh birds and

spring migrants.

NEW TRIP:

Saratoga National Historic Park (Battlefield)

April 30 (Sun), Coord: Ann B'Rells, 755-5615

Meet at Park visitor's center parking lot at 9 a.m. This

morning trip, sponsored by the Park service with

HMBC participation, will walk through the battlefield

looking for spring migrants.

Peebles Island State Park

May 3 (Wed), Coord: Frank Murphy, 482-1942

This evening trip should produce a good number of

spring migrants, including warblers and enjoy the

shadbush at peak bloom.

Birds and Breakfast at Five Rivers

May 6 (Sat), Coord: Al Mapes, 439-4086

Join one of the birding groups leaving the visitor center

at 6, 7 or 8 a.m. or bird on your own. Regroup at 10

a.m. to tally up the day's sightings and share some

light breakfast. Last year's tally was over 80 species.

Birding Central Park (NYC)

May 7 (Sun), Coord: Julie Abramson 439-3062

Reservations: April 15

This birding hotspot in New York City can provide

exciting birding with over 15 species of warblers as

well as other migrants.

Warbler Walk at Vischer Ferry

May 7 (Sun), Coord: Scott Stoner, 464-0492

Migrating warblers should be abundant and easy to

see without leaves on the trees. Other spring migrants

and returning summer residents should also be found.

NEW TRIP:

Saratoga Nathional Historic Park (Battlefield)

May 10 (Wed), Coord: Scott Stoner, 464-0492 and

Barb Putnam 792-7542

This mid-week trip at the battlefield will begin in the

early evening (7p.m.) at the Visitor's Center. A special

effort will be made to look for American Woodcock.

Delmarva Peninsula

May 12-14 (Fri-Sun), Coord: Bill Lee, 374-3426

Reservations: April 5

This popular trip to the South produces many species

not seen in our area. At this time shorebird migration

(in spring plumage) should be approaching its peak.

Indian Kill Preserve

May 13 (Sat), Coord: Ray Perry, 475-0291 (work), 399-
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3962 (home).

This morning walk some of the 100-acre preserve in

Schenectady Co. which has a variety of good birding

habitats.

Christman Sanctuary

May 14 (Sun), Coord: Phil Johnson & Debbie Ellinger

370-5921

A good variety of spring arrivals, including warblers

should be found in this TNC property along the

Bozenkill.

Peebles Island State Park

May 17 (Wed), Coord: Frank Murphy, 482-1942

This second evening trip to this spot should also be

productive as we search for spring migrants and

warblers in particular.

Century Run

May 20 (Sat), Compiler: Bob Yunick, 377-0146

Whether you are a beginner or an expert, whether you

restrict your area to one site, one county or the entire

11-county HMBC region, this is your chance to

"compete" with yourself or others and see how many

birds you can find in a 24 hour period. Send results to

the compiler by May 28 and call in your sightings to

Birdline.

Vischer Ferry Migrants

May 21 (Sun), Coord: Gregg Recer, 899-2678

On this morning walk migrating songbirds should still

be abundant and summer residents will be establishing

their territories.

Southern Green Mountains of Vermont

May 27 (Sat), Coord: Walter Ellison, 456-6224 (home),

442-4320 (work)

Look for boreal breeders in this area of Vermont, No

strenuous climbing will be necessary, but lots of

exciting species are possible.

Carter Pond by Canoe

May 28 (Sun), Coord: Jim Sotis, 677-5417

Explore this Washington Co. pond by boat. This area

is a popular breeding location for Wood Ducks,

Virginia Rail, Common Moorhen, Marsh Wren and

sightings of other marsh birds and ducks have been

recorded.

Saratoga National Historic Park (Battlefield)

Jun 3 (Sat), Coord: George & Kay Hanson 885-5467

Enjoy a morning visit to the battlefield with a walk near

the Visitor's Center and then a drive around the tour

road looking for the Park's breeding sparrows and

spring migrants.

Northern Saratoga County

Jun 4 (Sun), Coord: Barb Putnam, 792-7542

Explore the varied habitats near Hadley Mt. in

Northern Saratoga County. At least a dozen species

nest in the area.

Five Rivers Till Dusk #1

Jun 7 (Wed), Coord: Bob Budliger, 439-0006

This evening walk should offer many breeding birds at

Five Rivers including Easter Bluebird, Bobolink and

Wood Duck.

West Point, Bear Mountain

and Harriman State Park

Jun 10 (Sat), Coord: Bill Lee, 374-3426 Reservations:

Jun 1

Specialty warblers along with Black Vulture and

Common Raven will be some of the target species.

Stay over on Friday to get an early start or join the

group on Sat morning.

Ferd's Bog and Moss Lake

July 9 (Sun), Coord: Barb Putnam, 792-7542

Reservations: Jun 1

Boreal specialties are the focus of Ferd's Bog and

Adirondack breeding warblers will be found at Moss

Lake as well as Common Loon. Drive up that morning

or camp/motel in the area.

Volunteers Needed

Several volunteers are needed to work with

Cliff Lamere, Records Committee chair, 2-3

evenings each at Five Rivers Environmental

Education Center. HMBC Christmas Bird

Count data will be transcribed from old

Feathers and American Birds into a computer

spreadsheet. Call Cliff at 462-9827 if you

would like to help.
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Field Trip Reports

Albany Pine Bush

In a last minute substitution for Laura

Sommers, I accompanied a group of five on a

cold morning exploratory walk through the

Albany Pine Bush on January 28. The wind

was biting but the sun felt good in sheltered

areas. Avian highlights were few, but Tom

Palmer's patience with a mixed flock rewarded

us with nuthatches and titmice. The total

species count was 10, but it was a nice brisk

walk through this unique habitat.

Sachuest Point and Rhode Island Coast

Although the previous week's sudden cold

spell threatened to make for frigid birding

conditions, the weather improved and this

weekend trip (Feb. 11-12) was off to a good

start with comfortable temperatures and little

wind. At our first stop, the small group took a

leisurely pace around Sachuest NWR in

Newport studying Common Loons in great

detail hoping to turn up the Pacific Loon

reported earlier at the site (without success).

Horned Grebes, Common Goldeneye, and

Bufflehead were a few of the other

waterfowl found. As we rounded the point,

excellent views of Harlequin Ducks were

seen by all and a total count of over 80

individuals was tallied! White-winged, Black

and Surf Scoters along with Black Ducks

were all found and Purple Sandpipers flew

into our view and hung around some rocky

outcroppings for detailed looks. Yellow-

rumped Warblers, Rufous-sided Towhee,

Northern Cardinal, Savannah and Song

Sparrows provided some contrast to the

waterbirds along our walk. Sanderlings were

found at the nearby beach.

The rest of the day was spent working our

way up Newport Bay. Colt State Park yielded

Horned Larks, Northern Pintail, and

Gadwall. Sabin's Point produced Horned

Grebes, Mute Swans and Red-breasted

Mergansers. At Wachmocket Cove in East

Providence, we found six Black-headed

Gulls, Canvasbacks and American

Wigeon

With a front moving through overnight, the

weather on the second day was much colder

with a biting wind. Choppy seas and high

winds at Sakkonet Pt. made viewing difficult,

but we found more Harlequins, the usual

gulls and few distant Purple Sandp\pers.

We searched Newport unsuccessfully for a

reported White-fronted Goose and then

headed across the bridge to the rest of the

coastal locations. Little was found at

Beavertail State Park and Point Judith. We

headed to Galilee and the fish processing

plants in search of white-winged gulls.

Although many gulls were perched and flying

around, only one Iceland Gull was found. A

couple of Bonaparte's (one adult and one

immature) were also seen at close range.

Leaving for home, a Great Blue Heron and

Red-winged Blackbirds were found. As an

interesting contrast to the winter-flavor of the

rest of the trip, we stopped in Warwick Rl and

found the small colony of Monk Parakeets

there apparently doing well.

&

Southern Champlain Valley, Vermont

A small party of four explored the farmland

from Benson to Addison, Vermont on
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Saturday, 28 January, postponed a week by a

forecast of snow on the original date. The first

sighting of interest in Benson was of a sizable

flock of 16 Common Ravens scattered about

a hayfield, apparently stalking voles in the thin

snow cover. Grape vines and buckthorn

hedgerows harbored wintering frugivores,

including NORTHERN FLICKER, AMERICAN

Robins and Cedar Waxwings. Our attention

turned to raptors in Orwell, where we were

rewarded with superb views of a light morph

Rough-legged Hawk perched on a roadside

wire (it was the first of 9 in VT for the day).

Another roadside raptor proved to be an adult

Peregrine Falcon, which tolerated several

camera shots before heading east over the

valley and disappearing. The prolonged thaw

had kept ice cover on Lake Champlain far

south of its normal late January line, we

encountered open water just north of the

Crown Pt.-Chimney Pt. bridge. A small flock of

Hooded Mergansers added diversity to the

expected selection of winter gulls and

waterfowl in Addison. As we stopped to check

a 'birdy1 thicket near the shore, the leaders

were surprised when a Ruby-crowned

Kinglet joined the chickadees and finches

responding to our screech-owl tape. This was

our first ever winter sighting in Vermont. As

we turned inland and headed back south, we

picked up a flock of Horned Larks and a

couple of male Northern Harriers to add to the

list. It was still early enough that we decided

to try for Short-eared Owls in Ft. Edward

on the way home, delaying briefly to admire a

flock of 29 Wild Turkeys going to roost in a

tall hedgerow along back roads in Kingsbury.

We located five of the Blackhouse Rd. Short-

eareds cruising the fields at dusk, a nice finale

to a day that produced 41 species altogether,

38 in Vermont.

- TOcUtei SttUo* &

Washington County

The Club's annual trip to view the winter

raptors, larks and buntings in the fields east of

Fort Edward in Washington County was a

great success for those seeking views of

Short-eared Owls and both morphs of

Rough-legged Hawks, but otherwise a little

disappointing both in number of birds seen

and the number of species identified.

Seventeen people gathered in the McDonald's

parking lot just West of exit 18 on the

Adirondack Northway at 11 a.m. on Sunday,

February 12th, to start on a trip that had been

postponed a week because of bad weather.

Although the trip got off to a rough start with

some miscommunication and a difficult

caravan through South Glens Fails, an active

flock of Short-eared Owls managed to

improve everyone's mood.

The highlight of the trip for most of the

participants was an excellent view of 8

Short-eared Owls ("lifers" for several in the

group) and two Northern Harriers on

Fitzpatrick Drive. (Thanks to the indefatigable

Gary Goodness for finally producing a map

which indicates that this is the name of what

has heretofore been referred to as an "un

named" dirt road off Blackhouse Road.)

A small flock of Eastern Meadowlarks was

located feeding at the corner of Fitzpatrick

and Blackhouse, and the caravan then started

off in search of Horned Larks, Snow Buntings

and hopefully, a view of the Lapland Longspur

which had been identified several times, the

latest reported sighting taking place a week

earlier. Many Rough-legged Hawks, most of

them dark-morph, were sighted, as was an

unusually large number of American Tree

Sparrows, but it was quite some time before,

in a field east of Plum Road, the group was
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able to scope out a medium-sized flock of

Horned Larks, joined by a small group of

Snow Buntings. If the Longspur was present,

he remained unidentified, as the chilly

conditions sent many of the group back to their

cars, discretion sometimes being the better

part of avifaunal observation (a term I read

somewhere which was designed to offer a third

choice to the "birding" vs. "birdwatching"

dispute. Anyone who has been on a trip with

me will recognize that I use it here only in weak

jest. We have enough problems with an

undeserved reputation for stuffiness among the

non-birding — or non-birdwatching —

community).

Taking the usual route to Town Line Road

where a Red-bellied Woodpecker has been

reported, the group was rewarded with yet

more good views of Rough-leggeds and an

occasional Red-tailed Hawk, along Plum,

Swamp and Mahaffey Roads. The Red-bellied

was spotted by some at a feeder about a 1/4

mile from the eastern end of Town Line Road

and many of the day's total number of species

were located at the same spot. With a quick

stop at the "Shrine" many members of the

group were introduced to the area where,

several winters ago, we were all honored by

the visit of the late lamented Northern Hawk-

Owl. Three o'clock found us back at Fitzpatrick

where a smaller, but nonetheless enjoyable

number of Short-eareds and one final view of a

magnificent dark-morph Roughy provided a

fitting finish for the day.

By 3 p.m., with the 16 other birders, a modest

total of 20 species had been identified, many of

them through the windows of automobiles, as a

chill wind made the temperature of 10 degrees

(F) above zero feel like 25 below.

-Vici'Betle*

continued from pa<jc

Mahogany Hammock is such a place; it is often

productive for wintering warblers, and this year

was no exception. Within the true everglades

are deeper areas called sloughs, where the

water moves with a current. Anhinga Trail is at

Taylor Slough and the Shark River Slough lies

to the north.

At a still lower elevation (0 - 1 ft.) is the

mangrove swamp. Containing several types of

trees, this is a transition zone between the

waters of the glades and the Gulf and Florida

Bay. It includes both brackish and saltier

waters.

The coastal prairie is a very salty environment,

next to the beach, with some mangroves,

grasses and other highly salt- tolerant plants.

Florida Bay itself is larger than some states,

and extends out to the Keys. Its deepest point

is only 9 ft. It contains exposed mud flats that

are productive for shorebirds, and islands that

were formed from mangroves.

Everglades National Park (ENP) was

established in 1947, not, as so many parks are,

to protect scenic beauty, but to preserve a

unique ecological area. Despite all of its

protection, ENP remains critically endangered.

It is at the downstream end of a long, slow

river, and highly vulnerable to what we do to

that water upstream of the Park. There is, now,

significant promise for its restoration.

We arrived at Flamingo, our home for the next

four nights. Some stayed in the motel while

others camped. The two sites were only a mile

apart, and between them was the current

birding hotspot in the Park: Eco Pond.

Friday morning began early at this location,
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where we were rewarded by flights of

Roseate Spoonbills (this writer's second

favorite bird), Smooth-Billed Ani, white-

crowned Pigeon, and a close look at a

SORA The Sora was soon forgotten,

however, as Ray and I simultaneously

exclaimed over a small bird flying up, then into

the marsh grass. ["Was that a Least Bittern??]

There sure was a Least Bittern, and we

soon were showing it to about 40 people in

our scopes. Eco was

host to virtually all of

the outstanding

waterbirds of South

Florida, including

Black-crowned

Night heron, White

ibis, Purple

Gallinule, common

Moorhen, and

Tricolored, Little

Blue and Great

Blue Herons.

We could have stayed

at Eco ail day, but we also wanted to go

canoeing in Florida Bay. Taking four boats,

including a one- person canoe that Ray

described as a "tub," we headed east from

Flamingo to the Snake Bight (not Bite)

Channel, a bit impeded by the low and rapidly

falling tide, not to mention the stiff headwind.

Ray, who had gone ahead, saw a Peregrine!

Flats were exposed and good for viewing

shorebirds, including White-rumped

Sandpiper, Willet, marbled Godwit and

Great [White] Blue Heron. Ray returned

the same way, and headed up the

Buttonwood Canal, where he saw a light-

morph Short-tailed Hawk. Others took the

long way back through the Bay and saw what

was almost certainly a Tarpon, a fish of

about 8 feet, in very shallow water! Mullet

were also prevalent, jumping several feet out

of the water. A highlight near the Marina was

an American Crocodile, characteristically

showing both its upper and lower set of teeth

(the American Alligator has a broader snout,

darker body and shows only its uppers when

the jaw is closed).

Not yet having our fill of boating, we all

embarked on a sunset cruise, where we saw

Bald Eagle, Osprey,

Black Skimmer,

roseate Spoonbill,

and lots of other

waders flying over.

This very busy day still

wasn't over(!), as we

headed back to

Mahogany Hammock

for some night

exploration; we were

watchful for poisonous

snakes on the

boardwalk as we

looked at a Liguus tree snail, orb spiders,

and heard a Barred Owl.

Saturday, Ray, Anne and Diana headed back,

and the remaining four canoed the Nine Mile

Pond loop. This was a five mile loop through

both mangroves and open everglades. We

found a number of shells of the Pomacea

apple snail that constitutes the sole food

source of the Snail Kite, along with water

snails, some birds, and alligators. After a

break at the pool (I did say this was a

vacation!) we headed back to Eco Pond for

more, late-afternoon, birding.

Sunday began with a hot and buggy hike

along part of the Coastal Prairie Trail, which

began at the west end of the campground and

traveled west through mangrove and coastal
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prairie habitat. Birds seen here include

NORTHERN HARRIER, EASTERN

MEADOWLARK, N. MOCKINGBIRD,

Turkey Vulture and Osprey.

After a much-needed break at the pool,

explore several of the Park's other

sites. We checked other ponds,

including Coot Bay and West Lake. A

stop at the Pa-hay-okee Overlook

revealed white and pink pearl-sized

eggs of the Pomacea apple snail, a

highlight of the trip for this writer,

These are laid on marsh grass, above

but close to the water surface.

Anhinga Trail. Kathy had seen several large

turtles of the Cooter/Slider group on

our first stop, but these were not

out this time. Laura's sharp eyes

did reveal a Marsh Rabbit, and

Anhinga, Great Blue Heron, and

White Ibis provided good photo

opportunities. We also provided a

group of folks with a close-up and

personal look at an alligator through

the scope. A nightjar, probably a

Whippoorwill, called at dusk, but

then became quiet; the only sound

was the billions of hungry

mosquitos that made it advisable to

- get in the car and head back to

Along the roadway was a Florida Green

Water Snake that had been hit by a car. We

moved it off the pavement but it seemed just

minutes away from being food for one of the

many Turkey or Black Vultures that were

continually soaring the airways of the

Everglades. We saw very few road kills during

our visit, perhaps due to the lack of small

animals but just as likely due to the efficiency

of the Park's many scavengers.

Our next major destination was a revisit to

Flamingo.

Monday morning, we sadly had to pack up

and begin our journey home. After another

futile effort to actually SEE one of the

hundreds of PRAIRIE WARBLERS we'd

continually been hearing from the dense

foliage, we left the Flamingo area and headed

for the pine rockland. Crossing the road on

the way were, surprisingly, two Coatimundi,

which the Park checklist notes as

"abandoned." On a short hike through the
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pines, we found numerous Liguus tree snails,

along with Yellow-rumped and Pine

Warblers.

After leaving the Park we made a couple of

stops near Homestead; locating White-

winged Dove and getting a great look at two

LOGGERHEAD SHRIKES. Moving north to the

Tamiami Trail (U.S. 41), we began our search

for Snail Kite, but didn't have any luck with

this species from our rather brief effort. Shark

Valley was still flooded and closed; a heron

and an egret had taken up residence in the

water- covered driveway!

After dropping Paul off with his sister at the

Miccosukee Restaurant, it began to rain, then

pour as an intense cold front pushed its way

into the hot humid air. Heavy storm conditions

were encountered for much of our drive back

to Ft. Lauderdale, but fortunately the front had

passed by the time we were ready to take off.

The strong winds behind the front hadn't yet

subsided, however, which made for a few

[well, a lot more than a few!] bumps during the

flight north. As Kathy so aptly described, "they

just fly the road; they don't pave it."

J J
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Five Rivers Birdathon - May 20,1995

What is a birdathon? It's a 24 hour period

during which groups of birders attempt to

identify as many species of birds as they can.

At the same time, the birders raise funds for

conservation causes. Supporters will typically

pledge 5 or 10 cents per bird species found

during the day.

This year two enthusiastic teams of birders,

one from Albany county (led by Alan Mapes)

and one from Schenectady county (led by Ray

Perry) will compete on May 20 to rack up the

greatest number of birds in their respective

counties.

You can get involved! Pledges from

supporters will be used to enhance the study

and interpretation of birds through programs

conducted by Five Rivers Environmental

Education Center.

For further information contact Al Mapes or

Ray Perry at 475-0291.

Project Tanager

The Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology is again

inviting birders to participate in one of their

Nation Science Experiments: Project Tanager.

In this continent-wide field experiment,

volunteers assess the nesting success of the

four common tanager species in forest

patches of varying sizes, attempting to test

the hypothesis that tanagers need large

unbroken tracts of forest to breed.

To sign up or for more information, call or

write:

Project Tanager/WI

Cornell Lab of Ornithology

159 Sapsucker Woods Rd.

Ithaca, NY 14850

(607) 254-2446, fax: (607) 254-2415

email: tanager@cornell.edu

North American Migration Count

May 13,1995

The North American Migration Count is going

into its fourth year and the date has been set

this year for Saturday, May 13. The count is

analogous in concept to winter-time Christmas

Counts. Birders are encouraged to participate

in this project by going out that day and

reporting the number of species and individual

birds seen per county. County coordinators

are needed for nearly all of the HMBC-area

counties except Columbia. In addition, a New

York State coordinator is still needed.

If interested in participating in any way, or if

you need further information, just leave your

name and number on BIRDLINE (439-8080)

and someone will contact you.

Earth Day Bike Trail Cleanup

The Environmental Clearinghouse of

Schenectady is organizing a cleanup of the

Mohawk-Hudson bikeway between Rotterdam

and the Niskayuna Train Station on Earth

Day, April 22, 1995. The trail has been

divided into one-mile sections and individuals

or organizations are encouraged to adopt a

section for cleanup. This is a chance to get

out and enjoy the Spring weather, help

maintain a local greenspace, and perhaps see

some returning migrant birds!

For further information call ECOS at 370-4125
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Scott Stoner
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"President's Corner: Many years ago I had a dream about moving to a new area and starting a bird-related organization.
Well, in 1988 I moved here, and found something better. 1 found the JiMBC. a top-notch bird

club with a 50-year history. I joined it. and four years later all of you honored me by electing me
as your president. I want you to know how much ft has meant to me.

This Club is great because of what all a" you. and all who came before you. have made it. Thank
you for the opportunity to be one small piece of its history.

A volunteer organization works because its volunteer members work, and the past year has
demonstrated this once again. The many Club services you all enjoy happen for two reasons,

first, because so many people volunteer some of their time, and second, because a fEW people

volunteer so MUCJi of their time. Those in the latter category deserve special mention: frank
Murphy, for Birdline: Gregg ^Kecer and Cathy Graichen for feathers. Cliff Camere for field

Trips and Records, and your 17ice "President. Barb Tutnam. for so willingly handling a
multitude of tasks as well as putting up with my many calls for advice!

1 also want to thank Bill Cee for his sage advice and historical perspective on issues.

finally. I'd like to recognize Alan Mapes. whose effort to welcome rhis author on his first Club field trip and show him a

Winter Wren exemplified the spirit of b/rding and the approach we should all take to encourage new members. Sex'eral years
later, it was Alan who recruited me for the Board. Over the years. 1 have learned much from him. not only about birds, but about
how to teach and encourage others about bfrding. and 1 thank him for his considerable help both to me and to the Club. In
closing. I'd like to reflect on what has brought all of us together in this organization. It's our common interest in birds, of

course, but this takes many forms. We enjoy their beauty, thefr presence on a cold and snowy day. their interesting behaviors
and songs: we count them, we study them, we keep lists of them, we photograph them, and we enjoy the camaraderie of others
who share our interest. But the birds, the object at' our fervent interest, are in trouble. It is my sincere hope that all of us can
work to preserve them and their habitats, so that we. and those who come after us. can have the same opportunities to pursue this
hobby as we have.

- Seott St&ttet

['LATHERS
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HeaLtU Concerns WURe BindiNq

Babesiosis - A Tick-borne Disease

Babesiosis, like Lyme disease and Rocky

Mountain Spotted Fever, is spread by ticks.

Although contracted by only about 1-2% as

many people each year as Lyme disease,

babesiosis can be much more serious, even

fatal.

Babesiosis, first recognized in 1966, is

thought to be more prevalent in New York

than in all of the other states combined.

Caused by a malaria-like protozoan which at

tacks red blood cells, it is characterized by

prolonged symptoms of fever and anemia. It

is spread by the deer tick, the same species

of tick which carries Lyme disease (and which

prefers White-footed Mice as hosts). The dis

ease is also known to have been acquired

during blood transfusions from infected

donors.

Geographical areas in the northeastern US

known to be places in which babesiosis is

contracted are eastern Long Island and

Shelter Island in New York, Block Island in

Rhode Island, plus Cape Cod, Nantucket Is

land, Martha's Vineyard and Naushon Island

in Massachusetts. Recent cases have begun

to appear in Connecticut.

Between 1982 and 1991 in New York state,

170 cases of babesiosis were reported to the

New York State Health Department. Detailed

Mai de mer

condensed from "I Think I'm Gonna..." Feb

1995, SPORTS AFIELD magazine (page 45)

and added info from the experience of Barb

Putnam

Motion sickness is caused by the brain receiv

ing conflicting messages about your body

position and movement in space. The inner

ear tells the brain one thing while the eyes

may be sending clashing information. This

confusion is most likely to occur while a

person is inside the cabin of a boat. Ninety

more ex rcvl iij«
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inside the cabin of a boat. Ninety percent of

the population experiences a form of motion

sickness. Women are more vulnerable than

men; children are especially susceptible.

These facts may make your next pelagic out

ing a little more pleasant:

The typical symptoms progress from turning

pale ("green"), to yawning, and then, becom

ing restless with a possible cold sweat.

Drowsiness, upset stomach, and excess sali

vation precedes the culmination: vomiting.

These symptoms may be somewhat neutral

ized by lying down and closing the eyes.

Some people find that staring at the horizon

can be comforting. Do little reading and sit as

close to the center of the vessel as possible.

Some preventative measures are well worth

taking. Do not eat fatty foods or partake of too

much alcohol the night before boarding. Get a

good night's sleep and have a medium-sized,

non-fatty breakfast. Bring plenty of crackers to

munch on during the ride. Try not to get dehy

drated.

Medication must be taken BEFORE the trip,

or it is ineffective. Bonine, Dramamine, and

Marazine are all over-the-counter drugs that

come in pill form. Many people have been

very pleased with Scopolamine ("the patch"),

but be aware that you need a prescription to

get this medicine. All of the above may have

the side effects of drowsiness and/or dry

mouth. Perhaps it would be beneficial to try

the medicine at home to see what the side

effects are, before "the big day". Some travel

ers have good luck with ginger capsules. Oth

ers swear by an acupressure wristband.

These products may be found in health food

stores, pharmacies, dive shops and marine

supply stores. No matter what you decide to

do, take some precautions so that your trip is

not marred by "mal de mer".

From ECOS News, May 1995

1994 was a good year for peregrine falcons in the New

York City area. Twelve pairs were observed. Eleven bred

successfully, producing 26 young.

Though there have been mysterious bald eagle deaths in

Michigan and Arkansas, the bird is doing well in New

York. In 1963, our state had only one nesting pair, the

"lower 48" only 417. NYS has released 198 eagles in four

locations between 1976 and 1988. In 1993, NYS had 20

nesting pairs, the lower US, 4,061 and Alaska up to

10,000. In 1994, NY volunteers observed 23 pairs

successfully fledging 21 young.

Shorebird Workshop

Thursday. August 13

7:30 PMRve Rivers

Instructor. V\&It Ellison
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reports were received for 136 of the cases;

the results of a study of these cases follows.

All but one case are thought to have been

contracted in eastern Long Island. (The other

case may have been acquired at Nantucket

Island.) Ninety-five (70%) of the cases were

reported from Shelter Island and the two

southeastemmost townships in Suffolk County

(Southampton and East Hampton). 90% of the

cases had the onset of illness in the months of

June, July and August. Thirty-one (23%) si

multaneously had Lyme disease, 101 (76%)

involved hospitalization, and 7 (5%) were fa

tal.

The maximum number of cases in any one

year was 33, in 1991; there is a pattern of

continual rise in the number of cases reported

in New York. The likelihood of contracting this

disease in Suffolk County was 16 (male) to 22

(female) times greater in people who were 50

years old or older. People who died from

babesiosis were 60-82 years in age. Ad

vanced age seems to be the single most im

portant risk factor, both in contracting the dis

ease and succumbing to it. Persons whose

spleen has been removed are also highly sus

ceptible to this disease.

Upcoming Audubon Programs

Thursdays, 7:30

Library, 629

Loudonville

p.m., William K. Sanford

Albany-Shaker Road,

Jun 8, Backyard Gardening for Wildlife,

Mike and Dorothy Matthews. Coordinated

field trip on Jun 10 at Five Rivers.

Treatment for babesiosis has had only limited

success. Because of the similarity of this dis

ease to malaria, chloroquine has been admin

istered, but it has not been very effective.

Other treatments are in the experimental

stage.

For information on Lyme disease, refer to the

author's article Feathers, June 1994.

Meldrum, Sean C, Guthrie S. Birkhead, Den

nis J. White, Jorge L. Benach, and Dale L.

Morse. Human Babesiosis in New York State:

An Epidemiological Description of 136 Cases.

Clinical Infectious Diseases 1992; 15:1019-

23.

Villar, Beatriz Fernandez, Dennis J. White and

Jorge L. Bendach. Human Babesiosis. In:

Sun, Tsieh, ed. Progress in Clinical Parasitol-

ogy. New York: Field and Wood; 1991; 129-

143.

Lillian C. Stoner Award Nominations

Send nominations of senior high school or

college age birders for the Stoner award.

Describe in a letter the person's work and

contributions made to your club and to birding.

Include age and year in school. The prize is at

least $100. to help with expenses in attending

the Federation's Annual Meeting in Fredonia,

Oct6-8, 1995.

Send nominations to:

Dr. John Confer

Biology Department

Ithaca College

Ithaca, New York 14850
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Monday, June 5. "A Naturalist in Argentina"

with Carl George.

Wednesday, September 4. "Birding the

Bayous" with Gregg Recer. Gregg will lead

off the HMBC's fall season with a slide

presentation highlighting the birds and

hotspots of coastal Louisiana and eastern

Texas.

Monday, October 2. "South America" with Dr.

Charles F. Wurster.

Monday, November 6. "Our National Parks"

with Gina Johnson. Gina, the new Program

Director for Saratoga National Historic Park

(Battlefield), will give a scenic slide tour of the

jewels of our national park system, followed

by a discussion of threats to our Parks, both

within and outside of their boundaries.

Monday, December 4. Christmas Party and

Program: "South Africa" with Dale and Lilian

Samuelson.

Program are held at 7:30 p.m. at Five Rivers1

Interpretive Building (Visitor Center).

Five Rivers PnoquAMS

All events begin at the Interpretive Building

(Visitor Center).

Weekly Thursday morning bird walks-every

Thursday, beginning April 6, continuing

through June 15. Coffee and bagels at 7:00

a.m.; bird walk at 7:30.

PitoqiiAM Reports

Nearly 40 people turned out for Gerry

Lemmo's slides on the birds of East Africa;

the photos were excellent - some of the

sharpest focused I've ever seen. Avian

highlights included flamingos at a lake,

Crowned Crane, Ostrich and bee-eaters and

kingbirds. Nearly every slide was of a bird that

is not found in this hemisphere! Also, pictures

of zebras, giraffes, and black rhinos reminded

us this was an unusual trip. Gerry included

pictures of the transportation (vans and jeeps

with open tops) and the living quarters (tents

which were moved as the tour moved around

the countryside). Gerry also answered

numerous questions about travel to this

naturalist's paradise.

After the annual business meeting, attendees

were rewarded with John Zambrano's

excellent slide presentation on the Galapagos

Islands. John, who works for the DEC'S

Division of Water, had visited the Galapagos

and mainland Ecuador while on vacation with

his wife, Laura, in January of this year.

He began the program on the mainland,

showing slides of the equator, Ecuadorian
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people, Quito, Cotapxi volcano, and the

beautiful Andean (or Ecuadorian) HiHstar

Hummingbird. Moving on to the Islands, John

described some of the "basics" such as life on

the boat, weather, and getting from the boat

to the islands. He and Laura lived aboard a

16-passenger vessel with the tour leader, a

licensed Galapagos guide (required), and a

crew of 6. They travelled by night and

explored various islands during the day,

including Santa Cruz, Bartolome, San

Cristobal, Floreana and Santa Fe. As the

islands have no docking facilities, people were

transported to shore in small boats called

pangas, and landings were either "dry" or

"wet", depending on shore conditions. Being

on the equator, the sun rises and sets at 6:00

all year, and John saw many spectacular

sunrises and sunsets from the boat.

Island scenery was spectacular with blue-

green water, and both volcanic and desert

landscapes. There was ample opportunity for

snorkeling and swimming. But, as John said,

one comes to the Galapagos for the animals.

The tour John went on was not a birding tour

devoted to locating and differentiating every

species of finch. Rather, the purpose was to

photograph the variety of avian and other

wildlife species at the close range that the

Galapagos offer. Photographic highlights of

his trip included sea lions, land and marine

iguanas, Sally Lightfoot crabs, land tortoises

and sea turtles, penguins, and of course,

Blue-footed Boobies.

Of the 14 subspecies of land tortoise that

once existed, only 11 remain. An active

captive breeding program is underway at the

Darwin Research Center on the island of

Santa Cruz. One animal not being bred is

called "Lonesome George", from the island of

Pinta. George may be the last of his species

and a search of the world's zoos is underway

to try to locate a female. The carapace (upper

shell) of these giant tortoises can be several

feet long. Two subspecies are saddlebacks,

having a higher carapace that allows them to

raise their heads higher than other

subspecies, and thus feed on vegetation that

is out of the reach of others. It was this variety

that provided the visage that Steven Spielberg

used to create the movie character "E.T.".

Avian species were abundant and unafraid. It

was noted that Darwin found a gun to be

unnecessary, and a bird could be pushed off

its perch with the instrument! John's close-ups

of Vermillion Flycatcher and Galapagos Hawk,

the latter with a person practically touching it,

provided a good illustration of this point. At

one island, Bartolome, he found himself

suddenly swimming with penguins, until they

sped away. These were Galapagos Penguins,

of which he showed several fine slides. Other

avian highlights included Masked and Blue-

footed Boobies and Magnificent Frigatebird.

Boobies breed at various times throughout the

year, and John had slides of adults, eggs,

chicks and immatures.

John ended his fine show not with the

traditional sunset, but with a slide of a

seemingly tearful sea lion, which he said

summed up the sentiments of the boat's

passengers at having to leave the Galapagos.
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Saratoga National Historic Park

(Battlefield)

Jun 3 (Sat), Coord: George & Kay

Hanson 885-5467

Enjoy a morning visit to the

battlefield with a walk near the

Visitor's Center and then a drive

around the tour road looking for

the Park's breeding sparrows arid

spring migrants.

Northern Saratoga County

Jun 4 (Sun), Coord: Barb Putnam,

792-7542

Explore the varied habitats near

Hadley Mt. in Northern Saratoga

County. At least a dozen species

nest in the area.

Five Rivers Till Dusk #1

Jun 7 (Wed), Coord: Bob Budliger,

439-0006

This evening walk should offer

many breeding birds at Five Rivers

including Easter Bluebird, Bobolink

and Wood Duck.

West Point, Bear Mountain

and Haniman State Park

Jun 10 (Sat), Coord: Bill Lee, 374-

3426 Reservations: Jun 1

Specialty warblers along with Black

Vulture and Common Raven will be

some of the target species. Stay

over on Friday to get an early start

or join the group on Sat morning.

Five Rivers for Kids

Jun 10 (Sat), Coord: Ray Perry

475-0291 (work), 399-3962 (home)

Introduce the kids to breeding

birds around Five Rivers. Children

must be accompanied by parents.

Limited extra binoculars will be

available.

Pine Bush in Summer

Jun 11 (Sun), Coord: Laura

Sommers 489-2712

A limited number of HMBC

members will combine with

members of the Albany Pine Bush

Preserve to explore the unusual

habitat and look for the breeding

specialties of the area. Please

call for reservations.

Saratoga Spa State Park

Jun 17 (Sat), Coord: Andi Simard

885-6368

Spend a few hours searching for

breeding species and enjoying

this unique state area.

Upland Sandpipers in

Washington County

Jun 18 (Sun), Coord: Barb

Putnam 792-7542

Spend the morning exploring the

farm fields around Ft. Edward for

breeding "uppies" and other field

species.

Willie Road Marsh

(Fulton County)

Jun 25 (Sun), Coord: Warren

Greene 725-1582

Walk the boardwalk through this

man-made marsh outside

Gloversville. We'll look for ducks,

herons, warblers, tanagers and

Osprey.

Bear Swamp

and Hannacroix Ravine

July 1 (Sat), Coord: Ron Calkins

& Jocelyn Cole-Calkins 768-2911

Spend the day searching for

warblers and other summer

breeders and enjoy the full-bloom

rhododendrons. Bring a lunch.

Five Rivers till Dusk #2

July 6 (Thu), Coord: Bob Budliger

Spend the evening exploring Five

Rivers for the various summer

breeders.

Ferd's Bog and Moss Lake

July 9 (Sun), Coord: Barb

Putnam, 792-7542 Reservations:

Jun 1

Boreal specialties are the focus of

Ferd's Bog. Adirondack breeding

warblers and Common Loon are

likely to be found at Moss Lake.

Drive up that morning or

camp/motel in the area.

ADDED TRIP:

Saratoga National Historic Park

(Battlefield)

Jul 15 (Sat) and Aug 26 (Sat),

Coord: Barb Putnam, 792-7542

Two part program, 7:30 am meet at

parking lot for approximately 1 1/2

hour bird walk around the grounds.

At 9:30 pm in the visitor center a

slide program will discuss common

birds of the area. Participants may

attend either or both parts. This trip

is coordinated with the National

Park Service.

Photography Workshop

at Five Rivers

July 22 (Sat), Coord: Warren

Greene

Bring your camera and learn some

techniques for photographing birds

and wildlife. A slide presentation

will be included.

Jamaica Bay Wildlife Refuge

Aug 13 (Sun), Coord: George &

Kay Hanson 885-5467

Focus on one of NYS's prime

shorebird migration spots in the

NYC area. Herons, egrets and

Boat-tailed Grackles are other

likely possibilities.

Shorebirds ofMonomoy Island

and Massachusetts Coast

Sep 9-10 (Sat-Sun), Coord: Bill

Lee 374-3426 Reservations: Aug

10.

Spend the weekend on Cape Cod

with a half day on Monomoy Island

accompanied by a naturalist from

Mass Audubon.
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Waterbirds of the Lower Mohawk Valley

Six hardy gull "hunters" gathered at 8:30 AM

on Feb. 25 under a clear, blue sky at Jumping

Jacks by the Mohawk River in Scotia. The

temperature was 19 degree F and this along

with a west of wind of 5 to 8 MPH added zest

to our movements. Snow cover was about

40%. Our first station at Grog Alley Bay

(remnant of the Binne Kill, famous during the

old Erie Canal days) yielded a small flock of

Ring-billed Gulls (RBG) including W1, W2

and adult individuals. Herring Gulls (HG)

and Great Black-backed Gulls (GBBG)

were also enjoying the open waters of the old

Binne Kill now flowing from the culvert.

Moving eastwards along the north shore of

the river we visited Vischer Ferry Dam to find

the area devoid of birds. In the past when the

Niskayuna Landfill was working, the area was

usually replete with hundreds of gulls, but now

with the closure of this feeding center the

birds have concentrated eastwards.

Our first big gathering was a flock of several

HG and GBBG one hundred meters west of

the north end of the Rt. 9 bridge. Among them

were two Glaucous Gulls (GG) and three

Icelandic Gulls (IG) which warmed us con

siderably - especially several flights by one of

the GG. Another flock of several hundred HG

and GBBG to the east of the same bridge

were closely inspected for GG, IG and other

specialties, but none were found. Moving on

to the Colonie Landfill, we encountered five to

seven thousand gulls, a noisy, continually ex

ploding mass of silver, black and white. This

feathery hoard searched the arriving garbage

for edibles. Among their numbers we teased

out another three IG; with a bit more patience

we could have found more, I'm sure. Thou

sands of European Starlings, hundreds of

American Crows, tens of snorting vehicles

and the screaming larid multitudes created an

unsettling avian chaos.

Returning to the road south of Crescent Pool

and turning east we surveyed the open waters

above and below Crescent Dam to find many

hundred more gulls, Mallard, American

Black Duck, and Common Merganser. Co-

hoes Falls was brilliant with pendants of ice

and frothing waters. The reach below as seen

from Cohoes Falls Park and the park near

Cohoes Commons yielded Common Golden-

eye, more Common Mergansers, American

Black Ducks and Mallard along with more

HG and GBBG.

Bill Lee the led us to a new vantage point at

the south end of the new power dam just east

of the Rt. 32 bridge (New St. access). Five

more IG were seen among another thousand

HG and GBBG from this fine overlook. A few

RBG mixed with their larger relatives. There

was also a hint of a Thayer's Gull, but this

was unrealized. Returning for a more thor

ough inspection of the the Crescent dam area,

a Bald Eagle added a dramatic punctuation

to the experience at about 2:00 PM.

The old landfill era is passing: the Randall,

Glenville, Rotterdam and Niskayuna landfills

are closed. MOSA (Montgomery-Otsego-

Schoharie Authority) will close soon. Permits

are running out for the other older sites lack

ing the expensive leachate containment of the

new waste sites and soon the eastern Mo

hawk Valley will have only two high-tech,

long-term facilities: Fulton Co. and the Colonie

landfills which will probably continue for fifty

years or more! Newer management methods

will also greatly reduce access to birds thus
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raising a fascinating question: What will hap

pen to the ten thousand gulls now dependent

on regional landfills? Perhaps they will just

crowd into the remaining waste sites and then

move back to the marine coastlands, the

Great Lakes, the Finger Lakes and other large

waterbodies. The modern gull era of the Mo

hawk Valley seems to be passing. We may

eventually see the gulls on a much more sea

sonal basis; during the migrations and when

the blue-back herring spawn in the later spring

and early summer and the young herring re

turn seaward through the hydropower tur

bines.

Lower Hudson & Mill Creek Marsh

On April 1, fifteen participants arrived in 10 or

11 vehicles. We had a very amenable group

and we car-pooled down to four cars with very

little (if any) arm-twisting.

The trip was mostly uneventful. A flock of

about 40 Cedar Waxwings were discovered

feasting on crabapples (?) at Castleton-on-

Hudson, along Route 9J. A few miles farther

south and immature Bald Eagle was sighted

in a tree by the water.

At Stockport Station we found two Horned

Grebes and a male Red-breasted Mer

ganser - all in spring plumage. Also, we

found one Eastern Bluebird, plus a high

flying northbound Snow Goose.

En route we stopped and hiked the boardwalk

and mud at the Mill Creek Marsh Nature Con

servancy property where we added a Rusty

Blackbird and drumming Ruffed Grouse.

In all we logged 52 species. The checklist is

below.

Horned Grebe-2, Mute Swan-7, Snow Goose-1,

Canada Goose-6, Wood Duck-13, Green-winged

Teal-4, American Black Duck, Mallard, American

Wigeon-1, Greater Scaup-2, Lesser Scaup-2, Com

mon GOLDENEYE-4, COMMON MERGANSER-40, RED-

breasted merganser-1 (m), turkey vulture-2, bald

Eagle-1 imm, Red-tailed Hawk-6, American Kestrel-

2, Ruffed Grouse-1, Killdeer-6, Ring-billed Gull,

Herring Gull, Great Black-backed Gull-13, Rock

Dove, Mourning Dove-6, Belted Kingfisher-5, Red-

bellied Woodpecker-1, Downy Woodpecker-6,

Hairy Woodpecker-2, Northern Flicker-1, Eastern

Phoebe-3, Tree Swallow-1, Blue Jay, American

Crow, Fish Crow-4, Black-capped Chickadee-12,

Tufted Titmouse-2, White-breasted Nuthatch-1,

Carolina Wren-2, Eastern Bluebird-1, American

Robin, Cedar Waxwing-40, European Starung,

Northern Cardinal-10, Song Sparrow, Red-winged

Blackbird, Rusty Blackbird-1, Common Grackle,

Brown-headed Cowbird-2, House Finch, American

Goldfinch-10, House Sparrow.

Vischer Ferry Nature & Historic Preserve

April 2, 1995-instructional trip for waterfowl.

About 20 people participated in this early

spring trip to learn about the waterfowl of Vis

cher Ferry. Known as one of the best spring

waterfowl sites in the region, Vischer Ferry

has been the site of this trip for several years.

With a total of three leaders, we birded most

of the main ponds, and found American

Wigeon, Ring-necked duck, Green-winged

Teal and Northern Shoveler, in addition

to the expected Mallard and American

Black Duck. Unfortunately we couldn't find

the Pied-billed Grebe and Blue-winged

Teal seen the evening before. Non-waterfowl

species included Red-tailed Hawk and a fly

over Great Blue Heron. The highlight,
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however, was a Carolina Wren singing vo

ciferously about halfway down the dirt road to

the River! Many thanks to co-leaders George

Hanson and Doug Steele.

- Sc&tt Stone*

Vischer Ferry Nature & Historic Preserve

On a cold (26 degree) April morning, about 25

people made it out to a 7 a.m. trip to observe

the waterfowl and marsh birds of Vischer

Ferry (April 8, 1995). Highlights included

Gadwall, Ring-necked Duck, Green-

winged Teal, Northern Shoveler, Ameri

can Wigeon, and at least a dozen Northern

Pintail. The Pintails were in the far western

end of the first main pond, and the Shovelers

in the northwest corner of the last pond on the

right as one walks the dirt road to the River.

Derby Hill

Nine hawk-watchers went to Derby Hill on

April 22, arriving about 9:40 a.m. and very

shortly were greeted with a "Golden Eagle"!

Unfortunately it did not come over us but

passed by to the south at a distance. The

wind was brisk out of the West, about 20

MPH, not the best. However, many Broad-

wingeds, some Red-taileds, Sharpies, four

Cooper's and then an immature Bald Eagle

were tallied. Perhaps because of the wind and

an overcast sky most of the the hawks went

over very high.

Two other club members arrived about a half

hour after we did - making a total of eleven

participants.

Things slackened around lunchtime, but still

some birds came over. Somewhere around 2

p.m. or so everyone perked up when the sec

ond, slightly closer Golden Eagle was

sighted. After that it was rather dull, so we

headed for home around 3 p.m. In all it was a

good day.

It was good to see the former director of the

Derby Hill Bird Observatory, Gerry Smith, who

showed up after lunch.

We logged 51 species for the trip, including

10 raptors. The checklist follows.

Common Loon-6, Double-crested Cormorant-10,

Great Blue Heron-5, Canada Goose-12, Wood

Duck-1, American Black Duck-1, Mallard-6, Lesser

scaup-2, bufflehead-2, common merganser-15,

Turkey Vulture-20, Osprey-3, Bald Eagle-1 imm,

Northern Harrier-10, Sharp-shinned Hawk-10,

Cooper's Hawk-4, Broad-winged Hawk-200, Red-

tailed Hawk-12, Golden Eagle-2, American

Kestrel-6, Ring-necked Pheasant-1, Killdeer-2,

Ring-billed Gull, Herring Gull-10, Great Black-

backed Gull-6, Caspian Tern-30, Common Tern-1,

Rock Dove-8, Mourning Dove-10, Belted King-

fisher-1, Downy Woodpecker-2, Northern Flicker-

4, Horned Lark-18, Purple Marhn-1, Tree Swal

low, Barn Swallow-25, Blue Jay-2, American

Crow-10, Black-capped Chickadee-15, Ruby-

crowned Kinglet-3, American Robin-12, European

Starling, Yellow-rumped Warbler-20, Song Spar-

row-1, White-throated Sparrow-3, Red-winged

Blackbird-50, Brown-headed Cowbird-30, House

Finch-6, American Goldfinch-2, House Sparrow-10.

Black Creek Marsh

Twenty of 24 pre-registered participants

showed up at Hennessy Road at 7 a.m. on

April 29. After a short briefing by Karl Parker,

Encon biologist, he led us to two points of ac

cess where we wouldn't be trespassing on

private property. At several places the public

property abutted NIMO rights-of-way, with
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whom Encon has working easements incorpo

rating their lands in management actions by

Encon.

A third access point was on land owned by

the Town of Guilderland along the east side of

Meadowdale Road north of the railroad tracks,

totalling some thirty-odd acres.

A few highlights included hearing several

American Bitterns as well as both Virginia

Rails and Soras. These latter species were

lured close to the tracks, by use of a tape

recorder, where most everyone had fleeting

glimpses.

Another highlight occurred along Meadowdale

Road when a Common Snipe was seen

perched on an electric wire beside the road.

The bird allowed everyone good looks as it

looked down at us from its lofty, 20 feet or so,

perch.

A final highlight occurred along the railroad

tracks about 1/2 mile east of Hennessy Road

when a male Northern Bobwhite was seen

on the fill for the tracks. Upon closer ap

proach, a female was located at the foot of

the embankment near the male. They then

disappeared into the brush out of sight. Nei

ther bird was heard to call.

Since this was an exploratory trip, birding was

less intense than usual. Even so, we logged

around 50 species. The checklist is attached.

Thanks again to Karl Parker for taking time to

show and discuss these access points to the

Black Creek Wildlife Management Area.

American Bittern-6, Great Blue Heron-3, Green

Heron-1, Canada Goose-1 6, Wood Duck-12, Green-

winged Teal-3, American Black Duck, Mallard,

Sharp-shinned Hawk-1, Red-tailed Hawk-3, Ruffed

Grouse-2, Northern Bobwhite-2 (1m, 1f), Virginia

Rail-8, Sora-6, Killdeer-4, Common Snipe-8, Rock

Dove, Mourning Dove-6, Belted Kingfisher-1 ,

Downy Woodpecker-8, Hairy Woodpecker-2,

Northern Fucker-10, Eastern Phoebe-2, Tree

Swallow-40, Barn Swallow-18, Blue Jay-6, Ameri

can Crow-20, Black-capped Chickadee-10, Tufted

Titmouse-6, White-breasted Nuthatch-1, House

Wren-2, Marsh Wren-1, Ruby-crowned Kinglet-20,

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher-6, Eastern Bluebird-4,

American Robin, Gray Catbird-3, European Star

ling, Yellow Warbler-6, Yellow-rumped Warbler-

15, Northern Cardinal-10, Rufous-sided Towhee-2,

Song Sparrow-2, Swamp Sparrow-10, Red-winged

Blackbird, Eastern Meadowlark-4, Common

Grackle, Brown-headed Cowbird-12, American

Goldfinch-15.

Vischer Ferry

On May 7 at 7:30 am, about 20 people en

joyed a morning warbler walk at Vischer Ferry

Nature and Historic Preserve. Warblers were

few in variety, but included Yellow and

Black-throated Blue. Other highlights in

cluded Osprey, Least and Solitary Sand

pipers, Solitary Vireo and Northern Ori

ole. The real treat however were the good

number of these adept songsters providing

both visual and auditory enjoyment for much

of the trip. Many thanks to co-leaders George

Hanson and Barb Putnam.

- Sc&tt Stone*

Indian Kill Preserve

May 13, 7:00 am - 12:15 pm. Conditions:

Overcast-clearing, calm, 55-65 F. Leader: Ray

Perry. Participants: Laurie Lumbra, Louella
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Smith, Linda Sour, Joann McCormick, Jessica

Ancker, Darlene Duggan, Lou Esch.

This morning walk through the Indian Kill Pre

serve and contiguous trails could have been

billed as a raptor walk. Shortly after the start

of the walk we were treated to a glimpse of a

Great Horned Owl as it flew from its roost.

Farther along a look skyward produced an

accipiter and then two more accipiters just

behind. One was determined to be a Coop

er's Hawk (we resisted the temptation to

claim one of each). Two Ospreys, two Red-

tailed Hawks and the call of a Broad-

winged Hawk rounded out our raptor watch.

Several warbler species had arrived

overnight. Black-throated Green and

Black-and-white Warblers were the first

to show themselves. The song of the

Louisiana Waterthrush accompanied us at

several spots along the Indian Kill. We finally

got a walk-away look at a very cooperative

Waterthrush singing incessantly from a bare

branch. A small knob overlooking the stream

provided enough height to offer closer-to-eye-

level views of an American Redstart,

Black-throated Blue and another Black-

throated Green. Other warblers included

Yellow, Chestnut-sided, Blackburnian

and Ovenbird.

As we returned to the start of the trail, a

singing Northern Oriole was interrupted by

two other Orioles. They were quickly escorted

from the field by the first songster.

In all an even 50 species were observed.

Canada Goose, Wood Duck, Osprey, Cooper's

Hawk, Broad-winged Hawk, Red-tailed Hawk,

kllldeer, soutary sandpiper, rock dove, mourn

ING Dove, Great Horned Owl, Downy Woodpecker,

Hairy Woodpecker, Northern Flicker, Pileated

Woodpecker, Eastern Phoebe, Great Crested Fly

catcher, Eastern Kingbird, Tree Swallow, Blue

Jay, American Crow, Black-capped Chickadee,

Tufted Titmouse, Red-breasted Nuthatch, White-

breasted Nuthatch, Veery, Wood Thrush, American

Robin, Gray Catbird, European Starling, Solitary

Vireo, Yellow Warbler, Chestnut-sided Warbler,

Black-throated Blue Warbler, Black-throated

Green Warbler, Blackburnian Warbler, Black-

and-white Warbler, American Redstart, Ovenbird,

Louisiana Waterthrush, Northern Cardinal, Chip

ping Sparrow, Field Sparrow, Song Sparrow, Red-

winged Blackbird, Common Grackle, Brown-

headed Cowbird, Northern Oriole, House Finch,

American Goldfinch.

Board Meetings

2nd Monday of Odd~minibered Months

7 PM. Five Rivers

Next Meeting: July 10
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AnnuaI Treasurer's Report

1994-1995 Transactions

1994-1995 Transactions

INFLOWS

Donations for Reist Sanct

Dues Income

Interest Income

Other Income

Sales Income

TOTAL INFLOW

5,

1,

7.

583.00

371.00

020.49

14.00

59.05

047.54

CAPITAL EXPENSES

Category Description 1994

INCOME/EXPENSE

EXPENSES

FNYSBC Book

TOTAL EXPENSES

TOTAL INCOME/EXPENSE

2,000

2,000

-2,000

.00

.00

.00

OUTFLOWS

Bank Charge

Birdline expenses

Charitable Donations

Christmas Count Expenses

Conference attendance exp

Conservation Expenses

Dues Paid

Federation 96 meeting

Field Trip Expenses

Insurance

Legal k Prof. Fees

Mailing Expenses

Membership expenses

Office Expenses

Printing Expenses

Program Expenses

Publications Expenses

Publicity Expenses

Records Expenses

Social Expenses

Taxes

TOTAL OUTFLOWS

OVERALL TOTAL

8.00

483.37

500.00

335.72

170.00

0.00

50.00

0.29

98.73

610.00

25.00

539.02

212.65

58.86

2,112.00

351.00

128.38

53.75

149.08

-22.57

619.60

6,482.88

564.66

ACCOUNT BALANCES REPORT BY YEAR

Account

3/31/94

Balance

ASSETS

Cash and Bank Accounts

Cash on Hand

CD

Checking-639-8069585

Savings-639-8070796

Total Cash and Bank Accounts

TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES

OVERALL TOTAL

3/31/95

Balance

145.00 0.00

0.00 25,456.13

3,174.69 2,863.86

32,110.42 5,674.78

35,

35,

35,

430.

430.

0.

430.

11

11

00

11

33,

33,

33,

994.

994.

0.

994.

77

77

00

77

Note that there is $2. discrepancy in

the interest income from the report

given at the annual meeting. This is

a result of a data entry error.

The club exceeded its projected

income primarily in additional dues

and interest income. Expenses were

slightly less than budgeted. The

result was a $564.66 positive

balance in operating expenses.

In addition, the board approved

$2000. for the Federation of NYS

Bird Club Book fund to redo Bull's

Birds of New York State.

- Cath $%aU6t*. 1994-95 Treasurer
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AnnuaL Report

The Club's Annual Meeting was held at

Ocean's Eleven in Guilderland on the evening

of April 12, 1995. This marked the second

consecutive year that the meeting was pre

ceded by a dinner, and attendance was up, to

about 75 for the dinner, with more arriving for

the meeting and program on the Galapagos.

At the meeting, the Club honored five of its

own for their achievements within and beyond

the Club and elected new officers and board

members.

Dan Ruge received the Presidents Award for

his many years of service as Membership

Chair. Dan serves in the all-important first-

contact role that is critical to the impression

new and prospective members receive of the

HMBC. Dan has done this job for a long time

and done it very well, and is richly deserving

of this Award.

Walton B. Sabin became only the second

member to receive the Club's prestigious Life

time Service Award. Walt is a life member,

served as President two times for a total of

seven years, and has been Conservation

Chair for as long as anyone can remember.

He's coordinated local participation in the

statewide waterfowl count for many years,

and holds two consecutive Century Run

records. Walt was leading field trips over thirty

years ago, and is still doing so today. We also

note that he has recently retired from a 41-

year career in wildlife at the DEC, yet is re

turning to his old job one day a week as a vol

unteer! At the Annual Meeting, the first recipi

ent of the Lifetime Service Award, Sam Madi

son, recounted a story of Walt's identification

of a Black Scoter. This enjoyable anecdote

reminded us that Walt is not only one of the

top birders in the State, but always a pleasure

to have along on a trip! Congratulations, Walt.

The Club also honored two long-time mem

bers for their contributions to the public. Bob

Budliger had recently retired from a long ca

reer in environmental education. He taught

junior and senior high school science for

seven years on Long Island, where he also

spent summers as a naturalist with the Na

tional Park Service. Bob then spent the past

22 years in environmental education for the

New York State Department of Environmental

Conservation (DEC). He was the first Director

of Five Rivers; then was promoted to the De

partment's central* office where he adminis

tered their centers and camps. He's a long

time active field birder, a past president of this

Club, and is currently Vice-President of the

Federation of New York State Bird Clubs.

He's been active in the Audubon Council of

New York, a consortium of over 30 chapters

of National Audubon. Bob has taught bird

identification, advised state parks on birds,

and co-founded the Albany county Christmas

Count. And, last but not least, he was four-

time leader of the team from the DEC that

competed in the World Series of Birding in

New Jersey. For his significant contribution to

birding and bird life in New York State, the

HMBC proudly bestowed upon Robert E.

Budliger its Award for Outstanding Achieve

ment.

Alan Mapes is still far from retirement, but in

his 21 years with the DEC has also made a

substantial contribution to public knowledge

and appreciation of birds. Alan joined the DEC

in 1974 as an environmental educator at Five

Rivers Center, where he worked for Bob

Budliger. In 1978 he was named its Director, a

position he held for over 16 years. Recently,
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he was promoted to the Department's central

office to oversee all of the DEC'S centers and

camps.

Five Rivers has become a focal point for

Capital District birders, and this is directly due

to the initiatives that Alan Mapes put in place.

From the bird viewing area to bluebird and

wood duck boxes, bird courses, weekday

morning bird walks, the now traditional New

Year's Day count, the bird checklist, and a

multitude of lectures and bird walks on and off

site, Alan Mapes has directly and significantly

contributed to the awareness and knowledge

of birds and interest in birding in the Capital

District. For this, the HMBC presented Alan A.

Mapes with its Award for Outstanding

Achievement.

After jointly presenting the above four awards

with VP Barbara Putnam, President Stoner

thought he was finally done, but the Executive

Committee and Board surprised him with an

award for service as president for the period

1993-1995.

Following the awards and other business, the

elections for new officers and board members

was held. The new officers, serving one year

terms are:

President

Vice President

Secretary

Treasurer

Frank Murphy

Barb Putnam

Bette Moon

Gregg Recer

The two new at-large board members, serving

two year terms, are Lou Esch and Sam Madi

son. Laura Sommers, George Hanson and

Phil Johnson remain board members to com

plete their two year terms (elected last year).

Also note that Ann B'Rells has been named to

replace Ellen Houle as Publicity Committee

Chairperson, and that outgoing President

Stoner thanks Ellen for her service and

wishes her luck with her concurrent endeav

ors of both teaching full time and working to

ward a graduate degree!

The program on the Galapagos Islands fol

lowed the business meeting - see the program

reports for a description of the program.

Welcome to recent new members!

Gina Johnson

Sarah Ingalls

Thomas Bradley, Jr.

Mr. & Mrs. William Booth
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HOPE FOR EVERGLADES RESTORATION

itf Scott Sfatten,

Editor's Note: Scott submitted this and the ar

ticle on the following page to be printed with

his Everglades trip report in the last issue.

Due to space constraints, they could not be

included in that issue. Thanks for your pa

tience Scott!

The original flow started up near what is now

Orlando, moved down the Kissimmee River,

through Lake Okeechobee, and down across

what is now the Park into Biscayne Bay,

Florida Bay and the Gulf of Mexico. Now, man

has interrupted this flow and the proverbial

drop of water in central Florida might end up

in someone's tap. Its journey is controlled by

canals and pumps; it traverses agricultural ar

eas and "water conservation areas."

Changes have occurred in not only the quan

tity but the quality of the water entering the

Park, with significant increases in the concen

tration of phosphorus in park inflow points.

The Everglades are an "oligotrophic" or low-

nutrient environment, and a different set of

plants will grow in a higher-nutrient system.

According to the Visitor Guide, "by 1986,

20,000 acres of native sawgrass marsh within

...an area receiving agricultural runoff, had

been replaced by cattails." Four years later,

an aerial survey showed large areas of cat

tails that used to be dominated by sawgrass.

As the Guide describes, "the River of

Grass...was undergoing dramatic change."

A suit was filed in 1988 by the Federal gov

ernment against Florida and the South Florida

Water Management District for failing to pro

tect the quality of water entering federal lands

from agricultural areas. The 1991 settlement

was challenged by agricultural interests. Ne

gotiations ensued and May 3, 1994 witnessed

the signing of Florida's Everglades Forever

Act. Key requirements include a water quality

cleanup and hydroperiod restoration plan, and

a standard for phosphorus.

The health of the Everglades is a function not

only of quality, but of the timing, quantity and

delivery of water. A new Federal Task Force

on South Florida Ecosystem Restoration is

looking at how to do just that -- restore the

Everglades. The Corps of Engineers has out

lined possible ways to restructure water man

agement in south Florida, many of which

would restore "some characteristics of natural

water movement to a degree not experienced

in South Florida in decades." The South

Florida Water Management District is working

closely with the Corps, and has projects to

implement the Everglades Forever Act. Ac

cording to the National Park Service,

"Through coordinated research, decision-

making and implementation of huge restora

tion measures, south Florida is moving rapidly

toward an integration of water and land man

agement among all levels of govern

ment...The very future of Florida...may de

pend on the success of these efforts.

[Source for quotations: Everglades: A Brighter

Future, by E. West and P. Allen, Visitor

Guide, National Parks and Preserves of South

Florida, Vol. 6 No. 1. Winter 1994-95]
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NESTING CYCLE OF WADING

BIRDS DEPENDENT ON WATER

LEVELS

6y Sco-tt Stone*

In a normal year, as the marshes dry in the

winter, the Park witnesses a tremendous

increase in the population of wading birds.

With the drying comes a concentration of the

fishes and other organisms that form the

food of these fascinating avian species;

between 50,000 and 100,000 gather in the

wetlands of the Park. As drying continues,

those species that can range farther,

including Common Egrets and Wood Storks,

begin to form nesting colonies. The smaller

wading birds, which have shorter foraging

ranges, hold off until March, when they form

colonies close to the feeding areas.

The next cycle of summer rains begins in

June, by which time nesting must be

completed. Flooding dilutes the food supply,

and birds range northward out of the Park,

with late summer levels dropping to one

tenth of winter peaks. The waders are thus

highly dependent on the changes in water

levels. As explained in the Visitor Guide,

"Water management projects in south

Florida, mainly designed to stabilize and

control the once dynamic Everglades

wetlands, have seriously disrupted the

natural relationships between wading birds

and water conditions. As a result, sharply

reduced nesting success has led to a

reduction in the number of wading birds

nesting in the southern Everglades, from a

maximum of 300,000 birds in the 1930's to

10,000 -15,000 by the early 1990's."

[source: J. Ogden, "Wading Birds and

Water: The Annual Cycle, in Visitor Guide -

National Parks and Preserves of South

Florida Vol. 6, No. 1, Winter 1994-95].

New ECOS Book in Series

The Environmental Clearinghouse of Schenec-

tady (ECOS) and the Rensselaer-Taconic Land

Conservancy are happy to announce the publi

cation of the next book in the Natural Areas

series, Natural Areas of Rensselaer County,

New York.

Authored by Claire Schmitt of Clifton Park,

Natural Areas of Rensselaer County is a 172-

page volume that contains detailed descrip

tions of twenty-nine natural areas county-wide

that are open to the public. These include well-

known state and municipal parks, lesser-known

public lands and some private lands where the

public has been granted access.

Mrs. Schmitt gives detailed descriptions of the

trails themselves as well as what you might find

as you walk. Her descriptions of wildflowers,

forests, wetlands, and animals enhance the

experience of any hike. Chapters on canoe ac

cess and walking the less travelled roads make

this a useful book for non-hikers and hikers

alike.

The informative trail descriptions are accom

panied by one or more easy-to-follow maps

which include points of interest as well as the

trail systems. Detailed directions to each area

are included.

Natural Areas of Rensselaer County contains a

comprehensive introductory "Natural History of

Rensselaer County", written by botanist Norton

G. Miller, providing the reader with an overview

of the county's geology, flora and fauna. More

than fifty historical photographs show the tran

sitions Rensselaer County has made over the

last century, tying in human land use and Natu

ral History.

For more information, please call Jacqy Hout

Ross at (518) 370-4125.
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In clearing out old papers recently, I came

across the enclosed notes. While a departure

from the usual birding report, they certainly

describe "a trip".

The doctor's office where I used to work

opened out from his residence to which I had

access, often stepping into the house with a

question or a message. There I became ac

quainted with Charlie, a turquoise, talking

budgerigar alert in a cage perched on top of

the refrigerator. The bird was in on all the ac

tion a busy kitchen entails. He had come to

the doctor's house from "Aunt Helene's",

equipped with a rich vocabulary, much of

which was in Aunt Helene's accent, with a few

phrases thrown in from his original owner -

maybe a sailor?

Throughout the weeks in his conspicuous

place Charlie picked up new words, some in

voices I heard regularly on my job. When it

happened that my boss and his family were

going away for a couple of days, letting me

catch-up at my desk, I asked if I could have

Charlie nearby as company for both of us.

They obligingly left him on my file cabinet.

Charlie was pleased to see me when I arrived

for work the next morning and he let me know

it by vocalizing in budgie gurglings and chat-

terings, interspersed with English so com

pelling I found myself answering him.

So much for my intentions to deal with insur

ance papers or to schedule appointments.

The only dictation I transcribed all day was

from the mouth of that comical creature, as

follows:

Pretty bird.

Give me a kiss - (smack smack).

Hello.

What's cookin', Polly?

Whew whew.

What's cookin1 there, Sweetheart?

You're an awful dirty bird.

Thank you very much.

Hurry-hurry-hurry.

Don't do that.

Damn you!

Okay, Jim.

You want a cookie?

Don't touch that!

Well, what do you know!

Pretty girlie.

Don't know whatchu mean.

Whirly bird.

Quit that, will you!

Watch your step.

Are you okay, Sweetheart?

Well, maybe not.

Of all things!

I'll think about it.

Hello, darling.

Wrong number.

Are you kidding?

Come on!

You're sweet.

Hurly-burly.

You're up early.

Come here, Sweetheart.

You want to go?

Pretty baby.

Is your mouth pretty big? Is your

mouth pretty big, hmm?

(All of a piece) Open your mouth,

Baby. Backwards. What's

cookin'? Give

me a kiss.

Won't you please go away.

What's cookin'? - What are you

doin'?

Yeah!-that'sgood!

Would you?

Sweetheart, howVe you been?

You know whatcher doin1?

Well, you acted good.

You are a pretty bird.

Oh, school's out'.Come here, you

little brat.

Nice bird.

Read this.

You all right?

Will you kiss me?

Did you want to pay your bill? ...

(By now, I'm in shock.)

Charlie had a fit every time I checked my lipstick in my little hand-mirror. Hoping to see a

companion budgie? Defending his turf from the competition he thought was in the glass? He was

familiar with the use of his own mirror, calmly nibbling at it with "You're nice. Come here; give

Churly a kiss."
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Volunteers Needed

I have offered to compile a list for the NYS Dept. of Environmental Conservation's Division of Lands and Forests of

individuals who would be willing to volunteer their time to inventory plants and animals on state and private lands.

This list would be used by the DEC'S regional offices when the DEC or private parties wanted land inventoried.

Volunteers would be contacted directly and would decide at that time if they wanted to take on a particular project.

This is a wonderful opportunity for volunteers to get access to land to which they might not normally have access

while providing landowners with a valuable service. It's also an excellent opportunity for volunteers to educate

landowners about the plants and animal on their land. To be put on this list, please send me the following informa

tion by July 1: your name, address, phone number, areas of expertise (birds, mammals, reptiles/amphibians, wild-

flowers, trees, fungi, etc.) and counties in which you would be willing to work.

Ronda Engman

571 South Danby Rd

Spencer, NY 14883

607-589-4031

The Route 20 Bluebird Research Trail

It's a tremendous undertaking! What? The Route 20

Research Trail. Yes, the New York State Bluebird So

ciety has already started the Trail in scattered areas

across the state. The Trail in Schoharie County is al

ready complete and 60% complete in Schenectady

County and we're heading for Albany.

One crew is mobilizing to take the Trail from Albany to

the Massachusetts line. Another crew is being acti

vated in Seneca County in central New York and ex

pects to have the area completed this spring and then

travel west toward Buffalo.

We're excited! It's a bold project that will take 2 to 5

years to complete, but we'll go to great lengths to help

our cherished state bird. The Bluebird Trail will create

greater public awareness of the plight of the bluebird

and will be an incentive to encourage the public to

place nest boxes on their own property.

The boxes will be painted a golden-pine color all

across the state. The estimated 4000 nest boxes will

boost the the bluebird and other cavity nesting bird

populations. The Trail will be used for research to test

new styles of experimental boxes, predator controls,

parasite controls and other research that may arise.

We are well on our way, but do you know what we

need? Right ... some additional financial backing.

Kevin Colton of Seneca Falls, our Route 20 Chairman,

has initiated a novel idea, an ADOPT-A-BOX program.

For $10 you can adopt a nest box and we will place

your box in the county or area that you designate or

you can leave the location up to the committee. We

will place your name and a number on the box. Yes,

you can be a part of the Route 20 Bluebird Research

Trail.

We are hopeful that the birders and bird clubs of New

York State will lend their support for this exciting blue

bird adventure.

"Get in the drivers seat" on the Route 20 Bluebird

Trail. Send your check, payable to New York State

Blue Bird Society to:

Adopt-A-Box Program

New York State Bluebird Society

Dave Smith, Treasurer

15 Brindle Lane

Dryden, NY 13053

Include the following information: Name, Street Ad

dress, City or Town, Number of Boxes @ $10, Total

Enclosed, Name as it is to appear on tag, County

where nest box is to be located (or leave location to

our committee).

-XcvU6<Uto*, Route20Trail Chairman

- "&<vt Sti^x, President,

New York State Bluebird Society
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Frank Murphy

14 Colleen Drive

Loudonville, N.Y.

12203

464-0492

Secretary:

Bette Moon

907 St. David's Ln.

Schenectady, N.Y.

12309
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Vice-President:

Barb Putnam

190 Palmer Ridge Rd.

Gansevoort, N.Y.
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Treasurer

Gregg Recer

23 Scotch Mist Way
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Jr. Activities:
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Philip Johnson

Laura Sommers

George Hanson

Sam Madison
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:' WaltSabin

Frank Murphy

Scott Stoner

Cliff Lamere

Daniel Ruge

Ann B'Rells

Cathy Graichen

Cliff Lamere

Bette Moon

Ann B'Rells

Vacant

895-2969

489-2712

885-5467

439-4753

399-0313

439-7344

482-1942

464-0492

462-9827
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355-5615

899-2678

462-9827

372-8330
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BIRDLINE of E. NEW YORK: (518) 439-8080

1994 CrassLancI SuRVEy

6«f ^&l TH

As grassland birds continue to

quickly and mysteriously decline,

people are working diligently to

monitor their populations and

preserve their required habitat.

Saratoga National Historic Park

(battlefield) is not only the home

of many of these species, but it

appears to be the home of the

largest population of Henslow's

sparrows in the Albany-Saratoga

region. In an effort to extend a

two year intensive study of the

park's birds into the the

surrounding region, four teams of

two did a BBS-style survey as

the sparrows sung in preparation

for their second brood.

By the morning's end, Gregg Re

cer, Cathy Graichen, George and

Kay Hanson, Barb Putnam, Ali

son VanKeuren and Bill Lee

along with Rachel Mazur had

discovered Eastern Mead-

owlarks, American Kestrels,

Bobolinks, Savannah Sparrows,

and Eastern Bluebirds. Within

the park, all of these species are

present as well as the threatened

Henslow's and Grasshopper

Sparrows, and Northern Harriers.

More surveys such as this are

needed, but the information ob

tained emphasizes again the im

portance of the park's fields to its

threatened residents.

Send articles, dip-art

photos, artwork to.

Feathers

c/6 Cathy Graichen

23 Scotch Mist Way

Ballston Spa NY 12020
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Tresidenfs Corner: Just a quick note to thank everyone for placing their vote of confidence in me as

the clubs new president. .'All 1 ask is that you bear with me as 1 learn rhe ropes
and all the formalities that I'm not normally accustomed to. The club has fared

well during the past few years under the superb leadership of Scott Stoner. and

if it weren't for term limits I'm certain he would still be your president. So it is

with great honor and privilege that 1 accept this challenge as your clubs new

president to continue this tradition.

Every aspect of the club has been constantly improving over the years.

Memberships is up: the feathers newsletter is top quality: field trips are
excellent and well-attended: and the programs are fascinating and so

informative. The binding is even much better than expected which always

surprises me considering the rapid development and habitat destruction that is all too often witnessed. As

1 write there's a PCing Eider in Scotia ■ who would ever have thought?

So again, my heartfelt thanks to everyone and if there is anything I can do for rhe club please let me
knon:

■ frank Murphy
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FeraL Tun<Ira Swans Become Century Run's 291st Spsciss

Two feral Tundra Swans, seen and heard in

Galway, were a surprise addition to the Club's

53rd Guy Bartlett Century Run on May 20,

1995. If wild, they would have been both quite

geographically and temporally out of place. I

conferred with an outdoorsman colleague at

work who lives in the Galway area and who is

knowledgeable about the area's wildlife.

Several days of investigation led to a nearby

keeper of pinioned waterfowl who

acknowledged that two birds raised last year

had escaped before they could be wing-

clipped. They have been roaming the Galway

area ever since.

Returning to the more normal order of

business of the Century Run, it was a grand

day, bathed in bright sun and refreshing light

breeze following cold front passage two days

before. The temperature ranged 41 to 71

degrees F., and it was a superb day to be

outdoors. Tree leafing varied as usual with

elevation, but appeared to be average or

slightly delayed due to a cool, slow spring

following a mild, relatively snowless winter.

The combined sun, lack of wind and thin

leafing made for excelling listening and

viewing.

Thirty-one observers, the most since 1984,

were afield in nine field parties (also most

since 1984) of one to 11 observers each.

Time afield ranged from 0300 to 2130 for all

groups with 0300 to 2100 the longest for any

one group.

species and one hybrid, the highest total

since 1990 (the record is 180 set in 1980).

The composite list for the past 50 consecutive

years (not counting the 1932-1934 runs)

stands at 251 species and two hybrids.

Inclusion of the early years raises the count

by one species - Gray Partridge.

Five of the field parties found 100 or more

kinds of birds. One group squeaked to that

goal by recording 99 species and one hybrid.

Twelve species were seen by all groups. This

is a low number caused in part by my own list

not being a serious try at 100, rather a list put

together while banding, working outdoors and

... mere en next page

Irside Issue....

FallProgram Announcement

HMBCBirdID Courses/Workshops

Spring Field Trip Reports

The best group effort was 134 species, while

the composite list was a respectable 166
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fishing at Jenny Lake, Saratoga County. The

fishing was rewarded with four White-winged

Crossbills seen and heard overhead - only the

second ever (first in 1990) recorded on the

Century Run. Last year, 53 species were seen

by all parties.

There were 23 species seen by all but one

party; and there were 32 species and one

hybrid seen by only one party. Those species

are list by party in the following key. A

relatively high count of ten species, seen for

the tenth or less time in 50 years, represent

the rarest of the birds found:

Tundra Swan (feral)

Black Scoter

Surf Scoter

Northern Bobwhite

Iceland Gull

Red-bellied Woodpecker

Common Raven

(Brewster's Warbler)

Orange-crowned Warbler

White-winged Crossbill

1st time

2nd time (1st in 1965)

3rd time (last in 1978)

6th time (last in 1992)

4th time (last in 1993)

9th time (last in 1994)

9th time (last in 1994)

10th trme (last in 1994)

3rd time (last in 1980)

2nd time (last in 1990)

The ten species of waterfowl was about

average, bolstered by scoters at Alcove

Reservoir, and the swan. Raptors were low

with seven diurnal species and only two owls.

No accipiters were reported. The nine species

of flycatchers was well above average, thanks

to Yellow-bellied, and the always elusive

Olive-sided. The combined vireo and warbler

totals was down two from 33 types in 1994,

but featured the rarely reported Orange-

crowned Warbler.

My thanks to all who participated and offered

their reports.

Key to Groups

Group A: W. Gorman (compiler), M. Gruett,

M. Kuhrt, A. Ross, and W. Lee. 0330 to 2100.

Black Creek Marsh, Cherry Plain, Hudson

River, Cohoes and Saratoga. 134 species:

Least Bittern, Pectoral Sandpiper, Iceland

Gull, Red-bellied Woodpecker, Olive-sided

Flycatcher, Fish Crow, Brown Creeper, Ruby-

crowned Kinglet, Swainson's Thrush, Orange-

crowned Warbler and Pine Siskin.

Group B: C. Ketcham (compiler) and L.

Gingrich. 0800 to 1300 and 1500 to 1800.

Greenville, Gayhead, Westerlo and

Dormansville. 52 species: Hooded Merganser

(female with 10-15 ducklings at Maple Ave

Ext., Westerlo) and Philadelphia Vireo.

Group C: Ronald Calkins, Jocelyn Cole-

Calkins (compiler), Sabine Wagner and Matt

Florczyk. 0412 to 2016. Albany County. 95

species: Osprey.

Group D: Jane Graves (compiler) and Ron

Harrower. Saratoga County. 106 species:

Tundra Swan, Northern Parula and Henslow's

Sparrow.

Group E: Ray Perry (compiler) and Dave

Leunerton. 0300-2100. Schenectady County.

99 species and one hybrid: Common

Nighthawk, Golden-winged Warbler,

(Brewster's Warbler), and Wilson's Warbler.

Group F: Robert Yunick. Jenny Lake,

Saratoga County. 0630-2000. 31 species:

White-winged Crossbill.

Group G: Barb Putnam. Saratoga and

Washington Counties. 0550-2130. 110

species: Golden-crowned Kinglet and

Grasshopper Sparrow.

Group H: Bill Huntley (compiler), Carl George,

Ray Stross, Tom Palmer, Aaron Krochmel,

David Kozub, Alex Rhodes, Tom Gallagher,

Nancy Slack, Hank Stebbins, April Magrame

and Jody Stollmalk. Schenectady, Black

Creek Marsh, Thacher Park, Basic Creek and

Alcove Reservoirs, Collins, Ballston and
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Saratoga Lakes, Tomhannock Reservoir,

Cohoes, Vischer Ferry and Palmer's Ravine.

118 species: Common Loon, Black Scoter,

Surf Scoter, Bald Eagle, Northern Bobwhite,

Lesser Yellowlegs, Dunlin, Eastern Screech-

owl and Yellow-bellied Flycatcher.

Pine Bush, Guilderland, Black Creek Marsh

and Vischer Ferry.

Group I: Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Thomas. 0600-

2000. 55 species. Colonie, SUNY Albany,

Sightings by Party

Common Loon h

Pied-billed Grebe d g

Double-crested Cormorant.. a cd gh

American Bittern a d gi

Least Bittern a

Great Blue Heron abede gh

Green Heron a cd h

Tundra Swan d

Canada Goose abede ghi

Wood Duck a cde gh

American Black Duck a cd gh

Mallard abcdefghi

Black Scoter h

Surf Scoter h

Hooded Merganser b

Common Merganser cd fgh

Turkey Vulture a cde hi

Osprey c

Bald Eagle h

Northern Harrier g i

Broad-winged Hawk a efh

Red-tailed Hawk abede ghi

American Kestrel a cde ghi

Ruffed Grouse abedefg

Wild Turkey ceg

Northern Bobwhite h

Virginia Rail a cde ghi

Sora a d ghi

Common Moorhen a d gh

Semipamated Plover a h

Killdeer abede ghi

Greater Yellowlegs . c h

Lesser Yellowlegs h

Solitary Sandpiper abc e gh

Spotted Sandpiper abede gh

Upland Sandpiper eg

Semipalmated Sandpiper .... a d

Least Sandpiper a d gh

Pectoral Sandpiper a

Dunlin h
Common Snipe ac h

American Woodcock a de gh

Ring-billed Gull a cde ghi

Herring Gull a de gh

Iceland Gull a

Great Black-backed Gull... a cde gh

Common Tern a g

Black Tern a c gh

Rock Dove abede ghi

Mourning Dove abcdefghi

Black-billed Cvjckoo a cd h

Eastern Screech-Owl h

Great Horned Owl a e

Common Nighthawk . e

Whip-poor-will a cd

Chimney Swift a cde ghi

Ruby-throated

Hummingbird abcdef h

Belted Kingfisher cde gh

Red-bellied Woodpecker .... a

Yellow-bellied Sapsucker . . abc efgh

Downy Woodpecker abede ghi

Hairy Woodpecker abcdef h

Northern Flicker abede ghi

Pileated Woodpecker a d gh

Olive-sided Flycatcher .... a

Eastern Wood-Pewee a cde ghi

Yellow-bellied Flycatcher . h

Alder Flycatcher a g

Willow Flycatcher a c e gh

Least Flycatcher a cde gh

Eastern Phoebe a cdefgh

Great Crested Flycatcher .. a cde ghi

Eastern Kingbird abede ghi

Horned Lark e h

Purple Martin a d g

Tree Swallow abedefghi

Northern Rough-winged

Swallow a cde ghi

Bank Swallow a de ghi

Blue Jay abedefghi

American Crow abedefghi

Fish Crow a

Common Raven a d h

Black-capped Chickadee abedefghi

Tufted Titmouse abede hi

Red-breasted Nuthatch a cdefgh

White-breasted Nuthatch ... abede hi

House Wren abede ghi

Winter Wren e gh
Marsh Wren a c gh
Golden-crowned Kinglet .... g

Ruby-crowned Kinglet a

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher a cd gh
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On June 28th, Five Rivers Limited closed on

the purchase of the Bishop property

adjoining Five Rivers Environmental

Education Center in Delmar. Plans are to

leave the property undeveloped to serve as

a buffer between Five Rivers and

surrounding property. Five Rivers Limited

has established a fund with the excess

money collected to be used towards future

property purchases and will discuss

opportunities with other landowners. Thanks

to all those who contributed and made this a

success.

A.

§

If

fur 'uf

centimeJ frcin previous page.

Eastern Bluebird abede ghi

Veery a cde gh

Swainson' s Thrush a

Hermit Thrush a cdefgh

Wood Thrush abede ghi

American Robin abedefghi

Gray Catbird abede ghi

Northern Mockingbird a de hi

Brown Thrasher abed ghi

Cedar Waxwing a c

European Starling abede ghi

Solitary Vireo a defgh

Yellow-throated Vireo a de gh

Warbling Vireo a cde ghi

Phildelphia Vireo b

Red-eyed Vireo a cde gh

Blue-winged Warbler a cde gh

Golden-winged Warbler e

(Brewster's Warbler) (e)

Tennessee Warbler a g

Orange-crowned Warbler.... a

Nashville Warbler a cd g

Northern Parula d

Yellow Warbler abede ghi

Chestnut-sided Warbler .... abede gh

Magnolia Warbler a de g

Black-throated Blue

Warbler a cde gh

Blackburnian Warbler a defgh

Pine Warbler a d h

Prairie Warbler abc ghi

Bay-breasted Warbler a e

Blackpoll Warbler a h

Black-and-white Warbler... abc e gh

American Redstart a cde gh

Ovenbird a cdefgh

Norther Waterthrush a e gh

Louisiana Waterthrush a de h

Common Yellowthroat abede gh

Wilson' s Warbler e

Canada Warbler a cde g

Scarlet Tanager abede ghi

Northern Cardinal abede ghi

Rose-breasted Grosbeak.... abedefghi

Indigc Bunting a d g

Rufous-sided Towhee abede ghi

Chipping Sparrow abede ghi

Field Sparrow abede gh

Savannah Sparrow a eg

Grasshopper Sparrow g

Henslow's Sparrow d

Song Sparrow abedefghi

Lincoln' s Sparrow a

Swamp Sparrow., a c e ghi

White-throated Sparrow.... a d fg

White-crowned Sparrow g

Dark-eyed Junco a cdef h

Bobolink , abede ghi

Red-winged Blackbird abedefghi

Eastern Meadowlark abede gh

Common Grackle abedefghi

Brown-headed Cowbird a cdefghi

Orchard Oriole a

Northern Oriole abede ghi

Purple Finch abc f h

House Finch abede ghi

White-winged Crossbill.... f

Pine Siskin a

American Goldfinch abedefghi

Evening Grosbeak d fg

House Sparrow a cde ghi
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For further information, call Birdline at 439-8080. All events are free and open to the public. Pre-

registration is required ONLY for the four-part Course in September.

SHOREBIRD IDENTIFICATION WORKSHOP (One Night): Thursday, August 10, 7:30 p.m.,

Five Rivers. Instructor: Walter Ellison

August is a great time to study shorebirds in New York, but they represent one of the most

challenging groups to identify. Walter, a noted author and expert, will present tips that should

help the novice and experienced birder alike distinguish these interesting species. Note that the

Club's annual trip to Jamaica Bay for shorebirds follows on August 13.

BIRD IDENTIFICATION COURSE (Four-Part Course): Monday Evenings, 7:30 p.m.,

September 18 and 25 at Five Rivers; Saturday Mornings September 23 and 30 (Details

TBA). Course Coordinators: Barbara Putnam and Scott Stoner.

This four-part course will help novice and intermediate birders sharpen their identification skills.

In the two Monday evenings, we'll spend time in the classroom discussing techniques useful to

identifying all birds. The two Saturday morning field sessions (meeting times and locations

provided in class) will offer a chance to practice these skills while observing some of the song

and water birds of the early fall. THE COURSE IS FREE, BUT SPACE IS LIMITED; CALL

BIRDLINE AT 439-8080 TO REGISTER.

WATERFOWL IDENTIFICATION WORKSHOP (One Night): Wednesday, October 11, 7:30

p.m., Five Rivers. Instructor: Bob Budliger

Fall is a good time to observe waterfowl in the Capital Region, and the Club is once again

offering a workshop on their identification. Bob Budliger, an expert birder and environmental

educator, will repeat his popular program on waterfowl. Note that the Club has several field trips

to observe waterfowl over the next month.

GULL ID WORKSHOP (Two-Part Workshop): Monday, November 27, 7:30 p.m., Five

Rivers; Saturday, December 2 (Details TBA). Instructor: Ken Able

Gulls, with their myriad of plumages enroute to adulthood, rank with shorebirds as one of the

most frustrating groups to identify. Late fall in the Capital Region offers a good opportunity to

study the gulls, and we're pleased to offer a repeat of the workshop with Ken Able, noted
ornithologist and SUNY professor. Monday will be a slide discussion of identification of the

various species likely to be encountered in this area; Saturday's field session will be to a local

site to observe a number of gulls. Details of Saturday's session will be provided Monday evening.
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All programs will be held at the Five Rivers Environmental Education Center on Game Farm

Road in Delmar, are free and open to the public, and will include refreshments. For directions,

call Five Rivers at 475-0291.

Wednesday, September 6 - 7:30 p.m. Birding the Bayous

Gregg Recer will lead off the HMBC's Fall season with a slide presentation highlighting the birds

and birding hotspots of the central Gulf Coast. The talk will focus on birding the cypress swamps

and coastal prairies of Louisiana along with coastal areas in Mississippi.

Monday, October 2 - 7:30 p.m. Birding the Neotropics: Peru and Bolivia, with Dr. Charles

F. Wurster

Using a one-month trip to Bolivia and Peru in 1994 as a backdrop, Dr. Wurster will describe

some of the plants and animals of those regions, emphasizing the birds and showing about 200

slides. Two weeks were spent on an Earthwatch expedition studying the birds within a forest

islands/savannah ecosystem in central Bolivia. The other two weeks were a birding tour of

tropical rainforests and cloud forests in remote Manu National Park, southeastern Peru. Bird

families discussed will include tanagers, manakins, cotingas, antbirds and motmots.

November 6 - 7:30 p.m. Our National Parks, with Gina Johnson

Gina Johnson, the new Program Director for the Saratoga National Historical Park (Battlefield)

will give a scenic slide tour of the jewels of our national park system, followed by a discussion of

threats to our Parks, both from within and outside of their boundaries.

Monday, December 4- 7:30 p.m. Christmas Party and Program: South Africa Before the

Revolution, with Dale and Lilian Samuelson.

Slides of birds, flowers and mammals will be interspersed with scenes of Johannesburg including

Soweto, Kruger National Park, Durban, Capetown, the Cape of Good Hope, the Wine Country

surrounding Stellenbosch and Pretoria.

Founder of Environmental Defense Fund to Speak to HMBC

Dr, Charles F. Wurster, a founding Trustee of the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), will be

available for two events in early October. On Monday, Oct. 2, Dr. Wurster will present a program

on "Birding the Neotropics: Peru and Bolivia". On Sunday Oct 1, at 6:30pm, you are invited to

join Dr. Wurster for dinner and some informal discussion on the early days of EDF. Listen to

Birdline the week of Sept 23 for details.
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UpcoMiNq Fidd TRips

Jamaica Bay Wildlife Refuge

Aug 13 (Sun), Coord: George & Kay Hanson 885-5467

Focus on one of NYS's prime shorebird migration

spots in the NYC area. Herons, egrets and Boat-tailed

Grackles are other likely possibilities.

Peebles Island State Park

and Adjoining Mohawk River

Aug 20 (Sun), Coord: Phil Johnson & Debbie Ellinger

895-2969

Spend the morning looking for early fall migrant

passerines. Using scopes, scan the Mohawk for

shorebirds.

An Evening Walk

at Vischer Ferry

Aug 24 (Thu), Coord: Frank Murphy 482-1942

Large numbers of Great Egrets and Great Blue Herons

as well as many shorebirds should be present. Bring

scopes if possible.

ADDED TRIP:

Saratoga National Historic Park (Battlefield)

Aug 26 (Sat), Coord: Barb Putnam, 792-7542

Two part program, 7:30 am meet at parking lot for

approximately 1 1/2 hour bird walk around the

grounds. At 9:30 pm in the visitor center a slide

program will discuss common birds of the area.

Participants may attend either or both parts. This trip is

coordinated with the National Park Service.

Huyck Preserve

Sep 3 (Sun), Coord: Walter Ellison 456-6224 (home)

442-4320 (work)

This full day will be spent searching for fall migrant

passerines and shorebirds. Bring your lunch!

Camp Pinnacle Hawk Watch

Sep 9 or 10 (Sat or Sun), Dee & Arthur Long 758-9283

Scheduled near the peak of Broad-winged migration,

this trip has produced up to 100 Broad-wings. The

date will be decided at the last minute depending on

the weather predictions.

Shorebirds ofMonomoy Island

and Massachusetts Coast

Sep 9-10 (Sat-Sun), Coord: Bill Lee 374-3426

Reservations: Aug 10.

Spend the weekend on Cape Cod with a half day on

Monomoy Island accompanied by a naturalist from

Mass Audubon.

Ann Lee Pond

Sep 16. (Sat), Coord: Frank Murphy 482-1942

A good mix of migrants, including warblers, vireos,

flycatchers and thrushes should be found during this

morning walk.

Vischer Ferry Nature and Historic Preserve

Sep 17 (Sun), Coord: Bernie Grossman 399-9159

Migrant warblers, vireos and flycatchers, lingering

summer residents and migrating shorebirds are all

possibilities for this morning exploration.

Wilson M. Powell Wildlife Sanctuary with Alan

Devoe Bird Club

Sep 24 (Sun), Coord: Kate Dunham 766-5172

Join our bird club neighbor in Columbia Co. searching

for migrants. Bring a lunch and enjoy the early

afternoon hawkwatching.

Waterfowl ofAlbany County (Instructional Trip)

Oct. 14 (Sat), Coord: Walt Sabin 439-7344

All Club members are invited to join us on this morning

trip which will focus on waterfowl indentification. The

trip will cover Basic Creek and Alcove Reservoirs and

Stanton Pond, where Eurasion Widgeon have been

found in recent autumns.
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FiEld Trip Reports

Christman Sanctuary

An early morning walk on May 14th through this

Nature Conservancy preserve near Duanesburg

yielded 45 different species. With nearly perfect

weather, six birders walked the two main trails and

were rewarded with a rich variety of migrating warblers

including Blackburnian, Black-throated Blue,

Black-throated Green, Magnolia, Blue-winged,

Prairie, Common Yellowthroat, Louisiana

Waterthrush, and Ovenbird. Other spring arrivals

were also visible including Rose-breasted Grosbeak,

Wood Thrush, Solitary Vireo, Northern Oriole

and Blue-gray Gnatcatcher.

Both male and female Blackburnian Warblers

cooperated for everyone providing good views in the

bright sunlight and life birds for some participants.

Christman's continues to be a hot spot for Ovenbirds

as their song continually rings out, and we were

rewarded several times with good views of individual

birds. With the comfort of old friends, most migrants

returned on schedule to the same places, but we were

struck by the small numbers of Common

Yellowthroats, usually an abundant bird at the

sanctuary.

Peebles Island State Park

The club had two Wednesday evening field trips to this

beautiful state park in the midst of the Capital District's

asphalt jungle. The first trip led by Gary Goodness on

May 3rd had 50 participants while the second one led

by Frank Murphy on May 17th had only 13. Go figure.

As Gary said, it was obviously name recognition. May

3: The shadbush, a.k.a. juneberry, or serviceberry,

was in full bloom and beautiful, as was the hepatica;

30 bird species indicated by one observer including

Northern Rough-winged Swallows nesting on the

NW shore, and Barn and Tree Swallows; Spotted

Sandpiper scurrying along the slate cliff shore; Belted

Kingfisher flying the length of the falls; only one

warbler species - a Yellow-rumped; Carolina and

House Wrens singing; and the map of the island

showing the water holes proved to be valuable in

locating certain species of birds like the Wood Duck.

May 17: Good looks at some of the tropical favorites

like the Rose-breasted Grosbeak, Scarlet Tanager,

Wood Thrush, Northern Oriole, Eastern Kingbird,

Great-crested Flycatcher, Blue-gray Gnatcatcher,

Field Sparrow, Indigo Bunting, Ovenbird, Blue-

winged Warbler, and Bay-breasted Warbler; about

50 Double-crested Cormorants on the Hudson

River; and the seasons first two Common Nighthawks.

Vischer Ferry NHP

A small group of birders met early on May 21st to

scour Vischer Ferry for migrant songbirds and marsh

birds. Before venturing from the parking area we

listened and watched two Yellow-throated Vireos

singing from cottonwoods right along the road. They

have nested in these trees in past years and probably

would again this year, although we did not find the

nest. We began the walk down the main preserve

road by spotting 3 Great Blue Herons well out in the

marsh west of the road. These are more commonly

seen here beginning in mid-summer and so were a

nice surprise. The dry winter and spring had caused

water levels in the preserve to be quite low, with much

of the marsh west of the main road nearly totally dry.

Nevertheless we succeeded in seeing or hearing all of

the typical nesting marsh species including good views

of Virginia Rail and Green Heron. American

Bitterns, Common Moorhen, Marsh Wren and

Swamp Sparrow were also found. Interestingly, the

low water seemed to have encouraged more extensive

cattail growth around the west pond at the southern

end of the main road. In fact, the rails were found in

the southeastern comer of the pond rather than in their

typical location back along the middle section of the

road.

Migrant warblers were not in huge abundance - it was

apparently already beyond the peak of their migration

- but we were able to turn up Black-and-white,

American Redstart, Northern Waterthrush and an

initially challenging female Chestnut-sided (spring

warblers are not supposed to cause this kind of

confusion!!) among the ubiquitous Yellows and

Common Yellowthroats. Other notable passerines

included Willow flycatcher, Bank Swallow, Blue-

gray Gnatcatcher, Rose-breasted Grosbeak and

Northern Oriole. As the group returned to the

parking lot we heard a loud woodpecker call on which
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there were differing opinions of either a Flicker or

Pileated. After a few seconds, the huge Pileated

Woodpecker swooped out of the trees in front of us

and flew out over the marsh, providing a great view

and a suitable ending to a fairly successful morning

outing.

Southern Green Mountains Trip

Seven participants and leader Walter Ellison

journeyed to the Green Mountains between Arlington

and Wardsboro, Vermont on 27 May. We arrived at the

wide place in the road in Sunderland called Kelly

Stand by about 8:30 after following the meanders of

the Arlington-West Wardsboro road on its long uphill

course. In the process we left the lilacs and leaves of

late spring behind and returned to early May's bursting

buds, goldthread, shad and trillium.

Kelly Stand proved productive with several warbler

species singing in the area, many of which gave us

good views. A Lincoln's Sparrow and Wilson's

Warbler made cameo appearances. A Ruby-

crowned Kinglet and a male Rusty Blackbird

graced a nearby beaver pond, and at least three male

Ruby-throated Hummingbirds were defending their

small display territories.

We then headed east, turning northward on the road to

Branch Pond. At the small lot at the terminus of the

road we left our cars and hiked the three-quarters of a

mile to the east central shore of the pond. The trail

was level, but it still had several spring mud holes

making footing a bit tricky. We spent a lot of time

watching birds on the sphagnum-filled east inlet of the

pond listening to a Lincoln's Sparrow sing, and

getting good looks at Canada, Magnolia, and

Blackpoll Warblers. At the pond itself there were

many Least Flycatchers in a loose 'colonial'

arrangement, American Redstarts, an American

Black Duck, and a stray Bank Swallow from the

adjacent lowlands.

Back at the lot we had lunch and bid adieu to two

participants who had to return early to the Capital

District, the remaining six continued to the east into the

town of Stratton. As we proceeded onward we

inspected Beebe Pond where we heard Yellow-

bellied Flycatcher, and Group Pond where we finally

encountered our first Nashville Warbler and

Evening Grosbeaks of the day. En route we stopped

to check out a mixed flock finches near the Deerfield

River including Purple Finch, about a dozen Pine

Siskins, and a few American Goldfinches. We then

headed south into the town of Somerset. We stopped

at a large clearcut featuring a calling Olive-sided

Flycatcher. Pat Palmer called attention to three

soaring birds high above the clearcut that proved to be

two immature Bald Eagles being harassed by a Red-

tailed Hawk. As we watched, the two eagles tumbled

and presented talons to each other, a spectacular

display. We continued to check habitats as we headed

south getting a good look at a migrating male

Northern Parula near a clearcut, and two pair of

Hooded Mergansers on an attractive beaver pond.

We reached VT Route 9 at about 4:00 pm and turned

westward towards home after seeing and hearing 72

bird species amid beautiful mountain forests and

scenery.

Participants: George and Kay Hanson, Bill Lee, Al and

Pat Palmer, Laura Sommers and Scott Stoner.

Bird List: Great Blue Heron Wood Duck American

Black Duck Mallard Hooded Merganser Bald Eagle

Broad-winged Hawk Red-tailed Hawk Ruffed Grouse

Spotted Sandpiper Rock Dove Mourning Dove

Chimney Swift Ruby-throated Hummingbird Yellow-

bellied Sapsucker Hairy Woodpecker Northern Flicker

Olive-sided Flycatcher Yellow-bellied Flycatcher Least

Flycatcher Eastern Phoebe Eastern Kingbird Tree

Swallow Bank Swallow Bam Swallow Blue Jay

American Crow Common Raven Black-capped

Chickadee Red-breasted Nuthatch Brown Creeper

Winter Wren Golden-crowned Kinglet Ruby-crowned

Kinglet Veery Hermit Thrush American Robin Cedar

Waxwing European Starling Solitary Vireo Red-eyed

Vireo Nashville Warbler Northern Parula Chestnut-

sided Warbler Magnolia Warbler Black-throated Blue

Warbler Yellow-rumped Warbler Black-throated Green

Warbler Blackbumian Warbler Blackpoll Warbler

Black-and-white Warbler American Redstart Ovenbird

Northern Waterthrush Common Yellowthroat Wilson's

Warbler Canada Warbler Chipping Sparrow Song

Sparrow Lincoln's Sparrow Swamp Sparrow White-
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throated Sparrow Dark-eyed Junco Red-winged

Blackbird Rusty Blackbird Common Grackle Brown-

headed Cowbird Purple Finch Pine Siskin American

Goldfinch Evening Grosbeak House Sparrow

- TOcUut $. SOU**

Carter Pond by Canoe

Our exploration of the preserve was essentially

twofold. We wended our way through the narrowing

passage among a broad spread of greening Great Bur

Reed, seed-laden Tussock Sedge, and flowering Red

Osier for birds of the marsh. We also probed segments

of the extensive woodland edge for passerines.

Common Moorhen and Virginia Rail calls issued

sporadically from the cover of the marsh. Sora, which I

had heard at an earlier hour, remained silently in

seclusion. The rattling jabber of Marsh Wrens was

commonly present, and individuals could occasionally

be seen. I commented on their rap for puncturing Least

Bittern eggs (among others), and speculated aloud on

the possibility of a causal relationship between the

evident increase in breeding Marsh Wrens here and

the decline, now absence, of bitterns.

When we penetrated the marsh as far as we could

without dragging the canoe over beaver obstruction,

we remained there, watched and listened. A Willow

Flycatcher flitted between two perches on either side

of us, offering exceptional views and "fitz-bew" calls.

Suddenly, we were drawn, to a male Green-winged

Teal slipping out of dense cover and immediately back

into it.

The teal surprised me. I'd never known it to breed in

this habitat. The guides I subsequently consulted

indicated the southern breeding boundary was

considerably north of here. (The next day I talked to

the president of the local Ducks Unlimited affiliate. He

was as surprised as I; he knew of no previously

breeding Green-winged Teals in this area.)

From our position we glimpsed a Green Heron on

rapid wingbeat immediately above us. Subsequently, a

pair bolted from their feeding among beaver dam

debris as we emerged from the narrow channel. Great

Blue Herons occasionally appeared overhead. The

novice of our trio exuded a sense of compelling grace

in their flight, a sentiment that so often barely registers

in so many with "life lists." Experience in every realm

seems to have a jaded reach to it. Certainly, I've

known it in myself.

Nosing the canoe into shallows among tussocks, we

explored portions of the wooded shore. Shortly, we

were treated to an extended view of an Ouve-sided

Flycatcher, flitting in its characteristic manner high

among bare branches. Another Willow Flycatcher

and a Least Flycatcher were heard calling. A Swamp

Sparrow busily gathered insects for nestlings hidden

in the shore flora. A Yellow-bellied Sapsucker

worked a tree before us in full view. An Eastern

Wood-Pewee called from the shadows of wood and

leaf.

We went on to explore other areas in the habitat, and

had been out for about three hours when we startled a

Spotted Sandpiper returning to the "put-in." It had

been a delightfully engaging morning for each of us.

However, it was not yet over.

As I was securing the canoe to my roof racks, the bow

paddler was scanning the maple stand overlooking the

lake and edging the parking area. Red-eyed Vireo he

called, and looked to be tracking down another bird,

hearing it, but not seeing it. Warbling Vireo he said-

with some doubt. We both followed the movement of

the bird. Finally, we each saw it. Warbling Vireo! Yes.

And so it ended. Thirty-nine species recorded; a

couple of "probables" not included (Yellow-throated

Vireo and Northern Waterthrush).

Species seen in addition to those already cited:

Canada Goose Wood Duck Ruffed Grouse Killdeer

Belted Kingfisher Hairy Woodpecker Northern Flicker

Pileated Woodpecker Eastern Phoebe Great Crested

Flycatcher Eastern Kingbird Tree Swallow Barn

Swallow Black-capped Chickadee White-breasted

Nuthatch Veery Gray Catbird Yellow Warbler Northern

Cardinal Song Sparrow Red-winged Blackbird

Common Grackle Northern Oriole American Goldfinch

- Pirn S+tU

Northern Saratoga County

This trip consisted of a visit to the area near Hadley
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Mountain. The birds to be seen were assumed to be

breeding there. Specifically, we birded on Eddy Road

and Tower Road. We met at 7am just east of Luzerne

and car pooled to the birding area.

There is a nice variety of habitats along these two

roads. We saw or heard seven different flycatchers

(Olive-sided, Alder, Least, Great Crested,

Eastern Pewee, Eastern Phoebe, and Eastern

Kingbird) and twelve different warblers (Yellow,

Chestnut-sided, Magnolia, Black-throated Blue,

Yellow-rumped, Black-throated Green,

Blackburnian, Prairie, Black-and-white, American

Redstart, Ovenbird, and Common Yellowthroat).

Birds with a "northern affinity" included: Yellow-

belued sapsucker, common raven, golden-

crowned Kinglet, Hermit Thrush, Solitary Vireo,

White-throated sparrow, Dark-eyed Junco, Purple

Finch, and Evening Grosbeak. Some birds always

elicit a little more excitement than others. Among the

most pleasurable were the Winter Wren and the

Black-billed Cuckoo.

We got back to our starting spot at 1pm. On the way

back south, some participants stopped by Spier Falls

Road (off exit 17 of the Northway) to view a very

cooperative pair of Mourning Warblers.

Kid's Bird Walk

This walk was billed as a kid's walk. The focus was to

be on observing easily seen birds rather than

compiling an impressive trip list. We had one child,

accompanied by an adult.

Since many of our Five Rivers' birds were in the

middle of their breeding season we looked for signs of

nesting. Our Eastern Bluebirds were very

cooperative, posing on the telephone wires outside our

visitor building. We watched both parents bringing

food to their young. We took a quick peek at the young

on the nest.

Other bluebird boxes housed nestling Tree Swallows

and House Wren eggs. Tree Swallows were easily

observed as they aggressively defended the territory

around the nest boxes. One box contained and

abandoned Black-capped Chickadee nest.

The Goose Pond lived up to its name as several

families of adults and goslings paraded along the

trails. We gave them the right of way as we continued

around the edge of the pond. We looked at a

Northern Oriole nest high in an aspen. The male

was vocal but offered us only a quick glimpse.

Green Herons flew several times but usually

managed to make it beyond the horizon before

binoculars could be brought into play.

Our young friend, Casey, had a keen interest in

butterflies so we spent a good deal of time butterflying.

Ringlets were common, while Wood Nymphs were

constantly underfoot. We did manage to observe on

Wood Nymph in the hand.

Birds and butterflies outnumbered participants by a

wide margin. Perhaps more aggressive promotion will

bring out more fledgling birds (and butterfiiers) next

time.

- ZZoy Pew?

Pine Bush

On June 11, 1995, intrepid Club members Denise

Hilton and Carol Ennis joined leader Laura Sommers

for a bird walk in the Pine Bush. The Blueberry Hill

area of the Pine Bush was chosen for the walk and the

"new" meeting place on Pitch Pine Drive East behind

the Corporate Plaza worked out well - plenty of

parking compared to the former meeting place at the

end of Pitch Pine Drive. The weather was less than

cooperative with some fairly heavy showers

dampening our clothing if not our spirits. However, we

managed to get a quite respectable list of 33 species,

including such "specialties" as Prairie Warbler,

Brown Thrasher, Rufous-sided Towhee, Field

Sparrow, Chestnut-sided Warbler and Indigo

Bunting. It was harder to find birds in the more

wooded areas with leaves fully out, but we had good

looks at Rose-breasted Grosbeak, Red-eyed Vireo,

at least one Cedar Waxwing and a very soggy

Northern Oriole. Some of the "heard-only" birds

were Wood Thrush, Eastern Wood-Pewee and

Common Yellowthroat. The highlights of the trip

were the extremely cooperative Prairie and
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Chestnut-sided Warblers which allowed close,

leisurely watching and a pair of towhees which

obligingly appeared not long after a discussion on how

the male and female differ.

- ^cutna, Somttwu

Upland Sandpipers in Washington County

We began our trip to the Fort Edward area of

Washington County by meeting just off exit 17 of the

Northway. Our main goal was to view the breeding

Upland Sandpipers and look for Grasshopper Sparrows.

One adult "Uppie" was viewed at a distance through a

scope immediately upon reaching the intersection of Rte

197 and Plum Road. Although we had hoped for closer

views, we were satisfied that the species was sighted.

As we continued our rounds of all the likely hayfields,

we noted many Bobolinks, Eastern Meadowlarks,

Eastern Kingbirds, and Savannah Sparrows. Several

American Kestrels, Northern Harriers, Eastern

Bluebirds, and Song Sparrows were encountered.

Although we didn't find any Grasshopper Sparrows, we

did find Brown Thrasher, House Wren, Northern

Mockingbird, Yellow Warbler, and American

Goldfinch.

On Blackhouse Road there was another distant peek at

an adult Upland Sandpiper. When we returned to the

first spot at which we saw the sandpiper, we had a nice

surprise: There were five adult Upland Sandpipers and

four young birds within better viewing distance. Now we

could "claim" 6 adults and 4 young.

- &**&** Putnam

Ferd's Bog

Although it was drizzling, fifteen birders met at 6am to

trek into Ferd's Bog. It was very quiet in the woods on

the way in. We walked around the bog until about 10am.

It' continued to drizzle on and off, but spirits were

undaunted. Olive-sided Flycatchers called almost

continuously and all participants were afforded good

looks at this species. Heard, but not seen, were

Yellow-bellied Flycatcher, Mourning Warbler, and

Winter Wren. Purple Finch and Blackpoll Warbler

was spotted. We had an excellent view of a very

cooperative Lincoln Sparrow.

headed for Moss Lake, just a short distance away. By

this time, the drizzle had stopped. The two and one-half

mile walk around the lake was very rewarding. There

was a loon on the nest as well as three osprey at their

nest. The group found a dozen species of nesting

warblers (many feeding young).

Probably due to the dry spring, the trip was nearly bug-

free (a very pleasant experience). Although many of the

hoped for boreal species did not make an appearance,

it was a productive outing.

- SanAaxa, Putnam

INiqkTHAwk ALert !!!

Remember that August 25 is the peak of the Common

Nighthawk migration and the Capital District seems to

be on a unique migration path. Best time to look is

during the evening. So far it seems that the main

clusters of a hundred or more have a path from Colonie

to Albany near Madison Ave and Main St. to New

Scotland Ave, to Delmar. Please let us know of your

sightings - phone Birdline at 439-6080.

After freshening up and checking out of the motel, we
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Eds note: This short article was submitted in response

to the May 28 Carter Pond Field trip (see Field Trip

Reports)

The two experienced birders accompanying this

neophyte on her first club field trip were Scott Stoner

and Jim Sotis, the trip leader. Our site was beautiful

Carter Pond in Washington County, its marshes and

surrounding woodlands. Both paddling positions being

taken, the birders asked me if I would mind

accompanying them as a passenger. After assuring

them that I would not even a little bit mind being

paddled around all morning long on a spot that seemed

to me as close to paradise as anything I'll ever see in

this life, I took up my position between the seats with the

rest of the cargo, and we began our adventure.

As our canoe soundlessly carved us a watery path amid

the late-May sedge and loosestrife, the pond began to

slowly offer up its secrets, and the language it used was

bird song. The zealous Red-winged, the questioning

Pewee, the joyous Vireo, the concerned Moorhen, and

all of their friends and companions spoke to me of a

new world. Here, in this small place, water, air and wood

are of one fabric, brought together by winged weavers.

From my low perch, the sounds of the bird names being

passed between my companions seemed as musical as

the chorus surrounding us: Marsh Wren, Virginia Rail,

Phoebe, Swamp Sparrow. Thanks to the patience of my

friends in the boat, and to the cooperative nature of the

birds, I eventually found connections between some bird

songs and bird names. I was happy to make their

acquaintance.

As the sun rose toward noon, the wind picked up and

the birds quieted. As the paddlers guided our craft to

shore, we left the pond and its winged inhabitants to

continue the rhythm of their day.

As a new club member, I would like to thank my more

experienced fellow travelers for helping me feel so

welcome on this trip. They were careful to make sure I

had a chance to see or hear any new bird, and they let

me have the job of keeping the bird list, which helped

me to feel useful. I would also like to recommend Carter

Pond as an excellent habitat, both for birds and for their

human visitors.

National Fish and Wildlife Foundation

1995 Directory of Birding Festivals

Looking for a new way to enjoy birding? Interested in

travel? Consider one of these birding festivals

occurring throughout the country during the next several

months.

Southwest Wings Birding Festival.

Arizona Aug 18-20

Sixth Annual Hummer/Bird Celebration.

Texas Sep 7-10

Oregon Shorebird Festival

Oregon Sep 8-10

Fourth Midwest Birding Symposium

Michigan Sep 14-17

Cape May Autumn Weekend

New Jersey Sep 29-Oct 1

Eastern Shore Birding Festival

Virginia Oct9-10

Rio Grande Valley Birding Festival

Texas Nov8-15

Festival of the Cranes

New Mexico Nov 16-19

For a description of a specific event or festival contact

information, call Cathy Graichen or Gregg Recer at 899-

2678. Copies of the brochure will be available at the

Sept. Program meeting.
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On the morning of May 17, 1995,1 was upstairs at

home in Schenectady when I heard a loud thump

somewhere downstairs. I called down to my

husband, Samuel, to find out what had dropped.

He said a bird had crashed into the bow window in

the dining room and had probably killed itself. I

went down and looked out at the patio. I saw a

dark sparrow-sized bird with a speckled breast

lying on its side almost expired. Its tail twitched

slightly and you could see it breathe, barely.

For a long time I watched it. Its right leg was

sprawled out sideways and it lay nearly

motionless on its left side. After maybe 15

minutes, it stretched out it right wing and

collapsed back into a heap. I thought it was a final

losing attempt before dying.

It lay still for another long while, barely breathing. I

decided it must be dead. Then it heaved its whole

body and got turned over with its legs and belly

down, but the effort exhausted it. Its eyes closed

and its head drooped forward to the flagstone

surface of the patio.

I went about doing housework, looking out every

few minutes. The bird tried to raise its head, then

seemed to be balancing its head on its beak, then

put its head all the way down. Eventually it

managed to raise its head again and hold it off the

flagstones awhile. Our cats were inside, and

fortunately we had no visitors, feline or otherwise,

except a catbird, who seemed curious.

All the while we were trying to figure out what sort

oi bird it was. Sam and I are new members of
HMBC, novices at identifying anything but

backyard-feeder birds. We kept looking in three

bird books, and finally decided it was a Veery.

They do not come to feeders, so it probably had

no experience with glass prior to today's

catastrophe.

flagstones towards some low cedar bushes.

Whenever it put forth any effort, it closed its eyes

again and just lay there. After awhile it opened its

eyes. Its right eye looked as though a little feather

had become stuck in it. If its eye was injured, it

was done for. But the feather moved when it

blinked, like an eyelash, and when I checked

again, the feather was gone.

The bird then scooted into the leaves under the

cedars and lay motionless for a long while. I

looked at it often with binoculars-it just lay there.

Then I looked again-maybe two hours after it

crashed, and the bird was gone. It wasn't on the

ground. It wasn't in the cedar branches. There

were no feathers, so no predatory cat got it. It had

recovered enough to fly off!

On Thursday morning, May 18, at about 7:15

a.m., we looked out the kitchen window at a bird

hopping about in the grass, pecking at whatever

food it was finding. It was a Veery, and I like to

believe it was the same one. It stayed just long

enough to be noticed, and then flew off.

QinLTLTMiUR^

i

1

Board Meetings g

2nd Monday of Odd-numbered Minmtiv? *~)\

7 PM. Five Rivers j§

Next Meeting: September U P

irynuriii¥iuryTii^^

The bird managed to move part way across the
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President's Corner: Its summer and it's quiet. Most of the tropical migrants
have passed through to the Adfrondacks and points north and birding is quiet.
In mid-July the morning chorus grows dimmer as do the days and the fall
migration begins. And birding again picks up pace, for those who call Birdline

regularly you'll note we have a new voice from the not too distant past - JLich
Guthrfe. Rich had been the voice of Dial-AStrd for many years and many will

recognize his voice from the regions National Tublic Radio where he is also

actively promoting the enjoyment and conservation of birds. Jiis expert knowledge and experience is a
welcome addition to the Clubs activities. And Scott Stoner has some great programs coming up that you
really must not miss ■ the first being the shorebird workshop with "Walter Ellison on August 10. The

Clubs field trips are always interesting and informative: now is the time to make suggestions or volunteer
for field trips next year so please call or send in your ideas. So looking ahead to some great times. 1
shall hope to see you at the programs and field trips and meanwhile 1 hope we all have a prosperous
migration.

• frank Murphy
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Sunrise over tIie MarsIi

A mist lay in stillness over Carter Lake and

the full reach of its marsh and surrounding

woodland. It softened edges, compressed

depth, and absorbed coronal radiance, with

the sun about to broach the eastern ridge

line.

As I swung the canoe toward a navigable

opening into the north area of the marsh, I

glimpsed the gray silhouette of a huge bird

perched low over the water. It loomed about

seventy yards before me. I placed my paddle

carefully across the gunnels and raised

binoculars to it, but it had already lifted off in

silence, ascending through the mist beyond

viewing. Frustration bore down heavily on

elation.

I had entered the marsh, a critical habitat of

the Battenkill River watershed, to see what

avian life had been drawn to it. Secretive

species like Bittern, Moorhen and Rail are

more apt to proclaim their presence during

sunrise hours. Passerines, or song birds, also

are likely to be active then.

Having lost what I presumed to be a raptor, I

moved on attentively, listening for the deeply

resonant "Oonk-A-Lunk" of the American

Bittern I had heard there in late April. But it

was not heard, then or since. There were,

however, the ever present scolding of Red-

winged Blackbirds, a distant alarm cry of an

ascending Wood Duck hen, and some

splashy commotion and pouting of a Common

Moorhen.

great form that had eluded me earlier. It was

perched high on a lifeless limb over the

bordering woodland and peering at me. An

Osprey!

I held it in lens view for a moment or so,

completely taken by its presence. As I

withdrew, I kept movement as smooth as

possible, then paddled toward the other side,

where a channel led north through increasing

reed density.

As I slipped into the slow current of the

channel, I saw another Osprey, busily

preening on its perch overhanging the water.

... were on i«xl i>ijc

li \i l< 11 is l\su....

Field Trip Reports

Fall Programs

Upcoming Field Trips

With the thinning of the mist, I spotted the
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The emerging light brought out the clear white

of its breast in sharp contrast to the dark

brown of its eye stripe, wing fold and back. I

took it to be the male of a pair. It being well

within Osprey nesting season-though early, I

wondered about breeding intentions here. It

flew off when I resumed paddling.

Shortly after passing its roost, I came upon a

lone Canada Goose gabbling irritably, and

more audibly, the closer I got. Suddenly it

bellowed, swiveled and proceeded in the

direction I had been headed. I wondered why

it hadn't taken flight, since I seemed to be

gaining on it. As it continued on, bellowing a

series of high pitched calls, I noticed a nesting

goose tucked into an enclave on the

woodland shore to my left. I chuckled,

reaJiziflcHhaH-was-being lured by a trick of

the wild as old as time. Shortly later, with the

nest well behind me, the faithful gander took

wing, circled back over me and glided quietly

down to its post.

I moved on, winding my way through

narrowing passage among the fresh green of

Tussock Sedge and the bleached clutter of

last year's Great Bur Reed. A burst of bubbly

jabber alerted me to my first Marsh Wren of

the season. Its presence evoked some

ambivalence, given their rap for puncturing

Least Bittern eggs.

Marsh growth eventually became impassable,

so I swung the canoe around, and settled in

with a thermos of coffee to watch and listen.

The stillness was broken shortly by a Sora's

clear, descending whinny, followed by its

plaintive spring call of such splendid, smooth

clarity, described elsewhere as "Kerweeee."

Truly distinctive. There followed, not long

after, a short series of descending grunts from

a clump of Specked Alder, not thirty feet

before me. The call of a Virginia Rail; I could

~see rtsmovenient al the base ufthe shrubs. I

was struck by the perfection of its plumage

when it appeared later.

During the brief lull that followed I experienced

a truly singular occurrence. A rapid series of

peeps startled me, and POP!-a Spotted

Sandpiper on my bow! It held to a side profile,
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regarding me warily. I froze. Slowly, I lowered

my coffee. For at least five minutes we shared

the canoe--l had looked at my watch,

wondering how long it would remain. When I

impulsively reached for my binoculars to view

a warbler suddenly perched on an Alder, the

sandpiper flew off. Of course, I missed the

warbler.

The setting held me for about an hour. Rail,

Sora, and Moorhen calls punctuated the

stillness from time to time. A Green Heron

passed overhead, a pair of Kingbirds seemed

to have settled on a nesting site, an

Empidonax-likely a Willow Flycatcher-flitted

among perches, picking off winged insects,

the concurrent hatches of which brought on

Tree and Barn Swallows. A Yellow-throated

Vireo and an Eastern Wood-Pewee darted

among woodland branches.

I dipped my paddle leisurely catching the slow

drift of current, winding my way back. The

passage had begun to widen when I came

upon a Wood Duck hen dozing on a tussock,

immediately to the right of my bow. I ceased

paddling and held the canoe as still as I could.

She raised her head and looked at me as if in

a torpor. As she came to her senses, she

began calling with rising alarm. The placid

water on the far side of her, strewn with

fi Board Meetings

Monday of Odd-numbered

7 PM, Five Rivers

Next Meeting: November 13

wintered residue, shadow and reflection, was

suddenly transformed. Her calls had stirred a

brood of chicks quietly feeding. They had

blended in so well, I had not noticed them. As

the hen slipped into the water, they gathered

about her and closed in behind as she led

them to cover within the rank vegetation.

Stillness now pervaded the setting. The hen's

signals had remained true. They had been

imprinted on the chicks by the time they

began pipping their way through their shells.

Sometime around eight weeks from now she

would leave them to undergo the annual molt

of all her flight feathers. They would be close

to fully fledged by then. When their wings had

gathered the. full power of reliable lift, ties of

kinship would gradually slip from them. By late

fall, the survivors would sport adult plumage.

And, as the year turned and days lengthened,

those profound urges that mark the annual

spring renewal would be the compelling force

in their lives.

It was mid-morning when I beached the canoe

to leave. My approach had scared off a

Spotted Sandpiper! I smiled, thinking of the

one with whom I had shared the canoe back

in the marsh.

Hmmm, I wondered.

1996 Field Trip Planning

Underway

Contact Cliff Lamere (462-9827) if you

would like to lead a trip in 1996 or have

any other suggestions for the 1996 Field

Trip schedule.
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Waterfowl ofAlbany County

Oct. 14 (Sat), Coord: Walt Sabin 439-7344

This is an instructional trip for beginners, but all

Club members are invited. The trip will tour Basic

Creek and Alcove Reservoirs and Stanton Pond.

The emphasis will be on field identification of

waterfowl.

Montezuma National Wildlife Refuge

Oct. 28 (Sat), Coord: Kate Beale & Bob Boehm

295-7994 (Reservations by Oct. 15)

This all-day trip to the Refuge, which is west of

Syracuse, offers an excellent opportunity to study

waterfowl at one's leisure from the one-way auto-

tour road. The trip should feature impressive

numbers of waterfowl, some late shorebirds and

specialities such as Bald Eagle and Rusty

Blackbird.

Tomhannock Reservoir

Nov 5 (Sun), Coord: Bill Gorman 477-4921

This morning trip around the Reservoir should yield

loons, grebes and waterfowl including large

numbers of geese.

Waterfowl ofHudson River and Saratoga Lake

Nov 19 (Sun), Coord: Barbara Putnam 792-7542

On this mid-day Saratoga County trip we will visit

two bodies of water well-liked by waterfowl. A large

variety of loons, grebes and waterfowl is possible

including specialities such as Redhead and

Barrow's Goldeneye.

Western Shore ofLake Champlain

Dec 9-10 (Sat-Sun), Coord: Bill Lee 374-3426

(Reservations by Nov 20)

This trip will search the bays and inlets of the NY

side of Lake Champlain for waterfowl, loons,

grebes, white-winged gulls and Bald Eagles. We

will also search for any winter specialities such as

Bohemian Waxwing or winter finches that are

reported.

Birding the Neotropics: Peru and Bolivia

Monday, Oct. 2. 7:30 PM. Dr. Charles F. Wurster

Dr. Wurster will describe some of the plants and

animals of Peru and Bolivia, with emphasis on the

birds of the region. A month-long tour of the area

in 1994 will be the basis of the slide presentation

which will include discussion of bird families

including tanagers, manakins, cotingas, antbirds

and motmots.

Our National Parks

Monday, Nov. 6. &:30 PM. Gina Johnson.

Gina Johnson, Program Director at the Saratoga

National Historical Park, will give a scenic slide tour

of the jewels of our National Park system, followed

by a discussion of threats to our Parks.

Wildlife and Scenery ofAlaska &

HMBC HbTIaWParty^
Monday, Dec. 4. 7:30 PM. Carol Cotrofeld &

Andrea Bergstrom

Join us for our annual holiday celebration with a

slide presentation on the landscapes and wildlife of

Denali and Kenai Peninsula National Parks. Bring

a dessert to share.

Congratulations to Club

member Bob Kirhter who

recently went over the 7OO-
spedes mark in the ABA

area. Bob only needs 3

more species to total TOO In
the lower 48 States!!
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Bear Swamp and Hannacroix Ravine

At last year's trip, Sam Madison, the trip's

leader, suggested that the trip should start

first at Bear Swamp and end at the

Hannacroix Ravine. We took Sam's

suggestion and were well-rewarded with a

variety of birds at the swamp, but our trip to

the ravine was cut short due to violent

thunderstorms.

Even though we did see a few blossoms, the

rhododendrons were still pretty much in bud.

This was a disappointment, but nevertheless,

we were enthralled with the ethereal songs of

the Veery, Wood and Hermit Thrushes,

and the bell-like tones of the Winter Wren.

Even though our trip to the ravine was short

lived, we did enjoy watching a family of

Scarlet Tanagers.

All had a good time and I hope others will join

us next year.

Bear Swamp 8-11am: Ruffed Grouse, Wild

Turkey, Yellow-bellied Sapsucker and young,

Great-crested Flycatcher, Eastern Wood-

Pewee, Blue Jay and young, American Crow,

Black-capped Chickadee, Brown Creeper,

Red-breasted Nuthatch, Winter Wren, Gray

Catbird, American Robin, Wood Thrush,

Veery, Hermit Thrush, Cedar Waxwing,

Solitary Vireo, Black-throated Green Warbler,

Canada Warbler, Common Yellowthroat,

Louisiana Waterthrush, Ovenbird, Brown-

headed Cowbird, Northern Junco, White-

throated Sparrow, Song Sparrow, Rufous-

sided Towhee.

Hannacroix Ravine 11:30-12:20pm (major

thunderstorm at 12:15pm) Scarlet Tanager,

male, female and possibly young, Black-

throated Green Warbler, Black-throated Blue

Warbler, Blue-winged Warbler, Northern

Oriole, Hermit Thrush, Wood Thrush,

American Goldfinch, Ovenbird, Blue Jay,

Common Yellowthroat.

Saratoga Spa State Park

The weather was great and although no

unusual birds were seen or heard, we did

have a few interesting highlights.

The hill at the "Recycling Area" enabled us to

see the marshy area below where we saw not

only a Great Blue Heron colony, but two of

these mighty birds were observed on their

nest. Bank Swallows also call this area of

compost and dirt piles "home".

The "Observation Deck" at Leonard's Swamp

gave us a view of a lone Wood Duck (in

eclipse), and Hooded Mergansers and their

young. While still on the deck, a male

Northern/Baltimore Oriole called and

flitted about. His mate soon joined him in the

tree just along the side of the deck; and after

a few minutes, Bill Lee spotted their nest in

the top of this tree.

Assorted warblers and passerines were seen

or heard by the group along the trails.

The walk back to our cars treated us to the

calls of a Black-billed Cuckoo and that of

a Solitary Vireo too.

An attendant at the park showed us a Black-

capped Chickadee nest which contained

about eight eggs, (one in the process of
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hatching as well as a recently hatched chick).

This was especially interesting for me

because I consider them to be among one of

my favorite year-round birds and also because

I had never seen an active nest of theirs

before.

Our total number of species seen for the day

was 45.

VISCHER FERRY NATUREAND

HISTORIC PRESERVE

I was just setting up my scope to scan for

shorebirds near the entrance when a voice

called "Hey Frank - did you get the Wood

Stork yet?" Thinking that it was Rich Guthrie I

just grinned and looked at him only to find that

it was Dick Beeler who also has a wry sense

of humor. Just the same I figured I'd go along

with the joke and ran out with him to the pond

to the southeast, and sure enough there

feeding among the Great Egrets and

Great Blue Herons was this unmistakable

Wood Stork! So I hustled back to the

parking lot and directed trip participants out to

the road informing them only that a big

surprise awaits them. Fortunately there was a

good-sized group of about 35 and many

scopes, so we had excellent looks at the stork

feeding with 22 Great Egrets, a Snowy

Egret, and a few Great Blue Herons.

Then the Samuelsons called out that they had

a Sora at the marsh edge in the pond across

from where the stork was. So we all got good

looks at that. Rich Guthrie found a Virginia

Rail, and before long we had a Sora, Virginia

Rail, Common Moorhen, and a Red-winged

Blackbird in the same field of view. Then a

Northern Harrier flew close by, a Sharp-

shinned Hawk darted across through the

woods, and perhaps not so coincidentally we

found a dead Sora in the middle of the road -

dying only minutes ago. And there were

plenty of shorebirds: Greater and Lesser

Yellowlegs, Snipe, Least, Pectoral, and

Solitary Sandpipers, five Blue-winged

Teal, Cedar Waxwings all over, and a

Common Nighthawk.

Guthrie, equipped with a mobile phone, was

able to call the hotline and word of the Wood

Stork quickly spread among the armchair

bfrders who were" home"watcFiing TV instead"

of being out on such a wonderful night. Then

we watched as the Great Egrets took flight to

their roost for the night, while the Wood Stork

flew independently to perhaps a different roost

and flew overhead revealing its striking black

and white plumage and its overall majestic

appearance. We then walked back to the

parking lot where Guthrie called in a Screech

Owl and we had a nice informal field trip to

the constellations and Jupiter and three of its

moons. What a trip it was - they really don't

make them any better.

Participants: Dick Beeler, Hope Oatman,

Denise Hilton, Andi Simard, Jory, Leona, and

Sasha Kassoff, Sarah Ingalls, Carol Ennis,

Brett Putnam, Heather Harple, Nancy Harple,

Larry Deyss, Bill Gorman, Rev John Kaercher,

Bob Kirker, Dan & Marion Craine, Dale &

Lilian Samuelson, Alfred & Shirley Schadow,

Eileen Edwards, Alice Boule, Lin Fagan,

Bertha M Golan, Diana Sporia, Miriam

Whalen, Rich Guthrie, and Gregg Recer,
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Cathy Graichen, and Bryce, and Frank

Murphy, leader.

Other Birds Identified: Canada Goose, Wood

Duck, American Black Duck, Mallard, Killdeer,

Mourning Dove, Chimney Swift, Ruby-throated

Hummingbird, Belted Kingfisher, Northern

Flicker, Pileated Woodpecker, Eastern

Kingbird, Barn Swallow, Blue Jay, American

Robin, European Starling, Song sparrow,

Swamp Sparrow, American Goldfinch.

Send articles dip-art

photos, artwork b:

Feathers

c/6 Cathy Graichen

23 Scotch Mist Wfy

Ballston Spa NY 12020
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Tresidenfs Corner: "Well I'm sorry to say that summer is over but it certainly has

been an interesting one. Imagine a 'WOOD STORPC at 17ischer ferry on

August 24th. And Just a few months before that there was a JCing Eider a few
miles up the Mohawk River. Just goes to show what a biologically diverse area

we have here. ~Who would ever have guessed. So kudos to Dick heeler for

finding the ~Wood Stork Just in time for the Club's field nip there ■ and what a

great trip that was • Soras. 17irginia Rails. Great Egrets, shorebirds.. And what

about that strange, massive emigration of squirrels on Labor Day weekend? 1

saw hundreds dead along the thruway. ~Where were they going/ 'Were they all going in the same

direction/ And why/ All 1 can figure is that the Great ^Horned Owls are eating good. Anyhow,

welcome back to all those who vacationed this summer, hope you're enjoying the fall migration, and
remember we have some top notch identification workshops and programs coming up that you don't want
to miss. Tiope to see you there.

•• frank Murphy
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NoRThERN Cannet on Saratoqa LaI<e — FiRST Recor<I This CENTURy
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On Saturday September 23, 1995 the first

Sabine's Gull ever recorded in our area was

sighted while Sam Madison and I were fishing

(trolling) from a boat in the middle of the large

southern "pool" of Saratoga Lake (south of

Snake Hill). Around 6:30 p.m. I noticed a

brownish bird that seemed distinctly out of

place. It was quite near the boat, resting in the

water and quite unaffected by our close

approach. I thought it might be a seabird, but

Sam decided right away that it was a gull. We

were both correct since this juvenile bird was

probably on its way from the Arctic to the

Southern Hemisphere to spend our winter out

at sea. The bird was off course, however,

since the Atlantic population of Sabine's Gull

normally migrates south along the European

side of the Atlantic and then stays at sea

offshore of Africa.

We hurriedly stopped what we were doing and

turned to our other major pastime, birding. We

were rather excited at the prospect of what

certainly appeared to be a rare bird.

Fortunately, I now carry binoculars while

fishing on this lake due to the large number of

interesting birds present in late summer and

autumn.

In the air and feeding, the bird acted very like

a gull; it had a very erratic flight style. I wrote

down all of the characteristics we could see in

20-25 minutes of observation. At times the gull

was feeding, other times it was just resting on

the water, and still other times it was being

chased by one of the more common gulls.

Having seen the bird for such a long time, we

briefly turned our attention to two nearby

phalaropes which were also being chased by a

gull.

With the sun at the horizon, we made our way

to the boat launch and rushed home to identify

our mystery bird. We were fortunate that the

task was so easy. Plate 61 (244c, in flight) of

Peter Harrison's "Seabirds" left no doubt in our

minds.

... mere en next page
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The next morning Bill Lee, Gary Goodness,

Dick Beeler and I met at Saratoga Lake at

shortly after 5:30 a.m. We launched the boat

with the hope of seeing this rare bird at dawn.

We had not anticipated the heavy fog,

however. After going only a short distance we

returned to the dock so that I could get my

compass from the car. Without it there was

no chance of getting to the other end of the

lake unless we travelled the whole distance

along the shore in shallow water. Hard as it is

to believe, without some sort of guidance

system, you cannot travel a straight line in

the fog. A little deviation causes the boat to

travel in a wide circle.

Although we arrived at the southern end of

the lake before the sun was up, the fog

persisted for another two hours or more.

Once, just to tantalize us, the gull was briefly

seen in flight in a thinning part of the fog. We

were instantly encouraged by the fact that it

had not departed from the area overnight.

Eventually, our patience was rewarded with

spectacular views of the bird flying, feeding

and sitting. The gull would swoop down on a

floating insect from about 6-10 feet, pick it up

with its bill and then rise in the air to look for

the next one. There were abundant insects

on the lake surface (some appeared to be

mayflies) so what we observed was a

frequent up and down motion of the bird

interspersed with occasional swerves at

which time we could see the top of its

beautiful 3-colored wing.

Walt Sabin and Dale & Lillian Samuelson

joined me when the others went ashore. After

getting excellent views of the Sabine's gull,

we spent some time watching a phalarope

from a very short distance. This juvenile was

molting into winter form. The identification

was not easy, but we all agreed that it was a

Red Phalarope, another bird very seldom

seen locally. When this group of birders was

put ashore, George and Kay Hanson joined

me. We also got excellent close-up looks at

both birds and they, too, agreed with the

identification of the phalarope. This bird was

seen only far from shore.

On Monday morning two more boat trips were

taken to observe these two species of birds.

On the first I was joined by Bob Budliger,

Jane Graves, Jean Landry and Sam

Madison. On the second, Craig Fosdick was

my companion. The lake surface was almost

as smooth as glass. Everyone was very

happy to be able to observe the feeding

behavior and buoyant, tern-like flight of the

gull. At one point the gull was sitting and

preening in a floating weed mass within 12

feet of the boat. When we got too close, it

flew about 40 feet to another floating mass.

It has been suggested that the 17-hour period

of rain the day before the Sabine's Gull was

first sighted (rain ending at about 8 p.m.)

probably was responsible for putting the bird

down on the lake. Once it was there it is

conjectured that the bird stayed around to

store up some energy for the remaining long

flight. It was seen late afternoon on Tuesday

9/26/95, its fourth day of observed presence.

I have no information about any later

sightings.

Although the gull tended to stay far from

shore, some lucky land-based birders were

able to find it with their spotting scopes. A

phalarope which spent quite a bit of time near
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shore was easier to find for club members.

Close observation from the boat proved that it

was not the same bird seen the day before in

deep water (it lacked a blush of color on the

side of its neck). Its identification was never

agreed upon by all parties; most were

inclined to call this one a Red-necked

Phalarope rather than a Red. The following

day a club member saw two phalaropes near

each other. They were of two different sizes

which led him to conclude that he was seeing

both a Red and a Red-necked Phalarope.

Last autumn, on 12/3/94, while trolling in the

same southern "pool" of Saratoga Lake I

spotted a large dark bird that caused me to

drop my fishing pole and pick up the

binoculars. My first impression was that it

might be a Brown Booby (which I had never

seen before). It was brown and had a booby's

type of bill. I was able to approach to within a

reasonable distance, close enough even to

see curved rows of white spots on its wings. I

watched this bird for a long time, recording its

characteristics before I flushed it to observe

any special color patterns in flight. It did not

fly far. Since this all happened just before

sunset, I had to leave the bird and hope that

it would be there the following day.

Once at home, the bird's identification was

easy. It turned out to.be a juvenile Northern

Gannet. The most recent previous gannet

reported in Region 8 (Hudson-Mohawk

Region - an eleven county area) was a dead

specimen picked up at Saratoga Lake 114

years earlier in 1880. Although I looked for

the bird the next afternoon until dusk, it was

nowhere to be found (I did see my first New

York State Red-throated Loon). Other birders

looked from shore that day, but there were no

further sightings of the gannet.

Saratoga Lake is a wonderful body of water

for attracting seldom-seen birds. Due to

limited shoreline access to birders, however,

many of the interesting migrant birds that

stop for only a day or two go unseen. The

Sabine's Gull and Northern Gannet definitely

preferred the area far from any shore and

would have been difficult to discover except

from a boat. Fortunately, there are many

other species of waterbirds that are more

cooperative and approach shore quite

closely.
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It's time to renew your HMBC membership for 1996! In order to save first-class

mailing costs, a dues renewal form has been included in the December mailing.

Be sure to look for it, and take a minute to fill it out today. Thanks!!

(Note: Everyone will receive a dues renewal in this mailing because all items in

pur bulk mailings must be identical. Life members, complimentary members and

new members who joined after June 30,1995 do not need to renew for 1996 and

can ignore the renewal notice.)
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Peebles Island - Aug 20,1995

Ten of us met on a fine clear morning to walk

the island in search of shorebirds and any

other early fall migrants we could find.

Overall we identified 46 species with a mix of

migrants and summer residents. We walked

the trails around the island concentrating on

the areas near the falls. We also checked

from other observation points along the

opposite shore in hopes of expanding our list.

Observed shorebirds included many Killdeer,

Lesser Yellowlegs, Solitary, Least and

Spotted Sandpipers. Blue-winged and Green-

winged Teal were seen amongst the Mallards

and American Black Ducks. Great Blue

Herons were seen in large numbers, but we

missed any Great Egrets that had been there

just days before. At the very start of the trip,

an American Kestrel had perched above the

Parks Department facilities, and later an

Osprey allowed everyone good close views.

On the island, we had American Redstarts,

Blue-wing Warblers and Cedar Waxwings.

& P&Uift, $*6h*

Edmund Nlles Huyck Preserve - Sep. 3,1995

The Huyck Preserve trip fell on one of the first

truly autumnal days of the season; crisp and

bright with light mist rising along the shore of

Myosotis Lake, with spots of flame orange in the

surrounding forest marking early color among the

sugar maples. The air was filled with the honking

of the local Canada Geese, the peet-weet of

Solitary Sandpiper, and the chek of flycatching

juvenile Myrtle (Yellow-rumped) Warblers. Two

torn Wild Turkeys stalked along the far shore.

Among the geese along the north shore were a

hen Wood Duck, and a Green-winged Teal. A

loud, rich chip attracted our attention to a Canada

Warbler sneaking about in lakeside shrubs.

With this auspicious start our small group

including participants Jeff Edwards and Anne

Schucker, and leaders Nancy Martin, Ian and

Walter Ellison set off on the trail circumnavigating

the lake. The initial stages passed through

thickets of fruiting shrubs lively with Gray

Catbirds and Common Yellowthroats, plus a lone

Chestnut-sided Warbler. Further along we

encountered the first of an eventual five Yellow-

bellied Sapsuckers. The jewelweed along the

north shore attracted a female Ruby-throated

Hummingbird, and the Killdeer on the muddy

shoreline briefly attracted the attentions of a

young Sharp-shinned Hawk.

As we passed into the impressive Northern

hardwoods of the west shore with their majestic

hemlocks and maples, we sauntered into the

path of a couple of mixed flocks of Black-capped

Chickadees, Myrtle Warblers, and migrants

including Black-throated Green, Black-throated

Blue, Bay-breasted, and Blackbumian Warblers.

Jeff spotted a stealthy juvenile Hermit Thrush

perched on an old farmhouse foundation, an

indication that the woods of the Huyck Preserve

are of surprisingly recent vintage. As we emerged

on the dam at the south end of the lake we found

a single monarch butterfly caterpillar munching

on a milkweed leaf. With good fortune, this beast

would be on its way to Mexico in less than a

month. An obliging Hairy Woodpecker called and

drummed across the lake to cap our list at a solid

42.

Species:

3 Great Blue Heron 64 Canada Goose 1 Wood

Duck 1 Green-winged Teal 11 Mallard 1 Sharp-

shinned Hawk 2 Wild Turkey 17 Killdeer 2

Solitary Sandpiper 2 Rock Dove 1 Ruby-throated

Hummingbird 3 Belted Kingfisher 5 Yellow-bellied

Sapsucker 1 Downy Woodpecker 1 Hairy

Woodpecker 1 Northern Flicker 9 Eastern Wood-

Pewee 4 Barn Swallow 9 Blue Jay 7 American

Crow 12 Black-capped Chickadee 4 White-
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breasted Nuthatch 2 Brown Creeper 1 House

Wren 1 Hermit Thrush 7 Gray Catbird 9 Cedar

Waxwing 4 Red-eyed Vireo 1 Chestnut-sided

Warbler 1 Cape May Warbler 3 Black-throated

Blue Warbler 17 Myrtle Warbler 9 Black-throated

Green Warbler 1 Blackburnian Warbler 3 Bay-

breasted Warbler 13 Common Yellowthroat 1

Canada Warbler 1 Rose-breasted Grosbeak 2

Song Sparrow 1 Swamp Sparrow 1 White-

throated Sparrow 5 American Goldfinch

The Pinnacle Hawkwatch - Sep. 10,1995

Mid-week weather forecasts indicated that

Sunday, September 10 held the most promise for

viewing numbers of migrating hawks. Five people

met leaders Nancy Martin and Walter Ellison in

Guilderland for the drive to the lookout at Camp

Pinnacle near Thacher Park, where several

others joined the watch, including members of

the Alan Devoe Bird Club of Columbia County

and the Northern Catskills Audubon Chapter. Bob

Kirker counted a maximum of 37 people watching

over the course of the day. We were greeted by

a somewhat chilly northwest wind and mostly

cloudy skies to start, but the air was clear,

allowing good views of distant peaks in the

Adirondacks, Green Mountains and Berkshires.

The first bird of the day was a Sharp-shinned

Hawk, followed by an Osprey twenty minutes

later. The first Broad-winged Hawk put in an

appearance about 10:15 and groups started

forming around 10:30. Several of the birds came

over low enough to be easily aged and we could

see bulging crops or molting feathers on a few.

Kettles formed in two locations, over the cliffs of

Thacher Park to the northwest and off the

lookout to the east, so birds paraded by us on

both sides. The largest group was 37 Broad-

wings, and the stead show continued until about

1:00, when the pace slowed. Besides Broad-

wings, a number of Ospreys crossed in front of

us at eye level and a sprinkling of Sharp-shinns

and a few American Kestrels added spice to the

mix. A few of us stayed at the watch until almost

3:00, being rewarded for our patience by a

spectacular "dog-fight" between a female Kestrel

and Male Sharp-shinned, who took turns making

high speed passes at each other for several

minutes, just in front of the lookout. The migrant

hawk total for the day was 282, including 7

Ospreys, 18 Sharp-shinns, 246 Broad-wings, 5

Red-tailed Hawks (plus numerous viewing of

local birds), 5 Kestrels, and 1 unidentified. A

report for this watch, along with several others

brganized by Bob Kirker for the season, will be

submitted to the Hawk Migration Association of

North America for inclusion in their continent-wide

migrant report.

& TOalien SUUo*

Vischer Ferry-Sep. 17,1995

Five birders braved a dark, rainy morning to walk

around the eastern loop path at Vischer Ferry

Nature and Historic Preserve. This path

encompassed most of the wet areas remaining

after the summer's drought. Significant sightings

include Gadwall, Wood Duck and Green-winged

Teal; Tennessee Warbler and Common

Yellowthroat, Greater Yellowlegs and Pectoral

Sandpipers and a Sora rail. The best bird of the

day was the immature Ruff which had just been

reported on the tape. All present got excellent

views of the bird. The persistent rain and the

climactic excitement of the Ruff shortened the

trip. 28 species were found during the short

morning walk.
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Tomhannock Reservoir - Nov. 5,199S

It was a clear, but cold and windy morning as we

met at the reservoir. While waiting for the trip's

scheduled starting time, an adult Bald Eagle flew

over head and a Ruffed Grouse flew across the

road. Due to the heavy traffic on the highway, we

limited our time on the causeway. Even so, we

found all three Mergansers and American Wigeon.

We drove north to double up on our dozen or

more cars and found several Common Loons, an

Osprey and more Mergansers. At Nortonville Rd.,

we located a female Red-bellied Woodpecker, a

Northern Flicker, American Tree Sparrows and

Yellow-rumped Warblers. At the north end of the

reservoir, we saw two Snow Geese and had great

looks at an immature Bald Eagle as it flew around

in front of us. We ended the trip at the pumping

station, where we found Eastern Bluebirds, a

Great Blue Heron, Gadwall, Wood Duck and

American Coot giving us a total of 47 species for

the morning.

New Editor for New York Birders

Max Wheat served as editor of New York

Birders since its inception over twenty years

ago. At the annual meeting of the Federation

of New York State Bird Clubs, his retirement

was announced. Phyllis R. Jones is taking on

the new duties as editor. She will be using club

newsletters for information as well as articles

written expressly for New York Birders. Please

forward articles for New York Birders to her:

New York Birders

c/o Phyllis Jones

9 Hallock Road

Pond Eddy, NY 12770

Eastern Owls

Wednesday, Jan 3, 1996. 7:30 PM (Note

Special Day). Bill Gorman

Club member Bill Gorman will show his movies

of owls of Eastern North America, featuring

common local species such as Great Homed

and Eastern Screech, as well as less common

ones including Boreal. Saw-whet, and Great

Gray. This program will be an excellent primer

for any of the Club's THREE owl field trips this

winter!

Habitat - Where Birding's At

Monday, Feb 5,1996. Frank Knight.

Sure, we know to go to shores for ducks and

waders, fields for bobolinks and meadowlarks

and forests for tanagers and vireos. Once

there, though, we concentrate on birds and

miss much of the rest. Frank Knight, DEC

Environmental educator and State Coordinator

for Project Wild, will take a closer look at

habitats and all the exciting plants, animals

and ecology they can provide to enrich our

birding experience.

Migrant Songbirds

Mon March 4,1996 Richard Guthrie

Alaska by Air

Capital district Audubon Program

Thursday, December 14, 7:30 pm A past president of

the Audubon society of the Capital District and the

Department of Environmental Conservation's chief of

environmental education, Alan Mapes is known by

many as one of the area's best naturalists. With his

father, Al flew to and toured Alaska by light plane.

Come and share these experiences with us and discuss

some of the natural history of our largest state on

December 14.
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ThE ChRiSTMAS BiRd Count

From mid to late December, many of us may find

ourselves knee-deep in pie crust, cookie dough and

wrapping paper. The merry-go-round of decorations,

shopping malls and visiting relatives may be making

us feel just a bit too dizzy. Just when we need them

the most, our friends at HMBC rush in, offering a much

needed change of pace - participation in another long,

but much different tradition, the annual Christmas Bird

Count (CBC).

Perhaps it was the need for a break from so many

indoor holiday activities that prompted Frank M.

Chapman, editor of Audubon's early journal Birdlore to

suggest the Count in 1900. It certainly seems a

humane alternative to the older tradition of a

Christmas Day Bird Shoot! The original CBC

prompted 25 responses from 27 groups of birders, who

included geographic location, weather conditions and

time spent in the field with their counts. Participation

in the CBC has grown enormously over the years. The

1994 Count boasted 44,478 active participants

covering 1698 different geographic areas throughout

the Western Hemisphere!

As with any sport, the CBC has evolved a more formal

shape since its 1900 inception. Each CBC area is a

designated 15-mile diameter circle, which is further

divided into sectors. Each circle is captained by a

compiler who is responsible for organizing groups of

birders within the sectors. Each Count must be

conducted on one particular day during a designated

two and one-half week period in late December.

Within each Count area, there are opportunities for

both field binding and feeder watching, the results of

which are compiled and sent to the National Audubon

Society for publication.

Local birders became involved in the Count even

before our Club existed. Starting in 1929, a group of

birders in the Schenectady area decided to take part in

the CBC. They were assigned a circle that included

their general area, did the Count year after year, and

sent their results to Audubon. Ten years later, those

birders became the Schenectady Bird Club and in the

first or second edition of their newsletter - Feathers -

they published the results of those ten early CBCs. As

the boundaries of the Schenectady Bird Club

broadened, the name was changed to the Hudson-

Mohawk Bird Club to reflect that expansion. The

number of the Club's CBCs also increased, adding the

Troy circle in 1948 (although the Troy count was

cancelled due to flooding that year). The Southern

Rensselaer County CBC was added in 1966, rounding

out our Club's three CBC areas.

Although not a strict scientific venture, data collected

in connection with the Christmas Bird Count has over

the years added to the fund of ornithological

knowledge. Fluctuations in numbers of wintering

species, and general growth and decline within species

in an area have become clear over time by examining

CBC data.

Most participants in the CBC are not in it only for the

sake of Science, however, but also for the

camaraderie of fellow birders, the friendly competition

among sectors and circles and the social gathering

after the field work is done and the compiling begins.

Added to this, of course, is the joy of being outdoors in

the company of birds.

If you would enjoy a break from the Holiday jangle,

and can disentangle yourself from your Christmas-tree

lights for one day this December, HMBC encourages

you to sign on to one of our Christmas Bird Counts. If

you are, as I am, a rather inexperienced birder, you

will be teamed up with a person of more expertise. If

you live within one of the count circles and can't spare

the time to spend in the field, you are welcome to

participate as a feeder watcher. Simply keep track of

the birds at you feeder on the designated day of the

count and phone in the results to your compiler.

HMBC will cover the five dollar participant's fee

charged by Audubon, so being part of the Count is free

except for your time. To get involved in one of our

CBCs, simply call one of the compilers listed below,

and have fun counting birds!

Compiler/phone #

Bill Lee, 374-3426

Monte Gruett, 477-6246

Cliff Lamere, 462-9827

Count

Schenectady

S. Rensselaer

Troy

Date

12/16/95

12/23/95

12/30/95
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FRANkLiN MouNTAiN 1994 HAwkwAixh Report

The fall migration of birds of prey once again

entertained and impressed observers at the

Franklin Mountain Hawkwatch in 1994.

However, the unseasonably warm weather

which dominated the period was not

appreciated. A hazy, all blue sky is a difficult

background against which to spot a hawk.

The three earliest migrants - Broad-winged

Hawks, Ospreys, and American Kestrels -

were sighted less than in 1993, as were

Northern Harriers and Peregrine Falcons. In

hindsight, severe storms on the Atlantic coast

in 1993 likely forced exceptional numbers of

these five species inland.

Despite a continuing lack of cold fronts, late

season migrants, Bald Eagles, Goshawks,

and Rough-legged, as well as Red-

shouldereds, were seen in unprecedented

numbers for Franklin Mountain. Red-tailed

Hawks, another late migrant, also showed a

marked increase, with over 2000 recorded for

the second time in the watch's history. The

exception to this trend were the Golden

Eagles, whose count of 109 was down 30

from 1993. Still, this was the third year in a

row with over a 100 Goldens.

Due to the "mild" weather, the watch was

manned until January 2 with continued hopes

for a "big" eagle day, by our standards. Still,

single day Golden counts of 12,12,11, and 9

are remarkable. For once, the Eagles peaked

noticeably later than the Red-tails.

Individually, the bird of the year, and maybe

the decade, was a gray Gyrfalcon which

thrilled eight observers on November 7. Two

different albino Red-tails were sighted. Also

of interest, the first Golden Eagle (Sept. 30)

and Rough-legged (Oct. 5) arrived before the

last Broad-winged departed (Oct. 11).

Reports were received of raptors migrating

past other sites in the county. Also, on the

local Audubon Christmas count a Golden

Eagle was seen to dive at a flock of turkeys.

Many thanks go to Ron Milliken for his long

hours at the watch. Chris Vredenburg also

contributed greatly to the 537 hours of

coverage, 10% less than 1993. Many thanks

also to Steve Hall, Jim Hoteling, Doug

Lindaman, Marie Petuh, Tom Salo, Gerry

Smith and to all others who visited the

hawkwatch. Andy Mason and John Cappello

deserve special appreciation for constructing

an informational kiosk which provides an

attractive display.

The fall 1995 has been off to a slow start with

once again unseasonably warm weather. The

Broad-wings, seer* in large numbers

elsewhere, did their best job yet at avoiding

Franklin Mountain. Early highlights include 23

Ospreys on Sept. 10 and another 22 Ospreys

on Oct 8. Still, there is much to look forward

to since activity peaks at Franklin Mountain in

late October and early November.

Hawkwatchers have their own perspective on

"good" weather, longing for those bitter cold

north winds. The cold air and strong winds

make the hawks and eagles fly lower

(honest!), and the clouds provide a better

background.

Editor's Note: HMBC will include a trip to

Franklin Mountain in Nov 1996. Check the

1996 Field trip schedule for the specific
details.
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Bird ID Workshop - Denise Hilton

Many years ago, as a student of education, I

learned about a technique called cooperative

learning. Simply put, cooperative learning

involves providing groups of students with

fundamental data and instruction on the use

of tools and resources related to a topic, and

allowing them to work together to learn a

concept or to gain a skill. Its value as an

instructional method lies in the fact that in the

process of discovery, the students come to

own the knowledge and skills they learn,

more so than they would in the simple

dissemination of facts.

More than twenty years after learning about

the concept, and after using it many times in

the classroom, I had the delightful opportunity

this September to experience cooperative

learning from the other side of the desk. The

Club offered a course on bird identification

whose goal was to help the beginner develop

and practice the skills needed to categorize

birds according to group, and in some cases,

species. Our teachers, Scott Stoner and Barb

Putnam, first provided our sizable class

(approximately twenty-five students) with

sound instruction on basic bird identification.

On two consecutive Monday evenings, they

used slides, lecture, discussion, Q&A, and

video to teach their students about what to

look for in shape, size, field marks, habitat

and behavior, and how to use these

observations to determine in which group a

particular bird belongs. They also pointed out

the differences among various field guides,

and how best to use them, and helped

students become familiar with using

binoculars effectively.

On the Saturday mornings following the

Monday classes, our teachers allowed us to

practice our skills in the field, first at Five

Rivers and then at Vischer Ferry. There were

lively discussions as students, who were

thrilled to say with confidence, "It's definitely

shaped like a plover," or 'That is certainly

some kind of sandpiper," noted leg color,

beak size, etc. to one another, consulted their

field guides, and hypothesized an

identification for their bird. Scott and Barb

offered boundless support, sometimes

reminding us about what to look for ("Are

those legs bright yellow, or kind of

greenish?"), and offering us the use of their

scopes for closer views. After the groups had

come up with a list of birds they were more or

less confident in having identified, our

teachers went through them one by one, and

not only confirmed our determinations, but

also reminded us why they were correct,

based on identification data we had gathered.

The cooperative learning cycle was complete.

I think that I can speak for the entire group of

participants when I offer my sincere thanks to

Barb and Scott for the time they took to

prepare and conduct this valuable course,

and to George Hanson, for graciously helping

out at the Five Rivers field trip. They

managed to achieve a good balance in

providing us with basic information on which

to build, and allowing us to practice our skills

on our own. They showed great respect for

their students by patiently answering every

question, providing support without interfering

with the discovery process, and sharing in

our delight in gaining new skills.

Shorebird & Waterfowl ID - Scott Stoner

On August 10, author and ID expert Walter

Ellison gave a detailed evening workshop on
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the identification of shorebirds. Beginning

with a "group" approach, Walter broke them

into major categories, such as plovers,

peeps, etc., then focused on some of the

more difficult issues of identification,

including Lesser vs. Greater Yellowlegs,

Short-billed vs. Long-billed Dowitcher, and, of

course, the peepsl A useful suggestion was

to learn both Least and Semipalmated well.

He also encouraged us to just get out there

and practice, and don't be afraid to be wrong.

They're a difficult group and it does take

work!

On October 11, Bob Budliger, retired

educator and not-retired bird expert, gave a

very informative workshop on the

identification of waterfowl of the State. He

also gave a more general talk on the natural

history of waterfowl the following evening to

the Audubon Society of the Capital Region.

Below are some thoughts I retained from the

combination of his two programs.

With 32 species and 57 recognizable forms,

waterfowl present an intriguing identification

problem. Most of the adult males are

distinctive, but the females are generally a

dull brown. This is troublesome to us, but

advantageous to them as it provides

camouflage in their nesting areas. Also

difficult for us is that some of the males, such

as the Greater and Lesser Scaup, are similar,

and often seem to be too far away and in bad

light) To further compound the problem,

males of most species undergo a major molt

after breeding, and for a period of time look a

fair bit like the indistinct females. However,

ducks are fairly large, and often stay put long

enough to study in some detail. So, here

goes.

There are two species of swan in the state,

Mute and Tundra. Mute Swans were brought

over from Europe and kept at the large

estates on Long Island. Now in the wild,

they've become a problem, as they are quite

aggressive and can drive native waterfowl out

of a small pond. The Department of

Environmental Conservation removed a pair

from Round Lake recently for just that reason.

Rhode Island is also managing the

population of this species. Tundra swans

pass through the western part of the State,

and have a black bill with a yellow spot, as

opposed to the orange bill and black knob of

the Mute.

Several species of geese routinely occur in

New York. The Canada Goose is both doing

well and doing poorly. There are two

populations, one that breeds in the State;

they are doing well, and in fact, are often

considered a problem in areas such as golf

courses. The geese that breed in the far

north and migrate through NY have declined,

to the extent that hunting of this group will not

be allowed this year.

We may see geese that have a neck band

with numbers, letters or symbols. Note the

complete identification code (don't guess if

not certain), the band color, the date, time

and exact location of the observation, an

estimate of the number of geese present and

the habitat where the observation was made

(such as lawn, corn stubble, lake, etc.) and

please pass the information, along with your

name, address and phone number to the

DEC's Game Bird Unit in Delmar, at 439-

0725.

Brant winter on the Great South Bay on Long

Island, and off the New Jersey coast. In fact,
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80% of the Atlantic flyway population winter

in those areas! Brant primarily depend on a

single food source, eelgrass. This can be

risky, as the population suffered a severe

decline earlier in this century when the

eelgrass population was decimated by an

infection. Fortunately, some Brant were able

to eat other things, and the population

eventually rebounded. Snow geese, including

both the white and blue morphs, congregate

in areas such as Montezuma National

Wildlife Refuge(NWR) for a while in the fall,

before heading farther south to, for instance,

Blackwater NWR, in Maryland. Fewer of the

eastern geese are the blue morph than is the

case in the west. Ross' Geese are much less

common; look for a smaller, white goose with

a shorter bill and no "grin patch" in a flock of

Snow Geese, and please report it to Birdline.

Ducks can be divided into dabbling ducks

and river ducks, or diving ducks. Note that

the dabbling, or surface-feeding ducks can

take off directly into the air, while the divers,

which have feet farther back, run across the

water as they take off. Also, the dabblers

back end comes to sort of a point, out of the

water, whereas the divers tail end slopes

down to the water (consult a field guide for

this important mark).

Think also about duck-like, but non-duck

species. Most have either long, pointed bills,

or short, chicken-like bills. In fact to identify

a duck on the water, start with the bill, then

look at the head, then work your way back.

Much critical information can be obtained by

the shape and coloration of just the bill and

head. On a flying bird, visible only briefly,

concentrate on major color patterns (e.g.

wing patches) along with the overall shape

and flight pattern of the bird. Teal, for

instance, have a rapid, twisting flight.

American Black Ducks have a dark underside

with silvery wing linings, and so forth.

I won't attempt to include every ID point that

Bob made, nor to duplicate a field guide, but

just to mention a few more points I came

home with. American Black Duck and female

Mallard are similar in plumage, but look at the

bill. On the mallard it's orange, with a black

saddle across the middle. The speculum (in

the wing) is blue, with white borders. The

Black Duck has an olive green bill, and much

less white in the speculum. In all species,

again, look at the bill, then the head, then the

rest of the bird!

To finish up, a few notes about breeding

behavior and conservation. While geese

mate for life, ducks have shorter-term

relationships. A pair meets on the wintering

grounds, perhaps in December or January,

then travel north together, to her place. If

she's from Ohio and he's from New York, they

both go back to Ohio in the spring. She takes

care of the nest, while his part is done. He

looks pretty and hangs around with the other

males, and is the one more likely to be eaten

by the raccoon! If both survive, they seek out

new mates on the wintering grounds later in

the year.

The Wood Duck, with its population in

jeopardy due to habitat destruction, has made

a recovery due in part to swampland

preservation and the establishment of nest

boxes. So successful has been the recovery

that Wood Ducks are now the duck most

commonly taken by hunters.
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Bolivia & Peru

On Monday, October 2, about fifty people were

treated to an insightful presentation on the birds of

tropical America by Dr. Charles Wurster, co-

founder of the Environmental Defense Fund. Dr.

Wurster showed slides from his trip to Bolivia and

Southeast Peru which illustrated various groups of

South American tropical birds and their special

features.

With over 3,000 species, one third of the world's

birds, the area boasts the greatest bio-diversity on

earth. Among the bird groups highlighted in his

presentation were the bright and distinctive

toucans, numbering about fifty species, including

the Yellow-ridged and Chestnut. Also noted were

the many difficult to identify species of tropical

flycatchers, and antbirds. The antbirds, numbering

about 220 species, are all very secretive. They like

to creep along the forest floor, ingesting large

numbers of insects trying to flee marauding

columns of army ants. Among Dr. Wurster's

Proqress on HMBC BiRdisq

Guide Continues

The Club's birding guide for the Capital

District region is progressing nicely. Most of

the draft site guides have been received and

are now undergoing review and editing. An

expert committee, chaired by Ken Able, is

conducting a technical review; a separate

group is editing for style, grammar and

consistency. We're on-schedule for a

September 1, 1996 release, so stay tuned.

The book will describe more than 40 sites in

the 11-county area served by the Club, and

is the product of the efforts of about 40

people. It will also contain a bar-graph

checklist of the region's birds, and an

annotated checklist (where to find key

species).

favorite tropical birds are the 230 species of

tanagers. He called them the colorful, songful

"celebration of the bird world in South America.'1

Particularly noted from among the tanagers were

the Golden-crowned, Bay-headed, Silver-beaked,

Golden tanager and Dr. Wurster's personal

favorite, the Paradise tanager, which he called

"one of the ten best birds in the world."

Some of the birds described are notable both for

their appearance and behavior. Very impressive in

this regard is the Iek system of species of

Manakins, Cotingas and Birds of Paradise. The Iek

system, based on sharp competition among male

birds for available mates, has led to dramatic

sexual dimorphism, as well as elaborate courting

rituals among male birds. In the Long-tailed

Manakin of Costa Rica, for instance, two males will

pair up as Alpha and Beta males, and will sing a

kind of "duet" together to attract a female. They

persistently sing their song until a female selects

the Alpha male of the pair.

Dr. Wurster brought some of the sounds of the

Amazon basin to life with his descriptions of the

bell-like call of the Bellbird, the Screaming Piha, in

which the loudest bird gets his mate, and the

three-noted whistle of the shy be distinctive

sounding Undulated Tinamou, of the Manu

National Forest.

Dr. Wurster described some fascinating behavior

in non-avian species as well. He described the

symbiotic relationship between Acacia trees and

the ants that live in their hollowed-out thorns and

eat their yellow leaf pods while killing any invading

insects or parasitic vines. Also very interesting is

the Strangler Fig, which germinates in the tops of

trees, where its seeds are deposited by birds. The

fig sends down roots over the top of the host tree,

thus growing from the top down, eventually

strangling the host, and taking over its existing

spot. In this way, the fig tree overcomes the

problem of competition for sunshine on the

rainforest floor.
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Although many of its birds are shy and secretive,

the forest is well-loved for its brightly colored

birds, and Dr. Wurster showed us many of them.

The Puffbird, the Cock of the Rock, the Black-

fronted Nunbird, and the many parrots of the

forest are a feast of color. The 230 species of

tropical hummingbirds are a dazzling spectacle,

and particular to the Western Hemisphere.

Nectar feeders have evolved differently

elsewhere, as sunbirds in Africa and honeyeaters

in Australia.

True to his roots in environmentalism, Dr.

Wurster reminded us of the vulnerability of the

forest in his slides of the forest islands of

Trinidad. The islands are surrounded by

savanna, which are grazed by cattle. The cattle

invade the forest, destroying the fragile habitat by

grazing and trampling. One of the forests was

kept fenced from the cattle, and showed a

remarkable difference in forestation and diversity.

Dr. Wurster emphasized grazing as well as slash

and burn agricultural techniques as major threats

to the rainforest and challenges to its protectors.

Both in image and information, this was a rich

presentation. Our Club was honored to host Dr.

Wurster, and its members lucky to enjoy his

stories and learn from his many fascinating

experiences.

Our National Parks

On the evening of Nov. 6, about 30 HMBC

members gathered for an informative program on

our National Parks. Gina Johnson, Program

Director at Saratoga National Historical Park,

used video and lecture to present the history of

the U.S. National Parks System. She also

pointed out some of the issues challenging our

Parks, and the steps being made to meet these

challenges.

entitled, "National Parks: An American Legacy."

The video traced the history of our Parks,

beginning with seeds sown in the vision of poets

and artists like Emerson and Thoreau in the

1800's. The video noted the system's inception,

in the dedication of Yellowstone as our first

National Park in 1872. It chronicled the early

clashes between conservationists with utilitarian

designs on our early Parks, and the

preservationist counterparts. These conflicts, with

issues such as grazing, mining and drilling inside

the Parks, have certainly not died out completely

over a century later. The video continued tracing

the Parks' history, through the contribution of the

CCC in the 1930's, the eastward expansion of

the Parks during the same decade, the addition

of the National Seashores in the 1960's, and the

introduction of environmental education in the

1970's.

Ms. Johnson followed the video with an

informative lecture about threats to our National

Parks, and how they are being met. Of course,

the primary challenges are fiscal. The problem of

funding is being met from within the System by

improving fiscal management techniques, and by

forming partnerships with other agencies, such

as Nature Conservancy, and with local police and

fire departments. Particularly noted was Saratoga

National Historic Park's partnership with our own

Club. Ms. Johnson noted the many field trips we

run at the Battlefield, and was very appreciative

of our help.

The program was rounded out by an inspirational

video of various spots throughout the Parks

system, accompanied by music and narration.

The evening was informative and enjoyable.

The first video, about 25 minutes in length, was
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UpcorviiNq Field Tuips

Western Shore ofLake Champlaln

Dec 9-10 (Sat-Sun) Coord: Bill Lee 374-3426

This trip will search the bays and inlets of the NY side of

Lake Champlaln for waterfowl, loons, grebes, white-winged

gulls and Bald Eagle.

New Year* DayBird Count at Five Rivera

Jan 1 (Mon) Coord: Scott Stoner464-0492

For the past 15 years, Five Rivers has been welcoming in

the new year with an organized effort to identify all the bird

species present on January 1. Groups will go out at 9:30

a.m. from the Interpretive Building (visitor center), but

birders are welcome to arrive earlier to get a head start.

LowerMohawk River

Jan 7 (Sun) Coord: Gary Goodness 272-5830

The Cchoes/Waterford area offers a great opportunity to

study the gulls and waterfowl that winter along the Mohawk

River. We will look for Iceland and Glaucous Gulls (usually

present in small numbers in winter), and hope to find

Barrow's Goldeneye.

Eastern Long Island

Jan 13-15 (Sat-Mon) Coord:Bob Boehm 295-7994 (

Reservations by December 31,1995)

This trip will feature Montauk Point at daybreak for the

spectacle of thousands of seabirds offshore, including

loons, grebes, both eiders, and possibly gannets and some

alcids. Otherwise, we will focus on searching for winter

specialties such as Harlequin Duck, Purple Sandpiper,

Great Cormorant and uncommon gulls.

Annual State Waterfowl Count

Jan 14 (Sun) Coord:Paul Grattan 237-8355

On the local segment of this statewide event, participants

will count waterfowl and other winter birds on the Hudson

River between North Troy and Hudson Falls. Meet at 8:30

a.m. in the parking lot of the Shop'N Save supermarket on

the east end of the North Troy-Waterford bridge (Route 4).

FortEdward

Jan 20 (Sat) Coord:Barbara Putnam 792-7542

Join us on this popular trip to Eastern New York's hotspot

for wintering raptors. Ft Edward is a perennial good

location for Snowy and Short-eared Owls as well as Rough-

legged Hawks. It was also the site of a much publicized

Northern Hawk-Owl a few years ago. We will also search

for open-field passerines.

Campflre and Owllng at Five Rivers

Jan 21 (Sun) Coord: Alan Mapes and Scott Stoner

(Reservations by January 17)

Meet at 4:00 p.m. at the Five Rivers Interpretive Building

(visitor center) for a winter walk to listen for Great Horned

and Eastern Screech Owls. Join us around a blazing

campfire for hot dogs and hot cocoa.

Snowshoes and/or Winter Birds at Five Rivers

Jan 27 Coord:Ray Perry 475-0291 (work)

Sat This 3-4 hour trip will begin indoors at 9:00 a.m.,

watching the feeders at the Five Rivers Interpretive Building.

If there is sufficient snow, we will then strap on some

snowshoes (provided free of charge by Five Rivers

Environmental Education Center - If you call 475-0291 to

reserve them) and set out in search of wintering finches,

raptors and Northern Shrike.

Sachuest Point and Rhode Island Coast

FEB 3-4 (Sat-Sun) Coord: Gregg Recer 899-2678

(Reservations by January 12)

Harlequin Ducks, Purple Sandpipers and Common Black-

headed GufI should highlight this popular weekend trip. Also

possible are alcids and Barrow's Goldeneye.

Fort Edward

Feb 11 (Sun) Coord:Dick Beeier 399-8557

A reprise of the Jan 20 trip.

Massachusetts to Maine

Feb 17-19 (Sat-Mon) Coord: Bill Lee 374-3426

(Reservations by Feb 2)

Our popular winter trip to the Massachusetts coast has been

extended to Maine. Join us as we search for alcids, white-

winged gulls, Purple Sandpiper, Barrow's Goldeneye,

Harlequin Duck, King and Common Eider, Snow Bunting,

Lapland Longspur, Short-eared and Snowy Owls and other

raptors on this three-day weekend.

OWL
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BIRDLINE of E. NEWYORK: (518) 439-8080

HfllBC lo He/I 1096 Federation of

IIVI Blfd ClubV Annual fl1eetln9

HMBC will host the 1996 Federation

Annual Meeting. The meeting is to be

held in September. Planning is well

under way, but we are looking for

volunteers to assist with all facets of

organizing and running the meeting. If

you are interested, or would like further

information, leave a message for Phil

Johnson on Birdline (439-8080) with your

name and number. Thanks!!

Send articles, dip-art

phofos, artwork to:

Feathers

06 Cathy Graichen

23 Scotch Mist Vfey

Ballstan Spa NY 12020
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"President's Corner: Well 1 hate to say it but winter is upon us. It's the time of the year when 1 start

counting the days till Spring. 1 look forward so much to hearing the first JLed-

wtnged Blackbird in late Jrebruary. and seeing the Common Goldeneyes as the

ice begins to thaw. Meanwhile reality sets in. But all is not lost • it's already
shaping up to be an interesting winter. Many reports of Bohemian Waxwings.

Tine Siskins, and Evening Grosbeaks, and I'm predicting a Great Gray Owl

invasion to take care of the squirrel population. 1 hope everyone has a great
holiday season and that you get a chance to help out on one of the many
Christmas Bird Counts. They can be a lot of fun. especially the wrap-up sessions.
And please remember to send in your renewals and consider giving a gift

subscription to a loved one. Thanks to all. "Jiappy Jiolidays. and see you in the

Spring!
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